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INTRODUCTION 

This director sees Of Mice and Men as a study of the 

hopes and dreams of men and of the necessity for men to 

have dreams. But these hopes and dreams are contrasted 

with the reality of the harsh world in which men must exist, 

and the setting, costumes, lighting, and acting style must 

reflect this concept of contrast. 

1 



CHAPTER I 

THE DIRECTOR'S PREPARATION 

Research 

History of the Play 

Of Mice and Men, John Steinbeck's first attempt at 

play-writing, was the final product of an experiment in 

writing a novel in the form of a play. The resulting novel 

was Steinbeck's first real critical and commercial success, 

and the play adapted from the book stands as a classic of 

American theatre. 

In 1936, John O'Hara was hired to convert In Dubious 

Battle into a play. O'Hara visited Steinbeck to confer 

with him about this adaptation. The two immediately struck 

up a friendship that was to influence Steinbeck's writing 

style: 

During their discussions about the adaptation of 
In Dubious Battle, Steinbeck confessed to O'Hara 
his anxiety about what he would write next. He 
outlined his phalanx theory and bewailed his 
inability to find a novelistic form in which to 
embody it. O'Hara suggested a play.l 

Uncomfortable with rigid dramatic structure, Steinbeck 

resisted the suggestion. But as he discussed a form to 

1Thomas Kiernan, The Intricate Music (Boston: 
Little, Brown and Company, 1979), p. 206. 
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embody "his epic theme of the inherent conflict between 

group man and individual man" 2 with O'Hara and others, the 

idea of writing a novel in the form of a play emerged. This 

idea excited Steinbeck, and gradually the idea of experi-

menting with form outweighed philosophical notions. 

At the time of O'Hara's visit, Steinbeck had been 

working on a short story entitled "Something That Happened," 

a tale of life among the ranch hands on a ranch in the 

Salinas Valley. It contained many of the themes he had 

used in previous works: "the loneliness of the individual, 

the cruel, oppressive ironies of nature, the defeat of 

personal ambition, the shattering of illusions." 3 The 

story, however, was not working as well as Steinbeck wished. 

Then, after O'Hara's visit, Steinbeck began to take a new 

look at this work and realized that he might elucidate the 

story's themes through dialogue in a play-novel. He start-

ed to rewrite the story and soon found that he had his new 

novel. 

As Steinbeck expanded on the story of George and 

Lennie, two itinerant ranch hands, one of whom is mentally 

retarded, his work began to take on "a more cohesive 

4 narrative thematic flow." Steinbeck wrote the dialogue 

first, and then filled in the descriptive passages. 

2Ibid. 

3rbid., p. 207. 
4rbid. , p. 208. 
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He decided on the title "Of Mice and Men" from a line ln 

Robert Burns's famous poem, "The best laid schemes o' m1ce 

an' men gang aft a-gley." The novel took about two months 

to write partly because Steinbeck had to rewrite a part of 

the manuscript that his dog had chewed up. 5 

Of Mice and Men was an immediate best-seller. 
Published in February of 1937, its sales approached 
one hundred thousand copies by the end of the 
month. Moreover it was chosen by the Book-of-the
Month Club. Steinbeck was suddenly looking at the 
prospect of earning more money in the coming few 
months than he had over his entire lifetime.6 

With the money he earned from the book, Steinbeck decided to 

take his wife, Carol, to Europe. Before they left, George 

S. Kaufman contacted Steinbeck, letting him know of his 

desire to direct Of Mice and Men as a play and giving him 

some suggestions on how to change the novel into a stage 

play. Steinbeck worked on the conversion during his voyage 

to New York. 

In May of 1937, before Steinbeck had converted the 

novel into a play, Of Mice and Men was performed in San 

Francisco by the Theatre Union, a labor-theatre group. 

Steinbeck himself read his novel out loud to the group be-

fore they decided to use it as the opening production of 

their new theatre. The theatre group attempted no adapta-

tion, and simply took the dialogue directly from the novel. 

5rbid., p. 211. 

6rbid., p. 216. 
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The play was directed by Florence Hagee. Little notice of 

the production was taken by local theatre critics except 

John Hobart of the San Francisco Chronicle who wrote: 

When George Kaufman produces Of Mice and Men 
on Broadway sometime next fall, his version 
will be more sharply dramatic, more resourceful 
in its use of theatre values. The Theatre 
Union's dramatization follows the novel closely; 
the dialogue has been lifted straight from the 
book and transferred to the stage with hardly 
a single change. Since Steinbeck was writing 
primarily for readers, the result is a play that 
seems slightly ill at ease in the theatre.? 

After sixteen performances, the Theatre Union's production 

of Of Mice and Men closed on July 31, 1937. 

The dramatization of Of Mice and Men that Steinbeck 

had been working on was scheduled to open on Broadway on 

the twenty-third of November. Steinbeck had spent the 

summer at George Kaufman's summer home doing some final 

revisions on the script and was ready to return to Califor-

nia. Kaufman talked him into staying for the casting 

auditions; after that, however, Steinbeck, feeling that he 

8 was "excess baggage," returned to California. 

The play premiered at the Music Box Theatre and was 

an immediate critical and popular success. The cast 

included Wallace Ford as George, Broderick Crawford as 

Lennie, Claire Luce as Curley's Wife, John F. Hamilton as 

Candy, and Will Geer as Slim. Stark Young wrote in his 

7san Francisco Chronicle, 18 May 1937, p. 8. 

8Kiernan, p. 221. 



review for The New Republic: 

I have never seen a play quite like it, have no 
previous acquaintance with the nature of its 
suspenses or with the curious artistic satisfaction 
that its development affords ... But the whole 
of it seems to come off right in its own kind. It 
remains artifice, theatre, a work of art; but it 
loses nothing by it. It loses nothing in compulsion, 
projection, mood. Good or only pretty good, it 
turns out to be one of the few plays these several 
seasons that know their own mind, though you may not 
like that mind, which is another matter entirely 
... The total mood of the play dominates all else; 
all actuality, forward movement, detailed record, 
character analysis, are superseded by the design 
that establishes this play's inner and outer force.9 

6 

Another critic from Time magazine agreed that the play was a 

well-written and well-done piece of theatre: 

A soundly written, expertly produced play, its 
close knit suspense timed to the last held breath, 
it seemed fated by first-nighters' extraordinary 
enthusiasm to extraordinary success. Some 
partisans, reading between its hard-bitten lines a 
sweeping social preachment, freely prophesied that 
it would win the Pulitzer Prize. Even those who 
saw in it only a macabre folk-melodrama applauded 
the play's outspokenness and sincerity.lO 

An unsigned review in the Literary Digest called it "A 

11 completely satisfying American play," and a reviewer from 

Catholic World wrote: "Technically the play has the best 

and simplest construction of any on the boards . . The 

play has the sense of impending doom of old tragedies and 

9stark Young, "Two From the Novel," New Republic, 
6 December 1937, p 170. 

10 "New Plays in Manhattan: Of Mice and Men," Time, 
6 December 1937, p.41. 

11 "Theatre: A Completely Satisfying American Play," 
Literary Digest, 18 December 1937, p. 34. 



all the pitifulness of the present." 12 

The majority of the critics also agreed that the 

performances in the play were excellent. Stark Young 

reported: 

As one of the two friends, Mr. Wallace Ford is 
excellent; the other, the imbecile, is played 
without a break, to great effect by Mr. Broderick 
Crawford. The extent to which the deeper 
implications are conveyed by these performances, 
so interwoven, is remarkable.l3 

7 

The critics were also in unison in their praise of Broderick 

Crawford as Lennie. According to the reviewer for Time: 

Crawford won sympathy for a monstrous character, 
playing Lennie as a pathetic giant who kills as 
innocently as an unintentionally offending child.l4 

Literary Digest reported: "Broderick Crawford . . takes 

what must be the most difficult acting assignment in recent 

years, as Lennie he makes it a creation of stature." 15 The 

direction of George Kaufman was also praised: 

The final honors of the whole performance come in 
reality back to the director, whose problem with 
such a piece was unique, crucial, and highly 
professional all together. Mr. George Kaufman 
.. can well be proud of his result with this 

new play. No other director on Broadway could 
have taken such chances as he does here with 
repetitions, dangerously unexpected but excellent 
combinations in the dialogue, and pauses that 
begin as emotional crises and are made to end as 

12Euphemia Van Rensselaer, "Of Mice and Men," Catholic 
World, January 1938, p. 468. 

13 Young, p. 170. 

14 "New Plays in Manhattan," p. 41. 

lS . D. 34 L1terary 1gest, p. . 



triumphs in stagecraft . 
is indeed superb.l6 

. This directing 

In 1938 the Critic's Circle Award for Best American 

Play of the 1937-38 season was given to Of Mice and Men. 

8 

Steinbeck viewed the experiment of the play-novel a failure 

and wrote in Stage, "The book Of Mice and Men was an 

experiment and, in what it set out to do, it was a fail-

17 ure," but the critics felt that the play was a worthy 

piece of American drama. 

In January of 1940, the film version of Of Mice and 

Men was released. Critics were again generally favorable, 

but the opening of the film version of The Grapes of Wrath 

1n December of 1939 detracted somewhat from their enthusiasm. 

Of Mice and Men, however, also found a large audience, 

mainly because of the American public's new passion for 

Steinbeck. 

The film was produced by Hal Roach for United Artists 

and was directed by Lewis Milestone, best known for his 

direction of All Quiet on the Western Front. The screenplay 

was written by Eugene Solow, and the picture starred Bur-

gess Meredith as George, Lon Chaney Jr. as Lennie, Betty 

Field as Curley's Wife (now named Mae), Bob Steele as Cur-

ley, and Roman Bohnen as Candy. 

Basically, the critics felt the mov1e did the book 

16 Young, p. 170. 

17John Steinbeck, Untitled Article, Stage, December 
1938, p. 50. 



great justice, even though the book's censorable dialogue 

18 
was deleted. The film reviewer for Newsweek reported: 

Building with cumulative power to a tragic climax, 
Milestone has turned out a superior film that should 
rank among 1940's best.l9 

The movie critic of Time magazine wrote: 

In a succession of swift, spare, terse scenes, he 
[Lewis Milestone] succeeds in making Steinbeck's 
sub-human characters human, cleverly drowns out 
the false note of sentimentality in George and 
Lennie's relation by keeping it focused on action 
rather than feeling, forcing the tension ... More 
tender than the tough stage version, the impact of 
the picture is tough and raw enough.20 

The acting in the play was also praised for its quality. 

9 

Newsweek called the performances of Burgess Meredith and Lon 

Chaney Jr. "compelling" 21 and was equally enthusiastic about 

the supporting actors. 

One reviewer, however, was unimpressed with the film 

version. Franz Hoellering of The Nation reported: 

On the indicated level, a marvelous job of 
production, direction, and acting has been done. 
That one is never really captivated by the Lennie 
of Lon Chaney Jr., is not the actor's fault, and 
it would be a gross injustice to call him the 
weakest of the lot. He is as good as if not 
better than Burgess Meredith as George, but no 
enduring interest can be held by the repetitious 
unchangeable stupidity of the character he has 
to play.22 

18Film Review, Newsweek, 15 January 1940, p. 32. 

19 rbid. 

2°Film Review, Time, 15 January 1940, p. 60. 

21 Newsweek, p. 32. 

22 Franz Hoellering, Film Review, Nation, 20 January 1940 
p. 80. 
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Overall, the film version of Of Mice and Men was well 

received. 

Of Mice and Men is now looked upon as a classic of 

American theatre. There have been numerous revivals of the 

play at colleges and various regional theatres. The most 

significant revival took place when the show was again 

performed on Broadway in 1974 with James Earl Jones playing 

the part of Lennie. The rest of the cast included Kevin 

Conway as George, Stefan Gierasch as Candy, and Pamela Blair 

as Curley's Wife. It was directed by Edwin Sherin. 

Again, the New York theatre critics were, for the most 

part, united in their praise of the production. Clive 

Barnes of The New York Times wrote: 

There is still no doubt that as a theatre vehicle 
"Of Mice and Men" remains a human document of 
compelling value. Naturally, it depends to a large 
extent on the actors playing Lennie and George and 
the way they are directed. Here it is difficult to 
imagine how Steinbeck's salient dramatic points 
could have been more powerfully scored.23 

John Beaufort of the Christian Science Monitor reported: 

Loneliness permeates "Of Mice and Men" like the 
writer's night air in a deserted house. In the 
more than three decades since John Steinbeck's 
prize-winning adaptation of his novel opened on 
Broadway, this tragic and violent drama about the 
isolation of itinerant farm hands has lost none 
of its power to move. By latter day standards, 
Steinbeck's plotting may seem overly calculated, 
and his effects too obvious. But the strength of 
the play lies in the humanity with which "Of Mice 
and Men" views its characters.. And the abundance 

23clive Barnes, Theater Review, New York Times, 
December 19, 1974, P- 38. 



of the humanity is amply evident in the handsomely 
mounted revival at the Brooks Atkinson Theatre.24 

11 

Comment was also made on the decision to cast a black man ln 

the role of Lennie. It was agreed that this innovative idea 

did nothing to detract from the play. 

A mixture of black and white can sometimes disturb the 
texture of a play ... Or it can enrich the work .. 
In "Of Mice and Men," it grants the play a fresh 
resonance. The interdependence of George and Lennie 
is far more poignant and tragic than in the original.25 

Not all critics agreed on its merit, however. The Daily 

News reported that it was a "poor revival" 26 and the critic 

for the New York Post called it II • • • ,,27 Dlsappolntlng. But the 

critics were united in their praise of the performances of 

James Earl Jones and Kevin Conway. Clive Barnes wrote: 

The present production has two virtues: it lets 
us see once again the beauty of Steinbeck's play, 
and it gives us two fine performances in the main 
characters. James Earl Jones, one of our best 
actors, brings his strength and natural warmth on 
stage to the part of Lennie, and Kevin Conway is 
a scrappy but understanding George. It is 
necessary to feel between these two an allegiance 
and a devotion--an allegiance which no one can 
quite explain but everyone can understand--and 
this comes in the current production ... 28 

24 John Beaufort, Theatre Review, Christian Science 
Monitor, 23 December 1974, p. 10. 

25stefan Kanfer, Theatre Review, Time, 30 December 
1974, p. 53. 

26 Douglas Watt, Theatre Review, Daily News, 19 
December 1974, p. 17. 

27Martin Gottfried, Theatre Review, New York Post, 
19 December 1974, p. 14. 

28Barnes, New York Times, p. 38. 
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BACKGROUND ON THE AUTHOR 

John Ernst Steinbeck III was born on February 27, 1902, 

in Salinas, California, the third child of John and Olive 

Steinbeck. He was the son that his parents were longing for, 

but John and Olive were nevertheless disappointed by their 

new offspring's unprepossessing looks: "His infant features 

were, to put it kindly, not the ones found on the label of 

a Pablum box." 29 His mother, a school teacher and a woman 

of a culture, wanted a son to whom she could impart her 

cultural values: 

A boy possessed unlimited potential for adult 
endeavor. Olive had promised herself that if 
she were blessed with a son, she would mold him 
into a man of broad intellectual capacity, a man 
who might one day be a great university professor, 
scientist or scholar.30 

Since, as was the practice of the time, she had the main 

responsibility for raising him, Olive did her best to 

instill her own values in her son. 

Beginning on his third birthday, Olive started teach-

ing John how to read. "John responded as willingly as his 

attention span permitted. By the age of four he was capable 

of reading aloud, if haltingly, from the pr1mers his mother 

29 . 3 K1ernan, p. . 

30 Ibid. , p. 7. 
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f d h • • 1131 orce 1m to pract1ce on. This concentration on his 

education, coupled with the teasing of his mother and 

sisters about his odd looks, led to John's developing a case 

of extreme shyness and sensitivity by the time he was four. 

His father watched the development of these personality 

traits with some annoyance. By the time John was seven, the 

older Steinbeck decided to take John under his wing, a 

decision that caused some dissension between husband and 

wife; Olive still clung to her desire to make something 

special of the boy and to nurture his growth. John, Sr. 

insisted that he and his son spend half an hour together 

each day in order to discuss the realities of life.
32 

These 

talks, however, lasted for only six months and did little to 

change Steinbeck's personality. 

Steinbeck started grammar school at the age of eight. 

Admitted into the third grade at Salinas's West End Grammar 

School, John soon proved a great nuisance to his teachers: 

Unaccustomed to the techniques of natural 
congeniality, and still dominated by a burning 
shyness, he overdisported himself. In other 
words, he became an incorrigible in school, 
driving his teachers to angry distraction with 
his unexpected bursts of boisterous, irrational 
behavior.33 

Although these outbursts won him some favor with his 

classmates, Steinbeck never felt very comfortable with his 

31rbid., p. 9 . 

32 rbid., p. 12. 
33rbid. 
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peers. As he wrote many years later in his Journal of a 

Novel, "I remember the sorrow at not being part of things 

in my childhood . . Something cut me off always." 34 

At the age of nine, Steinbeck made a discovery that 

was to play an important role in his writing: Thomas 

Malory's Morte d' Arthur. "Throughout his life Steinbeck 

credited Malory's Morte d' Arthur as being the force that 

h d h . t 1 d d h. 1' f . " 35 s ape 1s even ua nee to spen lS 1 e as a wr1ter. 

Arthurian themes and overtones are to be found in most of 

his works, and during the later years of his life, he was to 

devote much time and effort into translating the Morte d' 

Arthur into modern American vernacular. 

The book impressed John so much that he took to 

inventing stories for his boyhood friends and to reading 

voraciously almost anything he could get his hands on. 

As he grew older, he spent most of his time reading, 

ignoring meals and his household chores. At about the same 

time, he also entered high school where his class efforts 

·were undistinguished, and he started writing, spending late 

nights in his attic room. This was soon put to a stop when, 

at the end of his junior year, he contracted pneumonia which 

turned into pleurisy. He was soon near death, and his doc-

34John Steinbeck, Journal of a Novel: The East of Eden 
Letters (New York: Viking Press, 1969), p. 30. 

35 . 15 K1ernan, p. . 



tors decided to perform emergency surgery: 

In an operation performed at home, his chest was 
incised, a rib removed, and the suffocating pleural 
pus was drained from his lung cavity. The verdict 
of the operation hung in the balance for several 
days while the Steinbeck family fearfully prayed 
over his wasted, comatose form. Then almost 
imperceptibly, he began to improve.36 

15 

During his recuperation, Steinbeck's parents did their 

best to discourage him from spending all his time writing 

stories. They told him that he needed to devote his time to 

his studies so that he would be accepted at Stanford 

University when he finished high school. Chastened by his 

illness, Steinbeck went along with their wishes and gave 

up further writing. He successfully finished high school 

and was accepted at Stanford. He spent the summer working 

as a laborer to earn money for college, an experience which 

would have some impact on his writing. At this point, John 

Steinbeck became aware of his ability to write stories from 

his own experiences, and he started writing character 

sketches of his fellow laborers. 

Steinbeck started at Stanford 1n the fall of 1919. 

His first desire had been to major in science, but his writ-

ing experiences of the summer convinced him that he wanted 

to be a writer. His father tried to discourage him but 

agreed to allow him to major in liberal arts. College life, 

however, did not agree with Steinbeck. He found the atmos-

phere stifling and his classes boring. His social life was 

36 rbid., p. 37. 
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non-existent, and he soon started cutting classes. Al-

though he did a lot of reading at this time, he made no 

attempt at any writing. Several illnesses also conspired 

against Steinbeck's finishing his freshman year. 

He returned the next year, though dreading classes, 

with a firm resolve to start writing. He stuck to this 

resolve and was soon on the verge of flunking all his 

classes. One of his friends wrote to Steinbeck's mother and 

told her of her son's difficulties, and Olive was able to 

ga1n John a reprieve from the dean. Steinbeck promised his 

mother he would try to reform. 

He gave his pledge a brief try. For three or four 
days he attended every class and contemplated the 
missing assignments he was required to redeem. But 
his sensibilities were swamped by the enormity of 
the task and the brief time in which he had to carry 
it out. On a day in the beginning of December, 
George Mors returned to their room to find his 
roommate's clothes missing and a cryptic note from 
John saying that he had "gone to China."37 

Steinbeck had decided that he was going to become a 

seaman and work out his problems on the sea. He headed for 

San Francisco, but once there, found that no one would hire 

him because of his lack of experience. He worked at odd 

jobs for a while, then returned home to his parents. His 

father got him a job on a ranch which was later to serve as 

a model for the ranch in Of Mice and Men. He also promised 

his parents he would return to Stanford the next fall. He 

used his time on the ranch to do some writing and made more 

37rbid., p. 37. 
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discoveries about the use of his own experiences. At this 

time, Steinbeck also started to develop some of his 

philosophies: 

Steinbeck at this time was also a budding 
philosopher, a thinker. Impelled by the 
religious conflict that simmered in his mind, 
the residue of his early religious upbringing 
versus his later independent perceptions of 
divinity, and by the countless moral and 
social paradoxes he observed in life, he was 
in the midst of making a number of important 
philosophical self discoveries that would 
eventually become the dynamo of his artistic 
energy and the benchmark of his literary vision.38 

He quit his job at the ranch and spent the rest of his 

summer writing. He sent one of his pieces to the editor of 

a Monterey newspaper. It was rejected, and when Steinbeck 

went to talk to the editor about his abilities as a writer, 

he was advised to return to college and there improve his 

style. 

Steinbeck returned to his parents' home and informed 

them of his intention to return to Stanford. 

He declared that he had come to the realization 
that he lacked the talent to make a go of it as 
a writer. He had however, found a realistic 
alternative, one that would afford him a chance 
to spend his life writing and still making a living: 
journalism.39 

His parents were agreeable, and Steinbeck returned to 

Stanford in January of 1923. Steinbeck kept up his academic 

studies for one term and dropped out again. After working 

38 Ibid., p. 62. 

39 Ibid., p. 79. 
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through the summer and fall, he returned again 1n January of 

1924 for what would be his most crucial and important 

exper1ence as a young writer. 

During this time, Steinbeck became friendly with a 

young student named Frank Fenton who was an editor for the 

Stanford Spectator, the monthly campus newspaper. Fenton 

expressed an interest in Steinbeck's writing, and after 

reading a short story called "Fingers of Cloud," recommended 

it for publication in the Spectator. It was used in the 

February 1924 issue, and the story excited much comment on 

campus. It also brought Steinbeck to the attention of a 

teacher, Edith Merrielees, who was to influence his work 

greatly. 

She read his Spectator story and commented favorably 
on it before the class, not failing, however, to 
point out its weaknesses. Steinbeck thereupon 
became her devoted pupil, and as the spring semester 
progressed he showed her some of his other stories 
and explained his theories about writing of the 
ordinary people of experience. She encouraged him 
but asked him to try something completely different.40 

She encouraged him to try writing on subjects foreign to his 

experience, to use his imagination with characters and 

situation. Because of her suggestions and a class ass1gn-

ment to "take a character in ancient literature or history 

and write a story around him in modern terms,"
41 

Steinbeck 

40 Ibid., p. 90. 

41 Ibid., p. 93. 
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wrote a story called "A Lady in Infra-Red" about Henry 

Morgan, the pirate. From this story, his first novel would 

grow. 

On his return to Stanford in 1925, Steinbeck came under 

the influence of another charismatic teacher, Elizabeth 

Smith. She was also a published short-story writer, and 

upon reading "A Lady in Infra-Red," praised the story and 

encouraged Steinbeck to expand it into a novel. Steinbeck 

was delighted with her praise and set about doing what she 

had suggested. His devotion to his writing soon led to his 

leaving college, this time permanently. His parents were 

now resigned to the fact that their son was not going to 

graduate. Steinbeck's father agreed to subsidize him with 

an allowance of twenty dollars a month so that his son could 

finish his novel. 

Steinbeck settled down to write, but soon grew 

discouraged with his novel, now entitled The Pot of Gold. 

"After he finished nearly eighty pages he began to lose 

interest. He couldn't imagine any publisher's taking 

the work seriously." 42 He decided that he would go to New 

York. 

After his arrival in November of 1925, he got a job as 

a laborer on the construction crew of the new Madison Square 

Garden. He worked at this briefly, then landed a job as a 

42 Ibid., p. 106. 
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"cub" reporter for a newspaper called the American. 43 A 

friend of his also sent some of his stories to a publisher 

who expressed an interest in them. Steinbeck had also 

become involved with a young actress, Mary Ardeth. She, 

however, wanted someone who could offer her financial 

security and broke off with him. He was also fired from 

the newspaper for neglecting his job. Discouraged, he 

returned to California at the end of June. 

Steinbeck soon got a job as the winter caretaker of an 

estate near Lake Tahoe and settled down to work on The Pot 

of Gold. He also wrote a short story called "The Gifts of 

Iban" which was published in The Smoker's Companion under 

the pseudonym John Stern. He finished his novel but was 

disappointed with the final result. Steinbeck brought the 

finished product to his former mentor, Elizabeth Smith, who 

was very impressed and suggested he change the title to A 

Cup of Gold referring to an important symbol in the book. 

He agreed with her but later dropped the "A." He left 

his job on the estate and started working at a fish 

hatchery. 

It was during this time he met his first wife, Carol 

Henning. A friend who worked at the hatchery with Steinbeck 

suggested she might type his manuscript for him. She agreed, 

and soon, after consultations and discussion about his novel, 

43 b'd 110 I 1 ., p. . 
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Carol and Steinbeck were ln love. 

Steinbeck sent his manuscript to Ted Miller, a friend 

of his from Stanford, who was a lawyer in New York. Miller 

started to look for a publisher for the book. Steinbeck 

had started on another novel and was living in San Fran-

cisco when he learned that Cup of Gold had been accepted for 

bl • • 4 4 • b I • • pu lcatlon. To Steln eck s great dlsappolntment Cup of 

Gold excited little interest from the literary critics. 

Steinbeck married Carol Henning in 1929 and worked on 

his newest project, tentatively titled To An Unknown God, 

until he finished it in 1930. It was rejected by several 

publishers, but Steinbeck, refusing to give in to despair, 

continued to work on a project of interlocking short 

. 45 storles. 

It was during this time that he met the man who was to 

influence and crystallize his philosophies, Edward F. 

Ricketts. 

Ed Ricketts' world vlew resembles that portrayed 
by Steinbeck in many of his novels, short stories, 
and works of nonfiction. It should not be assumed, 
however, that the marine biologist served as a 
pipeline from which Steinbeck drew all of his ideas, 
though there have been suggestions that this was the 
case.46 

44 Ibid., p. 133. 

45 b'd I l . , p. 154. 

46 Richard Astra, John Steinbeck and Edward F. Ricketts 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1973), p. 26. 
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Ricketts had a profound effect on Steinbeck's writing. They 

discussed their philosophies, and Ricketts encouraged 

Steinbeck to write about the poor inhabitants of Cannery 

Row. Steinbeck did not feel that these were the kind of 

people he wanted to write about, and he started to work on a 

new novel entitled Pastures of Heaven about a cursed valley 

known as Corral de Tierra. 47 He also joined a literary 

agency, Mcintosh and Otis. They advised him to rewrite To 

an Unknown God and started looking for a publisher for 

Pastures of Heaven. The agency finally found one after 

several rejections, and Steinbeck settled down to rewrite 

To an Unknown God. Ricketts offered him suggestions: 

Ricketts' view of life was exclusively Darwinistic, 
animalistic, naturalistic. Psychic disorder and 
its consequences carne not from a conflict between 
man and his "Maker" but from the struggle between 
man and his natural surroundings. Outlining his 
complex ideas with ease and simplicity, Ricketts had 
gradually convinced Steinbeck that a portrait of the 
Wayne family (the protagonists of To an Unknown God) 
doing battle with the elements would give the novel 
a reality and immediacy that it sorely lacked.48 

Pastures of Heaven was published in 1932 to unfavorable 

reviews, and Steinbeck sent off his rewrite, now titled To a 

God Unknown, to his agents. His mother had a severe stroke 

during this time, and after some nostalgic reminiscences 

with his father, Steinbeck started writing "The Red Pony" 

and several stories about the S~linas Valley. Some of these 

47 Kiernan, p. 167. 

48 b'd 170 I 1 • , p. . 
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were tales of the inhabitants of Tortilla Flat, a Mexican 

community in Monterey. After he finished "The Red Pony," 

he sent it to his agents who sold it to the North American 

Review, a literary journal. "The editors of North American 

Review had raved about it . . and when Elizabeth Otis 

conveyed their enthusiastic comments, John began to suspect 

that he might have hit on something effective in the story's 

49 
resonant style." He wrote several more stories for the 

Review and also finished work on Tortilla Flat, an 

expansion of some of his short stories. His current 

publishers were not enthusiastic about this book, and he soon 

turned to a new novel, In Dubious Battle-

Steinbeck found a new publisher in 1935, Covici, 

Friede. Pascal Covici, head of the firm, agreed to publish 

Tortilla Flat and all future works. Tortilla Flat was 

published at this time. It made the best-seller list and 

established Steinbeck as a writer. 

In Dubious Battle was published 1n 1936 and was 

greeted with critical controversy. A story of migratory 

apple harvesters and Communist efforts to organize them,
50 

the book was attacked by both right and left-wing factions. 

Many critics interpreted the book as being rro-Cornmunist and 

criticized Steinbeck for his sympathies. It was at this 

49 Ibid., p. 185. 

50 Ibid., p. 192. 
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time that Steinbeck became acquainted with John O'Hara and 

embarked upon his play-novel venture Of Mice and Men. 

After the success of Of Mice and Men established him as 

an important, best-selling author, Steinbeck's financial 

worr1es were over. He had already started work on what was 

to be his magnum opus, The Grapes of Wrath. Prior to the 

publication of The Grapes of Wrath, another book, The Long 

Valley, was published. However, it was The Grapes of Wrath 

that established him as a great American author. 

While Steinbeck was in the process of writing 
The Grapes of Wrath, he predicted that once 
finished with it he would have exhausted his 
capacity to write novels and would need to find 
some other form in which to express himself.5l 

The rest of his works never attained the critical success of 

The Grapes of Wrath and Of Mice and Men. 

Steinbeck also experienced much emotional upheaval 

during his later years. He divorced his first wife Carol 

to marry a young actress-singer, Gwendolyn Conger. She bore 

him two sons before they, too, got a divorce in 1948. Ed 

Ricketts was killed 1n a car accident during 1948. 

Steinbeck then married Elaine Scott in 1950, and they 

remained married until his death in 1968. 

Although he remained a popular writer, Steinbeck's 

later work never met with the approval of the critics. 

He won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1962, only the 

51 b'd 241 I 1 ., p. . 
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sixth American novelist to be awarded the prize. 52 

The following list of titles includes Steinbeck's 

works in chronological order according to their dates of 

publication: Cup of Gold (1929), Pastures of Heaven 

1932), To a God Unknown (1933), Tortilla Flat (1935), In 

Dubious Battle (1938), The Grapes of Wrath (1939), The Moon 

is Down (1942), Cannery Row (1945), The Wayward Bus (1947), 

The Pearl (1947), Burning Bright (1950), East of Eden 

(1952), Sweet Thursday (1954), The Short Reign of Pippin IV 

(1957), and The Winter of Our Discontent (1961) . 53 

Important Themes in John Steinbeck's Early Works 
and a Comparison of In Dubious Battle, Of 

Mice and Men and The Grapes of Wrath 

Throughout the course of John Steinbeck's writing 

career, certain important themes have provided a common 

denominator in his novels: man's relationship to land, the 

idea of group man, non-teleology (the theory that society 

would be better adjusted if man concerned himself with the 

"what is" of life, rather than the "what ought to be"), 

dreams, and mythology. The germs of some of these themes 

can be seen in Cup of Gold, Steinbeck's first novel. This 

story of the pirate Henry Morgan makes use of several mythi-

cal themes: the Faustian legend, the quest of Sir Galahad 

52
Ibid. I p. 314. 

53
rbid., p. 317. 
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for the Holy Grail, the Argonauts, and the Trojan War. 54 

Here also can be seen Steinbeck's concern with the dreams and 

illusions of man, a concern that pervades all of his novels: 

From the boy Henry Morgan, dreaming in his Welsh 
Valley, filled with 'a desire for the thing he 
could not name'--for the Indies of his imagination 
--to Juan Chicoy, yearning toward the Mexico of 
his boyhood, Steinbeck's characters with few excep
tions stand, in their personal visions of the 
world, in much the same relationship to reality. 
Although they are victimized by their illusions 
which are ultimately powerless in the face of 
reality, it is clear that through them they 
have realized whatever beauty, grace, and mean-
ing life holds for them. 55 

Cup of Gold was not a great novel and was not regarded 

as such by Steinbeck himself, but this first novel reveals 

the glirnrnerings of certain themes that he was to explore 

further in later novels: 

It reveals a good deal of the later Steinbeck, 
for many a favorite theme and character type appear 
here for the first time. Although Steinbeck had not 
yet met Ed Ricketts, he already makes evident an 
interest in biology, as in many unusual similies 
which reveal accurate observations of living 
creatures. Something like the group organism of 
later novels makes its appearance in the Brother
hood of Buccaneers, a band of men sharing a common 
purpose, so united and disciplined that 
Mansveldt planned to convert it into a republic.56 

54 Joseph Fontenrose, John Steinbeck (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1963), pp. 10, 11, 12. 

55 . . k II • St . b k Blake Nev1us, "Ste1nbec : One Aspect, 1n e1n ec 
and His Critics, eds. E.W. Tedlock and C.V. Wicker (Albu
querque: Un1versity of New Mexico Press, 1957), p. 197. 

56 Fontenrose, pp. 12-13. 
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Steinbeck's second published novel was The Pastures of 

Heaven, but he had completed To a God Unknown before he even 

began The Pastures so, in order to study the evolution of 

his important themes, To a God Unknown will be dealt with 

as his second novel. 

To a God Unknown 1s the story of Joseph Wayne, a farmer, 

his family, and their emigration from Vermont to California. 

The novel tells of Wayne's marriage, his struggle with 

drought and defeat, and his death. In this novel we see 

clearly Steinbeck's fixation with the land. Joseph Wayne 1s 

obsessed with the land and believes that all his actions 

have an effect on the fecundity of the land. When the 

ra1ns cease to fall and the land becomes barren, Wayne sees 

it as his failure, and consequently, he must be the 

sacrifice. As he cuts his wrists and feels the blood pour 

into the soil, the rains begin again. To Steinbeck, this 

relationship with the land is mystical and surrounded with 

ritual, a relationship that is repeated in Of Mice and Men. 

To a God Unknown is also patterned around a mythical 

theme, Biblical in nature. The central core lS the Joseph 

f . 57 d th 1 th th story rom Genes1s, an ere lS a so e group-man erne 

in this novel: "The idea of group organ1sm has a larger 

place in this novel than in Cup of Gold. The Wayne 

patriarchal community is itself a single organism, and 

57 rbid., p. 14. 
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temporarily groupings may become single organisms for the 

. d f h . d . 58 per1o o t e1r urat1on." 

The Pastures of Heaven lS not really a novel, but a 

collection of short stories whose bond is the presence of 

the Munroe family in each story. The stories are concerned 

with the inhabitants of a valley called the Pastures of 

Heaven and the effect that a family of newcomers has on 

them. The unifying theme of this work 1s the curse the 

Munroes carry with them and its operation on the innocent 

inhabitants of the Pastures of Heaven. Like Steinbeck's 

first two novels, each story is built around myths such as 

those of Faust or Robin Hood, but there ends the 

similarity for in this book Steinbeck does not refer to 

his theory of group man nor does he stress his land themes. 

The most important detail in this book, as it relates to 

his later novels, is the inclusion of the idiot Tularecito, 

a character that foreshadows the character of Lennie Small 

in Of Mice and Men. 

Tortilla Flat was Steinbeck's first complete novel 

written after the beginning of his friendship with Ed 

Ricketts. It is in this novel that we begin to see the 

coalescence of the vague biological and philosophical 

theories into a mature, cohesive philosophy that would 

pervade the rest of his work. Although Ricketts did have 

58 rbid. I p. 18. 
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some influence on the rewrites of To a God Unknown, it 

was in Tortilla Flat that his influence became obvious; 1n 

fact, Ricketts encouraged Steinbeck to write about the 

inhabitants of Tortilla Flat: 

Ricketts had proposed that John study the 
paisanos in much the same way that he studied 
his marine specimens and then try to write 
something that would illuminate the balance 
between the human and animal nature in man--a 
metaphysical theme, to be sure, but framed 1n 
the simplest, most naturalistic way.59 

Tortilla Flat, published in 1935, was a collection of 

humorous tales about the paisanos of Monterey. It, like 

his earlier works, is loosely based on mythical themes, in 

this case Arthurian legends. This is the first of Stein-

beck's novels to focus more clearly on his theme of group 

man, or the group organ1sm. 

The house was the body of an organism. In Tortilla 
Flat Steinbeck's biological point of view becomes 
explicit, and for the first time he makes deliberate, 
if humorous, use of the conception of the group as 
organism . The group organism is more than just 
the sum of its parts, and the emotions of its unit 
parts coalesce into a single group emotion . . So 
Tortilla Flat is on one level the life history of an 
organism, which was conceived when Danny, just out 
of jail, met Pilon and told him about the two houses. 
When Pilon, Pablo, and Jesus Maria moved in with 
Manny, the organism was born. It grew, thrived for 
a time, had good and bad experiences, became sick, 
and died; and the burning of the house was the 
cremation of the organism's body.60 

In Tortilla Flat we see the cohesive emergence of John 

59Kiernan, p. 177. 

60 Fontenrose, pp. 33-34. 
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Steinbeck's philosophy, but it lS 1n his three great novels 

of the proletariat, In Dubious Battle, Of Mice and Men, and 

The Grapes of Wrath, that we see this philosophy and his 

major themes mature. These three novels deal with the poor 

working men of the 1930s. While using most of his favorite 

themes, Steinbeck focuses maJor attention on his theories 

of group man and non-teleology. The following is a com-

parison of In Dubious Battle, Of Mice and Men and The Grapes 

of Wrath. 

In Dubious Battle 1s a recounting of a strike led by 

Communists; Of Mice and Men is the tale of two itinerant 

workers and their experiences on a ranch; The Grapes of 

Wrath is the mammoth exploration of the life of a family of 

migrants. The most obvious common denominators in these 

novels are the poverty and harsh existence the main 

characters must endure, but the similarities are deeper 

than that. All three are stories of group organisms, with 

In Dubious Battle being a complete study of group man. "In 

this novel the collective persons are fully as important as 

the individual persons. Steinbeck's theory of group 

organ1sm, discernible 1n his work from the first, is now 

seriously employed as a central structural feature of the 

61 
novel. 

In Of Mice and Men, this theme 1s aga1n developed but 

61 b'd 45 I 1 • , p. . 
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ln a different manner: 

In Of Mice and Men this theme is carried over and 
developed. Steinbeck focuses, instead of on the 
group, on two individuals, migrant workers who might 
well have been among the strikers of In Dubious Battle 
but who are now removed from the body of the group 
and examined as its microcosms.62 

The Grapes of Wrath expands this theory of group man. 

"In colloquial language easy and Tom express the book's 

doctrine; that not only is each social unit--family, 

corporation, union, state--a single unit--family, corpora-

tion, union, state--a single organ1sm, but so is mankind as 

a whole, embracing all the rest." 63 

Each book shows the manner ln which group man forces 

individual members to act: 

The tragedy is that an individual is not able 
to isolate himself completely from the larger 
organism, nor yet control it; and he is affected, 
often mortally in Steinbeck's novels, by what group 
man does. So, in Of Mice and Men, George does, 
knowlingly, what group-man makes it necessary for him 
to do, even though it is bad in itself. So, in 
The Grapes of Wrath, men do evil things driven by 
the demands of an organism which they compose, but 
which is larger than themselves.64 

Although the concept of group man lS an important 

theme in these three novels, there is a difference in the 

emotional impact of these groups of characters. In Dubious 

63 Fontenrose, p. 80. 

64Frederick Bracher, 
of Man," in Steinbeck and 
C.V. Wicker (Albuquerque: 
1957)' p. 190. 

"Steinbeck and the Biological View 
His Critics, eds. E.W. Tedlock and 
University of New Mexico Press, 
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Battle was written with a deliberately impersonal point of 

Vlew. While we can sympathize with the strikers of In 

Dubious Battle, they fail to strike the emotional chord that 

George, Lennie, or the dispossessed Joads strike. 

Steinbeck's non-teleological philosophy is also 

important in these three novels; in fact, Of Mice and Men 

was written as a non-teleological tale, its former title 

being "Something that Happened." In all three of these 

books, no blame or cause is ascribed to the action of the 

novels; it is simply "something that happens." This is best 

exemplified by the inclusion of a character with a non-

teleological point of view: Doc Burton in In Dubious Battle, 

Slim the jerk-line skinner in Of Mice and Men, and Ma Joad, 

the matriarch of the Joad family, in The Grapes of Wrath. 

It is significant to note the evolution of this non-teleo-

logical character ln each of these books: 

There is one major difference: in the evolution 
of his hero type, Steinbeck has made Slim less of a 
talker than Doc and more of a doer, more of a man of 
the people; less of an abstract 'voice' and more of 
an individual in his own right. Still, like Doc, 
he is gentle, understanding, and quietly wise in his 
acceptance of the way things are.65 

The character of Ma Joad incorporates all of these 

qualities, but with a difference; she partakes in the action 

by being the leader of the group. No longer does the non

teleological hero stand by and observe; she is an important 

65 Marks, pp. 61-62. 



part of the action while pursu1ng her non-teleological 

calmness. 66 
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In Steinbeck's novels, we also perce1ve the themes of 

land hunger and dreams. Although the theme of land hunger 

is more apparent in Of Mice and Men and The Grapes of Wrath, 

both themes are integral parts of these novels. The major 

characters of these two works crave the dignity of own1ng 

their own pieces of property. In Of Mice and Men, the 

litany that George repeats to Lennie about the farm becomes 

a ritual that creates a mystical bond with this parcel of 

land. It is also a symbol for them, a symbol of their 

freedom from a degrading existence. The Grapes of Wrath 

retains these attitudes toward the land, but with an addi-

tion: 

Steinbeck had dealt with this theme of man's 
relationship to the land earlier--in To a God Unknown 
and Of Mice and Men. In these works the relationship 
is myst1cal, symbolic, and mythical. While these 
values persist in The Grapes of Wrath, man's 
identification with the growth cycle is also seen as 
pragmatic, socially practical in Jeffersonian terms. 
The human erosion pictured in the book is as much 
the result of a separation from the land as it is of 
poverty.67 

The theme of dreams 1s integral to all three novels. 

Mac and Jim of In Dubious Battle pursue the dream of a 

Communist union of the migrant workers; George and Lennie 

66
Ibid. I p. 76. 

67Peter Lisca, The Wide World of John Steinbeck (New 
Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers University Press, 1958), p. 153. 
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share the dream of owning their own p1ece of land; the Joads 

hold a dream for unity among men. These separate dreams 

can be condensed into one, a dream of independence from the 

vagaries of those who bear no love for their fellow man, an 

almost Utopian dream, that these characters follow through 

success or failure. 

The final theme to be examined is the mythical theme 

evident 1n two works, In Dubious Battle and The Grapes of 

Wrath. In Dubious Battle's dominant mythical influence is 

Milton's Paradise Lost, with the Communist Party playing the 

68 
role of Satan. In The Grapes of Wrath, there is a Bibli-

cal parallel: 

A prominent mythical level, more concretely 
developed than those in Tortilla Flat or In Dubious 
Battle is the biblical. The journey of the twelve 
Joads resembles that of the twelve tribes of 
Israel in the Old Testament. Like the Jews in Egypt 
under Pharoah, the Joads in Oklahoma are oppressed 
by landowners and banks. When dust, drought, and 
oppression prove to be too much, the Joads begin 
their exodus and years of wandering. Like the 
ancient Jews, the Joads must face down detractors 
and enemies to reach California or Canaan, "the 
promised land."69 

Of Mice and Men differs from the other two novels; Steinbeck 

uses no mythical theme in this work. 

In Dubious Battle, Of Mice and Men, and The Grapes of 

Wrath are all similar in terms of subject matter and theme 

which were developed in his early works and then success-

68 McCarthy, P- 49. 

69 b'd I 1 ., P- 68. 



fully fused in these three novels of the proletariat. 

We have seen that Steinbeck consciously set out 
1n his career to be not just a writer but an artist. 
His early novels were deliberate attempts to achieve 
art through the successful fusion of thought 
(philosophical and thematic idea) and craft (literary 
technique) . His successive works increasingly 
approached this achievement, and in Of Mice and Men, 
the novel that immediately preceded The Grapes of 
Wrath, he came closest to accomplishing the fusion 
of form and content, idea and technique, that 
constitutes literary art. In The Grapes of Wrath, 
he achieved the complete fusion./0 

Comparison Between the Novel and 
Play Forms of Of Mice and Men 

When Steinbeck started to write Of Mice and Men, he 

did so with the idea that it would be a play-novelette. 
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He wrote the dialogue first--long, uninterrupted 
stretches of talk between the two men who find 
themselves in a predicament. As in a play, he 
introduced additional characters--each with his own 
story--to move the action along . . . Once he had the 
outline of the novel in dialogue, he proceeded to 
fill in the description. He wrote ~pisodically, 
again as in a play, carefully shifting from one 
scene to the next. He employed all the devices 
of the dramatist, foreshadowing later climactic 
events so that the reader knew early that something 
terrible was to happen, and building a lean strain 
of tension and suspense.71 

As Steinbeck worked on the novel, he soon became 

convinced that it would work equally well as a play. The 

descriptive passages could be transformed into stage 

direction, the dialogue was realistic, and with some changes 

7 °Kiernan, p. 239. 

71Kiernan, p. 208. 
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to augment the dramatic flow of his writing, it was 

eminently suitable for production on stage. 

GeorgeS. Kaufman contacted Steinbeck 1n 1937, telling 

him of his desire to direct Of Mice and Men and also 

sending a list of suggestions about how to convert the novel 

into a play script.
72 

When Steinbeck carne to New York to do 

the adaptation, he did much of the work on the play with 

Kaufman, and Kaufman probably contributed a great deal to 

the dramatic power of the play. There were few changes made 

to the novel in its transformation into a play; the changes 

that were made were usually only in those portions of the 

novel that did not contribute to action or theme, or that 

detracted from the theatricality of the p1ece. There was 

also a major change in one character's motives and actions, 

and some minor changes in others. These differences will 

now be explored in detail. 

Perhaps the most important difference between the 

novel and the play is in Curley's Wife. Her character and 

motivations were drastically changed in the transformation. 

He (Steinbeck) has presented her, in the novel, 
as vain, provocative, vicious (she threatens Crooks 
with a lynching, for instance, when he tries to defy 
her), and only incidentally lonely. Now in the play 
he reverses her portrait. She is no longer vicious 
(her lynching threat has been written out of the 
script), and she is not even provocative: she is 

72 Ibid., P- 217. 



just a lonely woman whose attempts at friendliness 
are misunderstood.73 

Her character in the play lS much more sympathetic, and, 

more importantly, she embodies two of the themes of the 

play: companionship and innocence destroyed. 

There are other changes concerning Curley's Wife in 
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the play. There is an exchange between George and Curley's 

Wife in Act II, Scene Two which is not in the novel. The 

novel's vers1on of that scene has Curley's Wife barging 

into a discussion among Crooks, Candy, and Lennie. She 

bullies and intimidates them, trying to badger them into 

revealing the person responsible for injuring Curley's 

hand, and her vicious nature prompts her to threaten them 

after she guesses that Lennie is the culprit. Crooks tells 

her to leave, but she is ready to go only when Candy tells 

her that he has heard the ranch hands returning from their 

Saturday-night festivities. George appears after she 

leaves, and the chapter ends with Crooks's retracting his 

offer to help the men on their farm. In the play's version, 

George precedes Curley's Wife and has already dismissed 

Crooks's offer of help by not acknowledging it. Curley's 

Wife comes to Crooks's room for the same reason that she 

does 1n the novel, but her position has weakened. She no 

73Mrk Spilka, "Of George and Lennie and Curley's Wife: 
Sweet Violence in Steinbeck's Eden," Modern Fiction Studies, 
20 (Summer 1974), p. 174. 
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longer has the strength of v1c1ousness and is not able to 

cow the men into doing her bidding. In fact, she is now at 

the mercy of the men's physical strength as is demonstrated 

when George almost strikes her. 

In the play Steinbeck goes out of his way to make 
it clear that George's hostility to Curley's Wife 
prefigures Lennie's. In a scene not in the novel, 
he arranges an exchange in the Negro Crook's (sic) 
room in which George's arm is raised in anger against 
the woman: he is about to strike her for threatening 
the friendship dream, for trying to "mess up what 
we're going to do." Then Curley's father arrives, 
the girl retreats from the room and George lowers his 
hand as the scene closes.74 

This ending is much more dramatic than that of the novel, 

and it also prompts some other changes in the play. At the 

close of the scene there is now the possibility that Lennie 

and George will be fired as the result of George's 

aggress1ve behavior toward Curley's Wife. If this were to 

happen, they would escape what, until now, has been the 

inevitable conclusion of their story: the death of Lennie 

and the destruction of the dream. However, with Slim's 

intervention (explaining to the Boss that they are good 

workers and deserve a second chance), this possibility is 

side-stepped and the chain of events continues. The ending 

also provides a new reason for Curley's Wife's presence 1n 

the barn in the next scene, and emphasizes her now syrnpathe-

tic character. 

Her presence 1n the barn, according to the novel's 

74 Ib1'd., 173 74 pp. - . 
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vers1on, 1s prompted only by a desire to cause more trouble; 

she is there to flirt with Lennie and alternates between 

boasting of her supposed chance of a film career and making 

cruel remarks to Lennie. Her request that he touch her 

hair is a provocative gesture, and one can almost feel that 

her death is justified, for in the novel she is aligned 

with the forces of hostility. It is exactly the opposite 

for her in the play. Here, she is in the barn to hide a 

suitcase; she is planning to run away from her husband 

because of the harsh scolding she has received for her 

presence in Crooks's room in the previous scene. Her 

gestures toward Lennie are compassionate; at last she has 

found "somebody to talk to" as they sit and share their 

dreams. She also speaks of her unhappy childhood and her 

father, dialogue which lS not found in the novel. "In her 

final scene, moreover, 1n a sympathy speech written 

expressly for the play, she joins Lennie ln the lost world 

of childhood . .. 75 Her death is made more poignant • 

and tragic as a result of her transformation into a 

sympathetic character because the audience can care about 

what happens to her; in the novel she 1s a hostile 

character precipitating and deserving her destruction. 

Curley's Wife is not the only character in the play 

for whom new dialogue was written and plot changes were made 

in order to create a more sympathetic, dimensional character 

75Ibid., p. 174. 
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the Boss and Curley are also included in this category. 

The Boss's only words to George and Lennie in the novel are 

susp1c1ous and hostile. This same dialogue is present in 

the play, but it is balanced with new dialogue that shows 

an attempt to be friendly with the men. In a similar vein, 

Curley's fight with Lennie ln Act II, Scene One, is pre

cipitated by his discovery of his wife's visit to the 

bunkhouse. His quarrel starts with George, who is quite 

able to take care of himself; then Curley focuses his anger 

on Lennie by laughing at him. Curley's behavior in the 

novel is much more reprehensible. His wife has not been 1n 

the bunkhouse; instead, Curley enters the bunkhouse accom

panied by Slim, Carlson, and Whit and tries to pick a fight 

with Slim, accusing him of being sexually involved with his 

wife. Carlson and Candy jeer at his jealousy until his eye 

lights on Lennie smiling at his dreams of the ranch, and 

he immediately makes Lennie the brunt of his hostility. 

There is no reason for this other than meanness; Curley 

now has an excuse for fighting one of the big men whose s1ze 

he so bitterly resents. These additions of new dialogue and 

changes in plot serve to improve these characterizations, and 

they add a dimension that is missing in the novel; these men 

are neither wholly good nor wholly evil--they are a mixture 

of both, and this contributes to their credibility as 

characters. 

Another change from novel to play takes place at the 
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conclusion of the story. In the novel, Lennie arr1ves at 

the river bank and experiences an hallucination: his Aunt 

Clara appears first and scolds him for getting into trouble 

and for not caring about George. Lennie defends himself to 

her, but she disappears and is replaced by a giant rabbit 

who tells him that George will now never let him tend the 

rabbits on the farm but will instead beat him and leave him. 

Lennie cries out for George just as George emerges from the 

brush. The reason for cutting this episode from the play is 

obvious: it is contrived and untheatrical. The appearance 

of an old woman and a giant rabbit on stage would be 

ludicrous and would break the dramatic build of the final 

scene. 

Another difference between play and novel is the 

inclusion in the play of the ranchhands' appearance before 

George shoots Lennie and their absence after the shooting. 

In the novel the men do not appear until after George has 

shot Lennie. George lies about the shooting. He says that 

Lennie had Carlson's gun, but he took it away and shot him. 

Slim is the only character who understands what really 

happened; he offers his sympathy to George, and they go off 

together. It is clear why Steinbeck chose to end the play 

with Lennie's death; it is much more dramatic . 

. . . Steinbeck, probably to provide a more 
effective curtain, eliminates George's last 
conversation with Slim and ends with the shooting 
of Lennie. The original ending would also probably 
have been too involved for playgoers to follow after 
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episodes.76 

Similarly, the inclusion ln the play of the ranch-

hands' pursuit of Lennie prior to the shooting adds some 

theatrical suspense to the scene; it almost seems at one 
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moment that Curley will discover Lennie's presence. Slim's 

sympathetic attitude is still emphasized; he distracts 

Curley and allows George to do what he has to do alone. 

These changes in the play help to build the scene to its 

climax. In the novel the final chapter is not very 

dramatic; its events are merely inevitable. 

Because Steinbeck conceived the idea of writing Of 

Mice and Men as a play-novelette, the story adapted very 

well, with few changes, to the stage. The changes made 

added to the depth of the characters and to the theatri-

cality of the piece, helping to make it a fine example of 

dramatic literature. 

Analysis 

Action 

The maln action of Of Mice and Men concerns the 

characters' attempts to fulfill their dreams. By realizing 

these dreams, Lennie, George, Candy and Curley's Wife can 

find their fulfillment; however, the hostilities of the 

world they live in prevent them from achieving their goals. 

76warren French, John Steinbeck (New York: Twayne 
Publishers, Inc., 1961), p. 76. 
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Plot 

The story of Of Mice and Men develops in three acts 

that take place over a period of three days. These acts 

take place in two different locations, a bank of the Salinas 

River and a ranch. 

The first scene 1s primarily expository in nature. 

The main characters, George and Lennie, are introduced, and 

their relationship is established and explored. George and 

Lennie arrive at the river bank, and Lennie immediately 

approaches the water and starts to gulp down huge drinks. 

He is reproached by George who chides Lennie in an almost 

fatherly fashion. George complains about the bus driver's 

leaving them so far away from the ranch (thereby explaining 

why they are on the river bank) . Lennie asks George where 

they are go1ng, a question he has asked many times before 

their arrival; this annoys George and gives him a chance 

to vent his frustration on something tangible. In these 

first lines, it soon becomes evident that Lennie is not of 

normal intelligence and that George is the leader of the 

pa1r. Their relationship 1s further explored as the scene 

progresses. George again starts to explain about their 

destination, reminding Lennie of the work cards they both 

received. Lennie reaches into his pocket for the work card, 

and, unable to find it, tells George that he has lost it. 

Lennie is greatly relieved when George tells him that 

he has had the card all along, but this relief is soon 
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forgotten when George confiscates a dead mouse that Lennie 

has been carrying in his pocket. The introduction of the 

mouse establishes both Lennie's love for petting soft 

things, and one of the main themes of the play, the destruc

tion of 1nnocence. George throws the mouse away, and the 

scene continues with more exposition. 

Lennie forgets their destination aga1n, so George 

informs him that they are going to work on a ranch and that 

Lennie is to say nothing to the ranch boss, so as not to 

reveal that he is of subnormal intelligence, a fact which 

would jeopardize their jobs. The audience is also made 

aware of the fact that Lennie has done a "bad thing" in 

the town of Weed, although it 1s not revealed what that 

lS; George and Lennie had to run to escape retribution. 

George then decides that they will spend the night on 

the river bank where they are free from the cares and worries 

of their everyday lives. To George, the river bank is a 

place of refuge and safety (a retreat from the world}. This 

symbolic meaning for the r1ver bank is reiterated at the end 

of the scene when George tells Lennie to return to the river 

bank if he ever gets in trouble. 

Lennie tells George that he lS hungry, so George sends 

him off to find some wood for a fire while George opens two 

cans of beans. Lennie uses this time to retrieve his dead 

mouse, surreptitiously, but George realizes what he has 

done and takes the mouse away from him again; this upsets 
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Lennie to the point of tears. George calms him by telling 

him that if Lennie finds a "fresh" mouse, he can keep it. 

They settle down to eat their dinner, but Lennie decides 

that he wants ketchup with his beans. George explodes, 

tells Lennie that they have no ketchup, and proceeds to 

lament his situation and the many things he could do if he 

did not have Lennie tagging along. He also reminds Lennie 

of the incident in Weed when he wanted to feel a girl's 

dress, and they had to run from being shot. It is seen 1n 

this sequence that Lennie has a habit of inadvertently 

causing trouble for himself, and, since George has estab

lished himself as Lennie's protector, for George as well. 

Obviously, this 1s a source of conflict for George, not 

between himself and Lennie, but between what he thinks he 

1s obligated to do and what he thinks he really wants to do. 

As quickly as he blew up, George calms down, and 

seeing the expression of terror on Lennie's face, turns 

away in shame. Lennie offers to go away and leave him alone, 

but George apologizes and tells Lennie to stay with him, 

promising to get Lennie a pup- Lennie then asks George to 

tell the story of the rabbits again. George repeats to him 

a story that he has probably told many times before: that 

other workers travel alone, but George and Lennie have each 

other, and that someday they will have their own farm, 

ra1se their own food, and, most importantly for Lennie, 

ra1se rabbits. This is a crucial point in the scene, for 
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here is introduced the ma1n action of the play, their desire 

to find the fulfillment this dream offers them. Another 

major theme of the play, that of companionship, is also 

established. The affectionate symbiosis of these two men, 

their brotherly, mutual concern, and their faithful com

panionship are also shown. The scene ends on this note of 

companionship with the two men settling down to sleep for 

the night. 

This first scene shows the audience both how dependent 

Lennie is on George, and, in a more subtle manner, the same 

dependency George has on Lennie. This latter dependency 

becomes clear as the play progresses. The hopes and desires 

of each man are communicated to the audience, and their 

characters are established. Lennie emerges as a child-like 

brute, a sort of primeval man who is innocent of any evil; 

George 1s depicted as the leader, the protector, and the 

thinker. The security and comfort the two men derive from 

their relationship are emphasized as the play progresses. 

In Scene Two the setting moves to the bunkhouse of a 

ranch. This scene serves to give further exposition, 

character development, and plot advancement. The character 

of Candy, the old one-handed swamper, is introduced as he 

shows George and Lennie around the bunkhouse. George 

discovers a can of insect repellent in his bunk and 

immediately complains angrily to Candy. Candy proceeds to 

give the background of the previous occupant of George's 
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bunk and succeeds in placating George. Candy's purpose ln 

the beginning of this scene is to give the two men (and the 

audience) background on most of the inhabitants of the 

ranch. And, although it is mainly exposition, the scene 

g1ves insight into Candy's character and function in the 

play. 

The Boss enters, and with his entrance come the first 

intimations of_ the hostility of the ranch world. The Boss 

is highly suspicious of two men who travel together; he can 

see no reason for it except that of monetary gain. He 

accuses George of taking Lennie's pay, but George manages to 

convince him otherwise. After the Boss exits, George 

berates Lennie for talking when he was told not to. Candy 

re-enters leading his old sheepdog. Soon after his arrival, 

Curley, the Boss's son, enters the bunkhouse looking for his 

father. Curley is immediately hostile to George and Lennie, 

badgering Lennie with questions. Lennie, frightened at 

disobeying orders again, allows George to speak for him, 

and this angers Curley. Upon finding out that the two men 

travel together, his immediate reaction is that the reason 

for this is sexual in nature. All the men on the ranch 

find it strange that two men should travel together; the 

idea of companionship is foreign to most of the inhabitants 

of this environment; the only reasons they can accept for 

two men together are monetary or sexual in nature. Curley's 

hostility is an intimation of trouble to come; he makes some 
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vague threats to George and leaves. George discovers from 

Candy that Curley, being a small man, hates "big guys" and 

is always picking fights with them, and that Curley's new 

wife, being something of a flirt, has caused his temperament 

to become even more pugnacious. After Candy leaves, Curley's 

Wife appears in the doorway, ostensibly looking for Curley. 

She makes a number of sexually provocative gestures toward 

the men; Lennie is immediately fascinated with her. She 

leaves hurriedly after discovering that Curley 1s on his 

way to their house. 

George is apprehensive of Lennie's interest in the 

girl; he warns him furiously to stay away from her. Lennie, 

startled by and frightened of the many undercurrents of 

anger and hostility flowing through this new environment, 

cries out to George that the ranch is a bad place, that they 

should leave immediately. George calms him by telling him 

that they will not stay long, but they have to stay long 

enough to get a stake together. 

Slim, the muleskinner, enters. He, too, finds it 

unusual that the two men travel together, but unlike most of 

the other men, he approves, divining that the reason lS not 

of a venal nature. Carlson, another ranch hand, enters and 

asks Slim if his dog has had her pups. Slim replies that 

he had to drown four of them, but that there are still five 

left. Carlson suggests giving one to Candy as an incentive 

to get rid of his old blind dog. This is obviously a source 
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of dissension between Carlson and Candy, Carlson seeing no 

reason to keep a dog that has outlived its usefulness. Slim 

and Carlson leave after hearing the dinner bell. Lennie, 

remembering George's promise to get him a pup, begs him to 

ask Slim for one. George assures him that he will, and as 

they start to leave, Curley enters looking for his wife. 

George tells him that she was there, but she left and he 

does not know where she went. After Curley leaves, George 

expresses his fear that he and Curley are going to quarrel, 

but the only thing Lennie can think of is a brown and white 

pup. 

The audience is introduced to most of the other 

characters of the play in this scene, and the characters' 

personalities are developed for them. The conflicts between 

the characters are established, waiting to emerge full 

blown in the following scenes. 

Act II, Scene One takes place 1n the bunkhouse in the 

early even1ng of the same day. Slim and George enter the 

bunkhouse. George is thanking Slim for giving Lennie the 

puppy. They have a long conversation during which George 

reveals a great deal about his life to Slim, facts which he 

never revealed to anyone else before. The relationship 

between George and Lennie is explored in detail. George 

tells of the companionship that Lennie gives him, the 

security of always having someone to care for and talk to, 

someone who cares about what might happen to him, but he 
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also complains of the trouble Lennie has been to him, and 

while doing so, inadvertently reveals the "bad thing" Lennie 

did in Weed. Lennie's constant desire to touch things that 

are soft and pretty caused him to feel a girl's dress. She 

misinterpreted his gesture and started screaming, which 

frightened Lennie so much that he could not let go of the 

dress. George finally had to hit him with a fence picket to 

force him to release the girl. With this revelation, the 

audience is prepared for the death of Curley's Wife. It is 

seen that Lennie has no comprehension of his great strength 

and that he panics easily. 

George is about to tell Slim more about Lennie's 

mishaps when Lennie walks in. George sees that he has 

brought his puppy in and orders him to return the pup to 

the barn. Candy comes in, leading his old dog. Carlson~ 

and Whit, another ranchhand, enter soon after. A major 

conflict ar1ses between Candy and Carlson over Candy's dog. 

Carlson, see1ng no reason to keep a dog that is useless, 

urges Candy to shoot it. Candy tries to evade the issue, 

but ultimately Slim decides that it would be for the best 

to shoot the animal. Candy reluctantly agrees, and Carlson 

takes the dog out to destroy it. 

This is an important moment 1n the play. The parallels 

between Candy's dog and Lennie are obvious: both must be 

led, depending on guardian figures for their existence; and, 

like the dog, Lennie will be shot in the back of the head 
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with the same pistol. The theme of the destruction of the 

innocent, introduced through the mouse, is repeated 1n the 

death of Candy's dog, and Lennie's own death is fore

shadowed. 

After Carlson's exit, the men engage in an aimless 

conversation, trying to distract Candy from the shooting. 

Crooks, the stable buck, calls Slim out to the barn while 

Whit and George discuss the cathouses in town. This 

conversation establishes an important aspect of the ranch 

workers' existence: their off-hour activities consist of 

drinking and visiting the town's brothels. It 1s upon 

these activities the men squander their wages and thereby 

remain penniless, unable to break away from the monotonous 

pattern their lives have fallen into. These men have no 

dreams, no future, no better lives to look forward to, and 

this passage between Whit and George reveals this to the 

audience. 

While Whit and George are talking, Carlson returns 

and starts to clean his gun. Curley enters looking for his 

wife, and noticing Slim's absence, leaps to the conclusion 

that Slim and his wife are together. He leaves to find 

them, followed by Whit and Carlson who are eager to witness 

any hostilities between Slim and Curley. 

Lennie has returned from the barn during this time, 

and after Carlson and Whit leave, asks George to tell him 

the story about the farm they will someday own. They have 
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forgotten about Candy's presence until Candy, his interest 

piqued by George's story, asks them if they really know of 

such a place, and upon George's replying that he does, 

offers the two men his life's savings of three hundred 

dollars to buy the farm if they will take him with them. 

Suddenly the dream becomes more than that; it 1s now a goal 

that they are very close to achieving. The three men 

happily discuss their plans and resolve to keep their 

decision a secret, not realizing that Curley's Wife is 

eavesdropping on them. George, smelling the perfume she 

has on, insults her and she makes her presence known to 

them. She reacts angrily to his insult. She tries to tell 

them that she is only looking for company because she is 

lonely, but they are distrustful of her, and George tells 

her to leave when he hears the angry voices of Slim and 

Curley approaching. 

Slim enters, followed by Curley, Whit, and Carlson. 

Curley's Wife evidently has been a source of contention 

between Slim and Curley before, and Slim has become sick of 

Curley's accusations. Curley is attempting to placate Slim 

when he recognizes the odor of his wife's perfume. He turns 

on George, but hearing Lennie's nervous laugh which he 

suspects is directed at him, attacks Lennie instead. Lennie 

is terrified by the sudden onslaught and cries out for 

George's protection. George tells Lennie to fight back, and 

while doing so, Lennie, unaware of his strength, crushes 
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Curley's hand. The men are horrified by Lennie's action, 

yet understand the provocation he received. To make sure 

George and Lennie will keep their jobs, Slim forces Curley 

to say that he hurt his hand by getting it caught in a 

machine. Slim hustles Curley off to the doctor while 

George takes Lennie to clean up in the washroom. 

Act II, Scene One provides many clues to the final 

outcome of the. play. The mention of the incident in Weed 

foreshadows Lennie's inadvertent murder of Curley's Wife. 

The episode of Carlson and the destruction of Candy's old 

"useless" dog foreshadows the death of Lennie. The 

conflicts between characters become more obvious and open 

in this scene when tempers flare and hostilities erupt 

between the men. The mood of the play becomes more gloomy, 

and the stage lS set for a conclusion which is now becoming 

inevitable. 

Act II, Scene Two occurs in the room of the stable 

buck, Crooks, on a Saturday night. Crooks 1s sitting in his 

room when Lennie appears ln the doorway. Everyone else has 

gone into town, so Lennie is lonely and looking for com

panionship. Crooks is hostile at first and tries to get 

rid of him, but realizing that Lennie is not going to go, 

he gives up his attempts and invites him 1n to talk. Lennie 

tells of the farm he, George, and Candy are going to own, 

but Crooks is disbelieving and starts asking questions about 

George. Crooks is one of the few people on the ranch who 
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understands the need that George and Lennie have for one 

another, and he comments on how essential it is for people 

to talk to each other. His own loneliness prompts him to be 

cruel at times, and he torments Lennie with the supposition 

that George may not come back from town, and that if he does 

not, Lennie will be forced to live like Crooks, alone and 

friendless. Lennie, not understanding that Crooks is 

speaking of a hypothetical situation, thinks someone has 

hurt George, and he menaces Crooks. Crooks calms him down, 

then explains that he is lonely, needs companionship, and 

that he envies George and Lennie's relationship. He remin

isces about his childhood when he lived in security with his 

family until Lennie breaks in with his tale of the farm. 

Crooks scoffs, replying that every itinerant worker dreams 

of owning a farm, but it never becomes a reality. Candy 

comes to the door looking for Lennie. Crooks, secretly 

pleased with all the company, invites him in. Crooks 

listens to talk of the farm; again he scoffs at their dreams 

until Candy tells him they have the farm picked out and 

the money to buy it. Crooks is impressed, then hesitatingly 

asks them if they could use another hand. 

During their conversation George, having returned 

from town, strolls through the door and chastises Lennie for 

telling their secret. Curley's Wife appears at the doorway; 

she has come to ask Crooks a question. The men react 

hostilely to her presence, but she perseveres, trying to 
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discover from Crooks the truth about the cause of Curley's 

injury. She assumes that George was responsible until she 

sees the bruises on Lennie's face. Deducing from this that 

he was the one responsible, she begins to stroke his shoul

der in an attempt to be friendly. George becomes infuriated 

by what he perceives as an attempt to flirt with Lennie; 

he pulls her away from his friend and orders her to leave. 

She defies him, so George, overcome with fury, ra1ses his 

hand to strike her. The Boss's timely arrival in the doorway 

puts an end to their conflict. 

The dream and its possibilities are further explored 

1n Act II, Scene Two, through Lennie's visit with Crooks. 

The power of the dream mainfests itself in Crooks's con

versation from cynical disbelief to a wondering optimism. 

This scene 1s the high point of optimism in regard to the 

ma1n theme of the play, the power of a dream, and of a 

secondary theme, the need for companionship. Crooks 1s 

experiencing, for the first time, the company of men who 

are not there because they have to be but because they want 

to be. However, this mood of optimism is shattered by the 

arrival of Curley's Wife as she consolidates her unwitting 

position as the main threat to the dream. 

Act III, Scene One is situated in a barn on a Sunday 

afternoon. Lennie is seated in the hay stroking his puppy 

which he has accidentally killed. The theme of 1nnocence 

destroyed is repeated in this incident with the puppy. 
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Lennie alternately mourns for the pup and grows angry with 

it for dying, concerned that he perhaps has done a "bad 

thing" and must suffer the consequences. He hurriedly 

hides the puppy's body when he hears Candy approaching the 

barn. Candy arrives with good news: Slim has defended 

George and Lennie to the Boss; they will not lose their 

jobs because of the incident with Curley's Wife. After 

delivering his news to Lennie, Candy leaves to tell George 

the same news. Curley's Wife enters the barn, and, unaware 

of Lennie's presence, conceals a suitcase in the hay. She 

sees Lennie and solicits his promise not to reveal what he 

has seen. The woman tells him that she has had enough of 

ranch life and of Curley and his father, so she 1s go1ng to 

run away from the ranch that night. Curley's Wife sees 

the dead puppy and moves closer to talk to Lennie. A 

spirit of kinship falls over them; in many ways, they are 

much alike, two innocents in this hostile world. They 

confide their dreams to one another, both lost in their 

separate worlds, neither listening to the other. Lennie 

dreams of the farm and rabbits; Curley's Wife is lost in her 

dreams of becoming a movie star and her tender remembrances 

of her long-dead father. The sound of a horseshoe game 

outside the barn suddenly returns them to reality. Lennie 

confides to her that he likes to pet soft things; she tells 

him that everyone likes to do that and invites him to feel 

how soft her hair 1s. He starts to stroke it, and grow1ng 
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enthralled with its softness, strokes too hard. Curley's 

Wife is at first angry with him for messing her hair and 

tells him to stop. But her anger soon turns to panic as 

Lennie begins to pull on her hair, her fears moving her to 

scream. Lennie, equally frightened, covers her mouth with 

his hand, begging her to stop. As she continues to struggle, 

Lennie grows angry and shakes her violently, causing her 

neck to break. Lennie, realizing that he has done a "bad 

thing," lowers her body to the ground and attempts to bury 

it with hay. Remembering George's instructions on what to 

do if he ever got in trouble, he leaves the barn, heading 

for the river bank to hide. 

Candy returns to the barn looking for Lennie and finds 

the body of Curley's Wife. He calls George who, upon 

examining the dead woman, immediately knows the cause of 

her death. The two men both realize that Lennie is doomed, 

and they must both face the realization that the little 

farm they dreamed of is now unattainable, and the partner

ship dissolved with the imminent destruction of its focus. 

George, afraid that the other men might hold him partially 

responsible for the woman's death if he is found near the 

body, leaves, telling Candy to call the men after he is 

gone. Candy reviles the body of Curley's Wife for ruining 

their plans, then calls the men in. They are stunned and 

speechless until Curley, recovering from his shock, realizes 

that Lennie is responsible and decides to seek revenge 
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by killing Lennie. He and Carlson run to get their guns. 

Slim also knows that Lennie is responsible, but he 

intuitively realizes that it was probably an accident. He 

tells George that there lS only one way to save Lennie from 

being institutionalized or suffering a painful death. 

George, knowing the truth of his words, agrees as Curley 

and Carlson return, Carlson complaining that Lennie has 

stolen his gun. Curley, suspicious of George, orders him 

to accompany the search party. George acquiesces and 

attempts to soften Curley's purpose of killing Lennie, but 

he fails. The men set out to find Lennie, leaving Candy 

with the body of Curley's Wife. 

The primary importance of this scene lies in the fact 

that it relates the final climactic incident which forces 

the end of the dream: the death of Curley's Wife. After 

her death, everything else that follows is inevitable. 

George cannot realize his dream without Lennie. Lennie lS 

the physical embodiment of the dream; without him, there lS 

no dream. George knows this and sees his bleak future 

lying ahead of him, an endless round of hard physical labor 

and cathouses, a meaningless existence. His life offers 

nothing now but the promise of monotonous routine. 

Act III, Scene Two returns to the river bank. Lennie 

enters warily, looking behind him for his pursuers, then 

buries his pup in the sand. George enters, having gotten 

slightly ahead of the other men, and pushes Lennie into the 
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bushes, frantically telling him to hide. The other men 

enter, following Lennie's foot prints. Curley approaches 

the bush where Lennie is concealed, but Slim, seeing 

George's start of fear, distracts Curley and sends the men 

off in another direction. Slim remains behind with George, 

aware that Lennie is near and that George knows where he 

is; but he realizes that George wants to be alone with 

Lennie and soon leaves. 

George calls Lennie from his hiding place. Lennie 

emerges and hopefully asks George if he is going to g1ve 

him hell for doing a "bad thing." George is amazed that 

Lennie remembers everything that he has said to him, then 

woodenly obliges him. What proceeds is almost a repetition 

of the first scene, but with a difference: George knows 

that there is no hope for the two of them. He repeats his 

words of how well he could get along without Lennie, how, 

whatever happens, they will always have each other, and 

that someday they will own their own farm, knowing that none 

of these things is true anymore. George tells Lennie to 

look across the river and to visualize the farm while he 

talks; surreptiously he pulls Carlson's gun from his pocket. 

George, for the last time, recounts the story of the farm 

and the rabbits and says that Lennie is go1ng to go to a 

place where no one can hurt him again. As he a1ms the gun 

at Lennie's head, Lennie cries out that he can see every

thing that George has talked about. George fires the pistol 
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and Lennie falls. 

Lennie dies happily with the vision of the farm before 

him; he happily retains the dream until the very end. It is 

ironic that Lennie, who has killed the woman, dies fulfilled, 

while George, who had done nothing, must endure the loss of 

his companion at his own hands and the loss of the dream. 

In summary, most of the play's exposition extends 

through Act I,- Scenes One and Two. The locale, time and 

social background of the play are all established, the 

characters are introduced, and their interrelationships 

developed. 

The inciting moment occurs at the end of Act I, Scene 

Two. Curley's Wife appears at the doorway of the bunkhouse. 

While George and Lennie talk, Lennie is immediately 

infatuated with her. In Lennie's eyes, she is much the same 

as a mouse, a puppy or a rabbit: something soft and 

touchable. His first reaction to her, George's condemnation 

of her, and his warn1ng to Lennie to stay away from her all 

lead Lennie to view her with a combination of admiration and 

fear and to see her as a possible threat to the dream. 

The complication or rising action begins in Act II, 

Scene One and continues through Act III, Scene One. The 

tension and conflict among characters lead to a ser1es of 

crises that point to the final resolution. The dream 

becomes more than a hope with Candy's entrance into the 

plans, but these plans are interrupted with the appearance 
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of Curley's Wife. Curley picks a fight with Lennie and 

receives a crushed hand for his palns, proof of Lennie's 

great strength. In Act II, Scene Two, George threatens 

Curley's Wife with physical violence, an act that is 

interrupted by the Boss and which almost costs George and 

Lennie their jobs. In Act III, Scene One, Lennie acciden

tally kills his puppy and is consoled by Curley's Wife. 

Upon discovering Lennie's fondness for soft things, Curley's 

Wife invites him to touch her hair. 

The climax lS reached at this point. Curley's Wife 

yells at Lennie not to mess up her hair. Lennie grows 

frightened and only grips harder as Curley's Wife, equally 

frightened, struggles to free herself. Lennie shakes her 

and inadvertently breaks her neck. 

The resolution or falling action begins in Act III, 

Scene One, when Candy discovers the body and tells George. 

George is immediately aware of who the murderer 1s. In 

Act III, Scene Two, Lennie is discovered on the river bank 

by George who tells him to hide until the search party is 

gone; after this, Lennie begs George to related the story 

of the farm aga1n. 

The resolution lS reached here. As George tells 

Lennie of the farm, he shoots Lennie in the back of the 

head, leaving him with his dream intact. 

Because the basic motivation of the maJOr characters, 

the pursuit of a dream remains the same throughout the play, 
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this analysis of the plot will break the play down into 

smaller units according to the obstacles that George and 

Lennie encounter in the pursuit of their dream. These 

units will also trace the development of the dream in con

junction with the obstacles. All units will be indicated 

in the following discussion, and in the prompt script. 

(Chapter V) . 

The first unit begins with Act One, Scene One and 

extends through Act One, Scene Two, ending with George 

yelling at Lennie for disobeying him. The first discussion 

of the dream occurs in this unit, and although it seems far 

from becoming a reality, there is a sense of hope that 

perhaps these two men can somehow make their dream come true. 

This unit continues through their arrival at the ranch where 

they meet the Boss. The Boss's suspicious attitude towards 

George and Lennie is their first obstacle. At one point it 

seems that they may lose their jobs before they have even 

begun, and it is only through George's false explanation 

that he and Lennie are cousins that this crises is avoided. 

The Boss is a representative of the hostile forces of the 

ranch world, the forces that will provide the major ob

stacles to George and Lennie. 

Unit Two commences with George discovering Candy 

eavesdropping at the door and continues to Curley's exit, 

all of which take place in Act One, Scene Two. Curley's 

threatening attitude is the second obstacle that George and 
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Lennie meet. This obstacle is much more ser1ous than the 

first for it is clear that Curley's antagonism towards 

George and Lennie is irrational and cannot be deflected 

with glib explanations. Curley arrives in the bunkhouse, 

looking for his father. He sees George and Lennie and his 

attitude immediately becomes hostile, as he questions them 

about their late arrival and the nature of their relation

ship. Curley's hostility is directed at Lennie, George 

diverts that hostility towards himself by not allowing 

Lennie to answer any of the questions thereby causing them 

both to become targets of Curley's antagonism. Curley's 

position on the ranch is a powerful one and his enemity is 

a serious obstacle. His hostility for the men will be a 

constant threat to the actualization of their dream and 

one that they can do little to combat. 

The third unit starts with Candy's explanation of Cur

ley's hostility and ends with George warning Lennie to avoid 

Curley's Wife. George and Lennie's encounter with Curley's 

Wife is their third obstacle. Although the status quo of 

the dream remains basically the same through these first 

units, it is becoming obvious that each impediment that 

George and Lennie encounter in their pursuit of the dream 

is progressively more threatening. Each of these somewhat 

minor obstacles that occur in the first act presage a far 

more serious hindrance that appears later in the play. 

Lennie's immediate fascination with Curley's Wife, coupled 
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with her flirtatious attitude is an indication of trouble 

to come, and although George angrily warns Lennie to avoid 

the woman, it has been demonstrated earlier that Lennie has 

difficulty in adhering to George's commands, a problem that 

usually results in serious trouble for both of them. 

Unit Four begins with Slim, George and Lennie's first 

meeting extending to George and Lennie's coversation about 

a puppy at the end of Act One, Scene Two. This unit con

tains another threat from Curley, although it is not a 

tangible threat, Curley's attitude towards George and Lennie 

will clearly remain hostile and the possibility that he and 

George may fight is very real. It is also significant that 

Curley and his wife will prove to be the major obstacles 

to the realization of the dream. 

Unit Five begins with the opening of Act Two Scene 

One as George and Slim are talking. This unit terminates 

with the exit of Curley's Wife. Her entrance during the 

discussion of making the dream a reality is extremely 

significant 1n that she disrupts the men's plans, something 

she will do 1n a much more final manner with her death. 

This pattern of disruption begins at the end of Unit Five, 

continues through her appearance in Crooks's room and ends 

with her death in the barn. Her position as an obstacle 1s 

inadvertent; she is indirectly placed in that position 

through George and Curley's distrust of her motives when 1n 

actuality all she is looking for is some companionship. 



Nonetheless she does precipitate the final destruction of 

the dream. 
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Unit Six begins with the entrance of Slim, Curley, 

Whit and Carlson continuing to the exit of George and Lennie 

from the bunkhouse. This unit contains the first major 

obstacle that George and Lennie must deal with, the fight 

with Curley in which his hand is crushed. In the previous 

unit with Candy's offer of money to finance the buying of 

the farm, the dream has entered the realm of reality. As 

the attainability of the dream progresses the obstacles 

become more and more ser1ous. It is becoming plain as these 

units progress that the chief obstacle to the dream 1s 

Curley's Wife. Her husband's jealousy of her, coupled with 

his hatred for big men precipitates the fight that could 

lead, with the loss of their jobs, to the termination of 

George and Lennie's dream at a point where they are in reach 

of making it a reality. It lS only through Slim's playing 

on Curley's pride that this lS avoided. 

Unit Seven commences with the conversation between 

Crooks and Lennie in the stablebuck's room at the beginning 

of Act II, Scene Two and ends with the Boss's arrival 1n 

the doorway of the room. Again, the obstacle in this unit 

is Curley's Wife, and again she disrupts the men's plans 

concerning the farm. Her longing for companionship leads 

her to search out the person responsible for her husband's 

injured hand in hopes that this person will be her friend. 
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Her discovery of Lennie's capability leads her to approach 

him in a flirtatious manner which infuriates George, and he 

almost strikes her but is stopped by the arrival of the Boss. 

Because of this it seems that George and Lennie will be 

fired and lose their one chance to actualize their dream. 

Unit Eight begins at the opening of Act III, Scene 

One with Lennie sitting 1n the barn, mourn1ng his dead puppy 

and extends to- Lennie's hurried exit from the barn to go to 

the river bank. Here it is discovered that Slim has again 

rescued the men from being released from their jobs by con

vincing the Boss that George and Lennie are good workers 

and should be given another chance, but this will avail 

them little, for in this unit Curley's Wife precipitates 

the final obstacle to the dream: her death. There will be 

no solution to this problem, the future events are inevit

able and the dream dies with Curley's Wife. 

Unit Nine begins with Candy's discovery of Curley's 

Wife's body and continues to the end of the play. After 

the rest of the men have seen the body and realized that 

Lennie was responsible for her death, George turns to Slim, 

hoping that there is an alternative to the destruction of 

Lennie, but Slim knows that there is no other answer; he 1s 

powerless to change what must be. The dream has already 

become an impossibility; there are no alternatives left. 

Lennie cannot escape the forces of destruction that have 

dogged his steps since his arrival on the ranch. 
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To surnmar1ze, George and Lennie's motivation through 

the play lS to attain the fulfillment of their dream. They 

encounter a series of crises which become progressively 

more serious as the action of the play unfolds. While the 

attainment of the dream seems remote at the opening of the 

play, it becomes more and more of a possibility as the play 

progresses. In the first four units the dream seems to be 

merely a wish that keeps these two men working and hoping 

that some day they may better their lot in life. Through 

Units Five, Six, and Seven the dream becomes a possibility 

as Candy offers George and Lennie his life savings to buy 

the farm and the three men happily begin to make plans. 

These plans are destroyed in Unit Eight with the death of 

Curley's Wife and in Unit Nine the dream is completely 

destroyed with Lennie's death. Paralleling these events 

the obstacles also became much more serious as the dream 

approaches reality. 

The Boss's suspicious attitude towards George and 

Lennie is the first indication of the hostility of the ranch 

world and the obstacles that hostility will present for the 

two men. While Curley's threatening attitude and his wife's 

flirtatiousness seem at first relatively minor hindrances 

they foreshadow serious problems that will develop as the 

play progresses; and it soon becomes clear that Curley's 

Wife will be the chief obstacle, albeit unwittingly. A 

pattern emerges as she continually disrupts all plans to 
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make the dream a reality with her forays into the bunkhouse 

and Crook's room, until she precipitates her own death at 

Lennie's hands. 

Slim also plays an important role in this pattern, 

appear1ng as something of a "Good Angel" to George and 

Lennie. His intervention on their behalf with Curley and 

the Boss staves off any serious results from George and 

Lennie's encounters with these two men, but ultimately he 

is as powerless to save the dream as George and can only 

advise George to do what is necessary--to kill Lennie him-

self before the mob can destroy him. 

Characters 

Each character in Of Mice and Men makes a vital 

contribution to the play, either as an impetus to the 

action, as a thematic statement, or as a representative of 

the hostile forces of the play. Basically, each character, 

with the exception of Slim, the ranch foreman, fits into 

one of the two groups. The first group consists of George, 

Lennie, Candy, Curley's Wife and Crooks. These people are 

the seekers of dreams, are hungry for companionship, or, in -----
the case of George and Lennie, are strongly protective of 

the companionship they already possess. They are unwilling 

to give in to the hopelessness of their existence, and where 

they can, are hopeful of bettering their lives in some way. 

The secQnd group is made up of Curley, the Boss, Carlson, 
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and Whit. These men are content with the status quo; 

indeed, it is doubtful that they have ever questioned their 

lives or thought that they could be any different. Curley 

and Carlson especially represent the hostile forces of the 

ranch world. 

Each character will now be examined and discussed 

individually. 

George Milton 

George is the protagonist. He is a migrant worker of 

indeterminate age who travels with his constant companion 

and burden, Lennie Small. George is a complex character, 

and his relationship with Lennie is equally complicated. 

He is necessary to Lennie, but Lennie is equally necessary 

to George. Some critics feel that together Lennie and 

George form a whole person. 

"When George kills Lennie, he kills that part of 
himself that believed the dream could come true. 
It is significant that George's character should 
change at the end of the play, for he is the play's 
only developing character. The pattern of his 
development is downward from hope and optimism to 
despair ... "77 

This would explain why George has no desire to continue 

with the farm plans after Lennie's death. Peter Lisca feels 

that George uses Lennie as a "rationalization for failure," 78 

77Franklin Court, Of Mice and Men (Play) in A Study 
Guide to Steinbeck: A Handbook to his Major Works, ed. 
Tetsumaro Hayeshi (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, Inc., 
1974) 1 P• 163. 

78Lisca, p. 141. 
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and Warren French states that Lennie g1ves George a feeling 

f 0 0 79 
o super1or1ty, a sense of power. These comments are, to 

a degree, useful in gaining insight into George's subcon-

scious reasoning; yet the most important point in the play 

is that George does take care of and love Lennie. Lennie 

is part of him, and his shooting of Lennie is his ultimate 

act of love for his companion. George leaves Lennie with 

the dream intact; it is George who must face the loss of 

his vision, a fate he has done nothing to deserve. 

George's character is suspicious, reticent, respon-

sible; he is protective of Lennie, sober, chaste and 

intelligent. His chief objective throughout the play 1s to 

protect Lennie, and to be the guardian of the dream. He 

takes responsibility not only for his own actions, but also 

for Lennie's actions, culminating in his final act of kind-

ness for Lennie. With Lennie's death George loses his 

burden, but he also loses his dream, leaving him similar to 

the other men on the ranch, lonely, hopeless, destined to 

wander without home or companionship. 

Lennie Small 

Lennie 1s about the same age as George, the two men 

having grown up together. Lennie's character exists on two 

different levels; on one level he is a mentally retarded 

dependent, and on another he is a symbol of the dream, of 

79 French, p. 68. 
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primeval man. He lS utterly dependent upon George for his 

existence, a huge child who can grasp the concepts of right 

and wrong, good and bad only through George, who is his God. 

This places Lennie very close to being equated to an animal; 

if he did not have George, he would probably be treated as 

one. Lennie is also uncontrollably sensuous, his desire to 

touch and stroke the objects that draw his attention 

precipitating all his troubles. He also functions as a 

catalyst, providing impetus to the dream, drawing others 

into his plans, causing his own destruction, and forcing 

George's character to change. 

Lennie is immensely strong, slow-witted, sensitive, and 

innocent. He is a huge man, his size giving rise to comment 

by the other men and arousing Curley's hostility. His 

immense strength and mental incapabilities combine to make 

him dangerous, although not intentionally. "From the 

beginning, it is evident that a person with Lennie's 

sensitivity and lack of intelligence cannot live in this 

world; he is victimized by forces beyond his or George's, 

his guide and protector's, control." 80 The ranch world is 

hostile to Lennie; it can neither understand nor condone his 

behavior. It is ultimately Lennie's sensitivity and 

innocence which destroy him, his love of stroking and 

touching soft objects precipitating the events that lead to 

his own death. 

80 Court, p. 159. 
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Candy 

Candy is the old swamper on the ranch, a sort of 

janitor, who has lost his right hand in an accident. He 1s 

a gossipy old man whose only close companion is his old 

blind dog. Candy's relationship with his dog is nearly 

identical to George's relationship with Lennie; the dog must 

also be led, and its death parallels Lennie's except that 

Candy allows someone else to destroy his dog rather than 

doing it himself. Candy's search for companionship leads 

him to join forces with George and Lennie in the dream of 

the farm; 1n fact, his offer of money to buy the farm allows 

the dream to become a reasonable possibility. Thus he also 

suffers a great disappointment with Lennie's death and the 

loss of the dream. 

Candy 1s basically a kind old man, distrustful of 

women, lonely, tired, and, at the beginning of the play, 

hopeless. He knows that his usefulness at the ranch will 

soon be over, and he is frightened of the future. Because 

of this fear, he uses gossip to ingratiate himself with the 

other ranch hands. His gossiping ways provide the audience 

with most of the exposition about the ranchworkers. At 

times Candy seems to function as a sort of Greek Chorus, 

providing the audience with information on characters, 

previous events that have happened on the ranch, and com

mentary on the on-going events of the play. 
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The Boss 

The Boss is a man in his early fifties. He is a 

heavyset man of medium stature. The Boss is the authority 

figure on the ranch, and it is through him that his son 

Curley receives his authority. He lS a crusty, susplclous 

man, and it is through his welcome that George and Lennie 

receive their first intimations of authority on the ranch. 

The Boss, however, is basically a fair man; he does attempt 

to be friendly, in a distant way, towards his two new men, 

and he gives them both a second chance instead of firing 

them when he discovers George about to strike his daughter

in-law. But he is a part of the hostile ranch world, unable 

to recognize George's and Lennie's needs for the compan

ionship they provide one another, and all too ready to con

demn Lennie for his accidental act of violence. 

Curley 

Curley is a young man of very small stature. He has 

curly hair from whence he gets his name, and his manner and 

bearing are strongly reminiscent of a bantam rooster. He is 

extremely conscious of his small slze, so to compensate, he 

has adopted a very aggressive and hostile approach to life. 

This, coupled with his authority through his father and his 

mania for boxing, contrives to make him a menacing figure to 

all who take him seriously. Curley lS something of a 

Napoleonic figure, constantly striving to conquer those 



larger in s1ze than he. He is a bully, and his bullying 

carries over into his relationship with his wife. "He 

(Curley) mistreats her (his wife) in order to bolster his 

own ego, to compensate for his deficiencies." 81 Curley 

neglects his wife and is suspicious of her overtures of 
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friendship to the other men. He is jealous, and ultimately 

his jealousy drives her to try to run away from the ranch. 

Curley lS one of the stronger symbols of the hostility 

of the ranch world. He embodies the darker traits of the 

human race: jealousy, rage, bitterness, hatred for those 

larger than he, cowardice (he fights only those too big 

to be a threat to him because of his own small stature) , and 

vengefulness. Although he is the precipitator of his wife's 

tragedy, he cannot comprehend this, and so his thirst for 

revenge precipitates another tragedy: the death of Lennie. 

Curley's Wife 

Curley's Wife is the only woman to appear in the play. 

She is young, probably 1n her early twenties, and attractive, 

very much out of place in the ranch world. Her feminine 

softness has no place in the world where she must live, a 

world where her position, indeed her very reason for 

existing, is defined by her husband. She has no name or 

existence for the ranch hands other than as a possess1on of 

81 · · T h . Th Bryant N. Wyatt, "Exper1mentat1on as ec n1que: e 
Protest Novels of John Steinbeck." Discourse 12 (Concordia 
College: 1969), p. 148. 
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the Boss's son. 

Curley's Wife 1s a lonely woman, proud of her charms 

and hopeful that these can provide her with a position of 

respect in another setting. Her dreams of Hollywood stardom 

serve to provide her with a sense of worth, something she 

does not rece1ve from her husband. Her relationship with 

Curley has deteriorated into one of mutual hostility; her 

loneliness causes her to seek the companionship of the 

ranch hands, thus fueling Curley's jealous rages. "She lS 

hostile toward him because he neglects her and because, by 

ensconcing her on the secluded ranch, he has thwarted her 

ambition to make a more conspicuous place for herself 1n 

the world. She too is lonely." 82 In this way she is 

similar to George, Lennie, Candy, and Crooks; she knows the 

value of companionship and craves solace from her loneliness. 

This craving and her own vanity contrive to lead her on the 

path to her own doom. 

Curley's Wife also functions as a symbol 1n the play, 

a symbol of the theme of innocence destroyed. She is, in 

Lennie's eyes, like the other soft furry things that he 

loves to stroke, and so meets her destruction at his hands. 

Curley's Wife, a pathetic figure with her love of finery 

and her dreary everyday life, is 1n no way deserving of her 

death. She is lonely, flirtatious, provocative, frightened 

of Curley, unhappy, and the product of an unhappy childhood. 

82 rbid. 
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She is also a dreamer, and like the rest, her dream 1s 

destined to be destroyed. 

Slim 

Slim is the ranch foreman, a jerk line mule skinner 

whose ability places him among the aristocracy of the ranch. 

He is a man of indeterminate age; he could be anywhere from 

thirty-five to fifty. To the ranch hands, Slim is the 

authority on the ranch. The men pay lip service to the Boss 

and Curley, but Slim has their respect as an expert and 

skillful working man. He is perceptive, sympathetic, and 

kind, the one man on the ranch who seems to have no problems. 

The one character who seems untroubled is the 
jerkline skinner, Slim. He is the most humane 
and convincing character of all . . Infallible, 
he is the mediator of all disputes, the solver of 
all problems, the authority whose word is law, 
whose judgement is never questioned, who is 
respected to the state of reverence by all. 83 

Slim is friendly with all the men on the ranch; he 1s even 

kindly to the two characters who bear the most contempt of 

the ranch hands: Crooks and Curley's Wife. He is also a 

very understanding man; George is moved to confide in him, 

and Slim also understands George and Lennie's need for one 

another. Slim accepts life as it is; he does not need a 

dream, perhaps because his achievements as a worker give him 

all the satisfaction he wants. Slim is something of a 

Christ-figure, all-seeing, all-knowing, and a giver and taker 

83 rbid. 
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Slim suggests to George what his final course of action 

concerning Lennie must be. 

Carlson 
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Carlson lS a ranch hand, probably in his early thir

ties. He is one of the play's most unsympathetic and 

unpleasant characters. Carlson is a brutal and insensi-

tive man; he finds the longing for companionship a totally 

incomprehensible idea. He feels nothing but scorn for the 

impractical dreamers, and his major contributions to the 

action of the play are those of destruction. Carlson is a 

representative of the harsh, "practical" world, and it is 

men like he who ultimately triumph. He badgers Candy into 

allowing the destruction of his beloved dog. 

All Carlson can see about the dog is that 'he 
don't have no fun . . and he stinks to beat 
hell.' He has no feelings about the animal and, 
because his reactions are entirely physical, no 
concept that anyone else might have feelings 
about it ... This 'practical' man's only con
tributions to the group are destructive. 84 

Carlson is the strongest example of the play's 

contention that "the strong survive but only because they 

'1 h b t "
85 

are strong, and not necessarl y t e es . He is 

imperceptive, cruel, harsh, violent, callous, and boorish; 

but in the cold and unkind environment of the ranch world, 

84 French, p. 68. 

85 Court, p. 159. 
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he will always surv1ve. 

Whit 

Whit is a young man, the youngest of the ranch hands. 

His relative inexperience establishes him as a follower of 

the other men. Whit lS eager and friendly and not yet 

hardened by his life as a ranch hand. He attempts to 

dissuade and distract Carlson from harassing Candy about his 

dog but is too young to have any form of authority over the 

other men. His main function in the play, as shown in his 

conversation with George in Scene Three, is to provide 

information about the aimlessness of the average ranch 

hand's life and the endless round of hard work lightened 

only by visits to the local brothel on Saturday nights. 

Crooks 

The Negro stable buck, Crooks, aside from the 
racial slurs he must endure, has a twisted spine. 
He is not allowed to play cards with the other men 
and lives alone in a bleak harness room at one 
corner of the barn. Nobody pays him much atten
tion. He is lonely. 86 

Crooks's loneliness has embittered him; he holds a cynical, 

pessimistic view of the world and its inhabitants. Lennie's 

visit to him, however, manages to bring a brief spark of hope 

to his existence. Crooks too dreams of companionship; he 

understands the importance of having someone to cumrnunicate 

with. 

86 Wyatt, p. 148. 
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Crooks's maln function in the play lS to point up the 

theme of companionship, shown in his one scene with Lennie 

and Candy, and how the power of the dream can draw three 

such disparate men together. Crooks's main character 

traits include intelligence, bitterness, repressed rage, 

suspicion, distrust, loneliness, and fear. He has no 

chance ever to be more than he is, and his fate will 

probably be much the same as that of Candy's dog or Lennie. 

Theme 

The themes evident in Of Mice and Men are used for 

the purpose of furthering the plot, delineating characters, 

and emphasizing symbolic motifs. These themes are repeated 

often in the dialogue and action of the play and help to 

create a strong pattern of inevitability that g1ves a 

meaningful design to the play. The themes to be discussed 

are the power of a dream, companionship, and innocence 

destroyed. 

The theme of the power of a dream is integral to the 

action of the play. It is what gives meaning to George and 

Lennie's existence, and that great power spills over into 

other lives and brings new meaning to Candy's life and, for 

a brief moment, to Crooks's. According to Bryant Wyatt: 

Candy, left alone after the loss of his dog, 
becomes a third party to the plan (buying the farm). 
He now shares the dream of settling down with them, 
and a purposeful dimension is added to his life 
thereby. Crooks too, comes to share the dream for 
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a few brief moments. . . 87 

The dream helps to add a sense of purpose to these 

men's lives and emphasizes George and Lennie's difference 

from the rest of the itinerant workers. This was a time of 

hopelessness for men without means; there was little to 

motivate them and nothing to keep them together. George 

and Lennie share something important, something that keeps 

them striving to better themselves: the dream of someday 

owning a farm. "George and Lennie need one another to keep 

alive their dreams of finding 'a little piece of land' where 

they might cease their wandering and live in simple domestic 

88 
peace." 

This need is what keeps George and Lennie together 

through all their conflicts, sometimes against George's 

better judgement. But without Lennie there can be no dream, 

for Lennie is the dream's most powerful symbol. The dream 

is kept alive through and by Lennie. It is Lennie who 

constantly cries out to hear the story of the farm, and it 

1s with Lennie's death the dream dies. 

According to Peter Lisca: "The dream of the farm 

originates with Lennie and it is only through Lennie, who 

also makes the dream impossible, that the dream has any 

89 mean1ng for George." According to Franklin Court, 

87 rbid., p. 150. 

88 Marks, p. 59. 

89 . L1sca, p. 141. 



George can verbalize the dream of the ranch, 
but Lennie manifests it physically in his very 
being. When George kills Lennie, he kills that 
part of himself that believed the dream could 
come true. George's mind can intellec
tualize the dream; but in Lennie, the physical 
embodiment of the dream, is found the blood 
force, the vital energy necessary to make it 
come true. 90 

This explains why after the death of Curley's Wife, even 
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though the attainment of the dream 1s still possible, George 

refuses to continue with the plans to buy the farm. With 

Lennie's death, the dream dies, and George is left alone and 

dreamless, looking forward to an aimless existence. 

The second important theme is that of companionship. 

It is also integral to the action of the play. According to 

Court, "it is the companionship that keeps George and 

Lennie together . . and it is equally the lack of 

companionship that underscores Crooks's resentment, Candy's 

loneliness, and Curley's Wife's decision to leave the 

91 farm." 

This need for companionship precipitates much of the 

action of the play, for not only is it essential to have a 

dream, it is essential to have someone to share the dream 

with. Curley's Wife comes to the bunkhouse, not to flirt, 

but because she seeks companionship. She lS dissatisfied 

with her overbearing husband who is never home; she is 

90 Court, p. 163. 

91 rbid. I p. 161. 
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lonely, and her loneliness precipitates her tragic death. 

Crooks, because of his color, is never allowed to enter the 

bunkhouse; he spends most of his time alone in his room, 

visited by no one but Slim. In fact, the main purpose of 

the scene in Crooks's room is to emphasize the theme of 

companionship, for the five characters who hunger the most 

for company are the only characters present in that scene, 

and they constantly discuss or demonstrate the pa1n of 

loneliness. Candy is a symbol of the loneliness of old age, 

his gossiping ways a play for company. His last hope is to 

form a bond of comradeship with George and Lennie by 

offering them the money to buy the farm, a hope that 1s 

shattered by Lennie's death. 

The theme of companionship lS discussed by many of the 

characters in the play. The psychological soul corruption 

that is the consequence of a solitary existence 1s 

mentioned often. In Act II, Scene One, George and Slim 

talk of lonely men becoming "mean," of losing their 

humanity. 92 In Act II, Scene Two, Crooks talks of 

. . 1 1 . 93 loneliness causing insan1ty and phys1ca rna a1se. This 

is what a man alone faces and what the characters of Candy, 

Crooks, and Curley's Wife are trying to escape. 

9 2 · k f M' d M (N Y k John Ste1nbec , 0 1ce an en ew or : 
Dramatists Play Service, 1937, 1964), p. 33. 

93 b'd 51 I 1 ., p. . 
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The final theme of importance in Of Mice and Men 

1s that of innocence destroyed. The world of the ranch 1s 

cruel; there is no place for the weak and the innocent, only 

the strong. The play is full of symbols of innocence 

destroyed, Lennie himself being one. According to Court: 

Lennie's sensitivity and innocence are 
most dramatically revealed through his obsessive 
attraction to soft furry things. In the opening 
scene, he carries a dead mouse in his jacket 
pocket. The mouse symbolizes the theme 
of innocence and frailty destroyed that pervades 
the play. Reference to it establishes in the 
play's opening scene a symbolic motif that 
reappears in the dogs, Curley's Wife, and Lennie's 
dream of tending rabbits on the ranch that he and 
George will buy someday.94 

As the play progresses, the theme of 1nnocence 

destroyed becomes more and more important. It appears aga1n 

with Carlson's shooting Candy's old dog. The dog is too old 

and weak to be of any use on the ranch, and Carlson, one of 

the strong who survive, insists that it must be destroyed. 

The parallels between the dog and Lennie are obvious: both 

are dependent on others for survival, and both meet the same 

end. The theme is repeated again when Lennie inadvertently 

kills his puppy and with the death of Curley's Wife. 

Curley's Wife is also an innocent, forced to live in an 

alien environment. She and Lennie are much alike, their 

similarities emphasized as they talk in Act III Scene One. 

It is ironic that Lennie, an innocent, should be the 

94 Court, p. 159. 
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instrument of destruction for Curley's Wife, another inno-

cent. But Lennie's act is unintentional, and, in a way, 1s 

brought on by Curley's Wife. These combined deaths lead to 

the the inevitable conclusion: Lennie's own destruction. 

These themes are important to the action of the play. 

The dream provides hope for the audience that George and 

Lennie will succeed; the theme of companionship emphasizes 

their difference from the other men; and Candy's desire for 

companionship causes them to come close to attaining their 

dream. But the theme of 1nnocence destroyed subtly fore-

shadows Lennie's end and creates a pattern of inevitability 

in the action of the play. 

Dialogue 

According to John Dietrich, 

Through dialogue the playwright integrates the 
background necessary to the understanding of the 
characters. He gives the characters speeches to 
help project their characteristics. He develops 
the story in a clear and logical manner. Above 
all, he shows the mounting of the conflict with 
its resultant climax and resolution. All of 
these things must be done in what appears to be 
simple logical colorful conversation. 95 

The analysis of dialogue here will show how Steinbeck uses 

dialogue to provide background and to reflect character in 

Of Mice and Men. 

The use of dialogue to emphasize the social and 

95John Dietrich, Play Direction (Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1953), p. 26. 



econom1c background of the characters is obvious. It is 

evident from their speech patterns, grammatical errors, 

swearing, and colorful colloquialisms that these people 

have had a minimum of schooling and are the products of 

homes of limited means. 

His ranch hands, whether communing in the 
bunkhouse or sweating in the field, look, sound, 
feel, even smell like what they are supposed to be. 
Their dialogue, credible enough in terms of 
grammatical construction, elision, monosyllabic 
diction, and colloquial nuance, is entirely free 
of any trace of abstraction, of that tendency 
to abandon the physical for the metaphysical 
that has tainted so much 'uneducated' speech and 
dialect from Wordsworth to Saroyan. 96 

This colorful characteristic of the dialogue adds a sp1cy 

tone to conversations between the men and emphasizes the 

fact that these are men without wives, without "nice" 

female companions, and so justifies their suspicious 

reactions to Curley's Wife. 

85 

The major function of dialogue in Of Mice and Men is 

to reflect character. The things these people say and the 

way they say them help to project their characters. It 

can be deduced from Candy's rambling conversations that he 

likes to gossip, perhaps because he is lonely; his comments 

on his fellow inhabitants of the ranch are shrewd and to the 

point, and one wonders where Candy gleaned most of his 

information from. It soon becomes obvious that he is not 

96 Leo Gurka, "Of Mice and Men: Steinbeck as Manichean." 
University of Windsor Review (Windsor, Ontario: 1973), p. 12. 
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adverse to eavesdropping. Slim is not a man of many words, 

but what he does say is to the point and is looked upon as 

gospel by the ranch hands. His dialogue emphasizes this 

tranquil acceptance of his existence and his insight into 

his fellow man; it also emphasizes his exalted position on 

the ranch. The dialogue of Curley and Carlson shows their 

belligerent, unpleasant qualities; their language is terse 

and sharp; the content is mainly devoted to complaints, 

threats, and provocation. Curley's Wife's dialogue exposes 

her search for companionship, her loneliness, and her 

longing to return to the safety of childhood. But the most 

important use of dialogue to define character is shown 1n 

the conversations of George and Lennie: 

The dialogue between George and Lennie, 
recurring in almost identical language whenever r~~\> 
either of them fells despondent, is like the \ 
chant of a priest and the response of its 
congregation. It is the ritual of earth-bound 
man listening to and being reassured by his 
hopeful inner voice.97 

This ritualistic dialogue (referring to the farm dream) 

strengthens the timelessness of their relationship, the 

feeling that such alliances have been going on since the 

beginning of time. The dialogue between them shows their 

mutual interdependency while demonstrating George's 

ambivalence. George's dialogue is terse; he rarely reveals 

anything about his or Lennie's past, except to Slim. It is 

97 Marks, p. 64. 
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also aloof; he seems uninterested in his fellow ranch hands, 

except when their actions or dialogue involve his or Lennie's 

well being. His dialogue reveals his suspiciousness, his 

desire to protect his and Lennie's relationship from hostile 

forces, his cleverness, and his love for Lennie. Lennie's 

dialogue exposes his lack of intelligence, his tactile 

fixations, his inability to distinguish between right and 

wrong, and his- blind trusting love for George. 

The dialogue in Of Mice and Men is masterfully 

constructed. It is believable in terms of the background 

of the characters, and it effectively portrays the various 

characters' personalities. 

Setting 

The settings of Of Mice and Men emphasize the 

prevailing mood of each scene. A subtle atmosphere 1s 

created that leads to a perception of the essential 

emotional response desired. The settings can be broken down 

into two basic groups--the river bank or "safe" settings.and 

the ranch or "hostile" settings. 

The first scene takes place 1n a small grove on the 

bank of the Salinas River. The feeling here is quiet and 

peaceful; it is a place of safety, undisturbed by the 

tensions of the working world. "For George and Lennie as 

for other Steinbeck heroes, coming to a cave or a thicket 

by the river symbolizes a retreat from the world to a 
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. 1 . ..98 pr1meva 1nnocence. The safety here is womb-like; both 

scenes that occur in this setting take place in a half-

light; it is a place to retreat from trouble, as Lennie does 

in the final scene. The river bank is as close as George 

and Lennie will ever get to experiencing their dream. It 

has the freedom they seek, and it is significant that the 

dream ends here in the place where it essentially begins. 

The ranch scenes take place in the bunkhouse and the 

barn. "The centrally placed bunkhouse and barn, offering 

only physical security and a minimum of that, symbolize the 

99 essential emptiness and impersonality of that world." 

These settings also offer a sense of hostility towards 

George and Lennie; it is something in the nature of a trap 

designed to destroy friendships and dreams. The kindly 

forces of nature are not apparent here; there is nothing 

"natural" in any of these scenes, but rather a cold barren-

ness. "The physical bareness of the bunkhouse, the 

mechanical neatness of bunks and wooden boxes suggests a 

bareness of spirit as well." 100 This impersonality is a 

natural enemy to George and Lennie's friendship and their 

dream. The bareness of these scenes emphasizes the 

98 Lisca, p. 135. 

99Paul McCarthy, John Steinbeck (New York: Frederick 
Unger Publishing Co., 1980), p. 62. 

100 rbid. 
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regimentation and the unfulfilling qualities of the ranch. 

The quality of light in each scene is also important 

1.n establishing the atmosphere. "The prevailing atmosphere 

is a half-light shading towards darkness ..... lOl There is 

an equal distribution of light and darkness which emphasizes 

the hopes and dreams of man versus the harsh reality of the 

"real" world. This distribution provides a feeling of 

hopefulness that these dreams will come true, all the while 

undercutting this with a realization that such dreams must 

fade with the light of day. Lennie commits his final act of 

violence in an atmosphere of alternating light and dark, 

and the dream ends as it begins, although for Lennie it 

never ends. "The refrain motif of the story reaches its 

chromatic climax with the falling afternoon light on the last 

scene, on its way to completing the circle that began at the 

same point with the falling light on the opening .. 
.. 102 

For Lennie the dream remains intact; in a way he is "safe" 

from the forces of destruction forever. 

The setting reflects the mood of the play. It is 

vastly important in emphasizing the feelings of safety or 

hostility that are integral to each scene. 

Production Concept 

The play 1.s seen as a study of the dreams and hopes of 

101 Gurka, p. 18. 

102 rbid., P- 19. 
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men such as George and Lennie and the necessity for men to 

have dreams. The world in which they exist has little 

tolerence for the weak or sensitive; such people are not 

allowed to remain in the world unless they ultimately 

conform or are destroyed. 

While George is the protagonist, Lennie is the focus 

of the dream. It is through Lennie that the dream is kept 

alive, and it is with Lennie's death that the dream ends. 

The difference of George and Lennie from the rest of the 

world must be emphasized through the settings, lighting and 

costumes. 

It is important that the dreams and hopes of George 

and Lennie be contrasted with the harsh environment in which 

they live and work. The ranch settings should emphasize 

the hostility of this work-a-day world toward the dreamer, 

the non-realist. There must be a sense of entrapment or 

imprisonment in the ranch settings. The audience should 

sense that when George and Lennie enter the ranch world, they 

are on an inevitable course towards destruction. These 

settings should suggest the harshness and hostility of the 

ranch world. Opposing this is the womb-like safety of the 

rlver bank where George and Lennie are free to be what they 

will, a retreat from hostility and the cares of life, a 

place where dreams can come true. 

The lighting must also emphasize the contrasts ln the 

different worlds of the play. Lighting in the ranch scenes 
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should be harsher than that in the rlver bank scene, and 

the barn scene needs to move from a soft focus for the dream 

sharing of Lennie and Curley's Wife, to a harsher, more 

realistic lighting for her death and its aftermath. The 

contrast of dark and light is important to the dream motif; 

the sense of safety in the darkness must be emphasized. 



CHAPTER II 

DESIGN ELEMENTS 

Scenery 

The Laboratory Theatre where this production of Of 

Mice and Men was performed is a small theatre with limited 

stage space. The dimensions of the stage are thirty-two by 

twenty-two feet with a proscenium opening which is twenty 

feet wide and eight feet high. The major design problem for 

the production was to incorporate all four of the different 

settings into a design that would fit the stage space 

available and still communicate the mood desired for each 

setting. This was solved by using a unit design for three 

of these settings and by utilizing the space in front of 

the proscenium opening for the fourth. The unit set made 

economic use of the space available, and the decision to 

move outside of the proscenium opening helped clarify and 

emphasize the difference in mood and meaning between the 

two worlds of the play; the unit set was used for only 

ranch-world scenes, and the set in front of the proscenium 

opening represented the riverbank. 

The basic set for the production was a large platform 

built on the stage surrounded on three sides by walls. 

92 
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This was used, with some variations, for the bunkhouse, the 

stablebuck's room, and the barn. In an effort to emphasize 

the dreary quality of life on the ranch, this set was built 

of old, rough boards painted in monochromatic shades of gray 

and brown. The walls were constructed so that the boards 

ran vertically with small spaces between them, g1v1ng a 

prison bar-like effect--an effect that subtly communicated 

the idea of the ranch as a trap from which George and Lennie 

could not escape. 

The ground plan for the unit set varied with each 

different scene. In Act I, Scene Two, and Act II, Scene 

One, both of which take place in the bunkhouse, there was a 

door in the upstage right corner of the wall with a window 

beside it. The furniture for this scene consisted of a 

table built of the same type of wood as the set, two sets of 

bunk beds, a large barrel with a water bucket, three stools 

at the table, a small barrel with a wooden box beside it, 

and a cat rack. In Act II, Scene Two, the stablebuck's 

room used only the stage left half of the space. The right 

half of the upstage wall swung in to cut the stage in half, 

removing the portion containing the door and window used in 

the bunkhouse scenes. A plug, built to conceal a doorway 

in the upstage wall, was also removed for this scene, plac

ing the entrance to the stablebuck's room in the upstage 

right corner of the room. The furniture used for this scene 

were a bunk, a stool, and a small barrel. Act III, Scene 



One, takes place in the barn. For this, the upstage wall 

was swung back to its original position with the doorway 

left open. This placed the entrance to the barn upstage 

center. Three bales of hay were positioned on stage with 

loose hay scattered about the floor. 

The riverbank scenes were played on an irregularly 

shaped platform in front of the proscenium. The platform 

was covered with burlap which was extended over the sides 

of the platform to the floor of the auditorium and was 

pointed in various shades of brown, brighter in tone than 

those shades used on the unit set. A styrofoam "rock," 

reddish brown in color, was positioned in the down right 

corner, with a large bush in the upright corner. 

The scene design helped to reinforce the director's 

concepts for this production of Of Mice and Men. The 

94 

director, however, felt that the unit set was bigger than it 

needed to be; she would have liked a more cramped feeling 

in the bunkhouse scene to add to the prison effect, but as 

it was, the unit set did convey the trap image desired. 

The riverbank setting fulfilled the concept of a safe, 

womb-like place and was effectively separated from the 

world of the ranch by being placed outside the proscenium 

. 
open1ng .. 

A ground plan for each scene in 3/16" scale is 

included in this chapter along with color sketches of each 

different setting. 
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5. Colored sketch of Act I, Scene One and 
Act III, Scene Two. 

6. Colored sketch of Act I, Scene Two and 
Act II, Scene One. 

99 
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7. Colored Sketch of Act II, Scene Two. 

8. Colored Sketch of Act III, Scene One. 
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Properties 

The properties for this production included furniture 

designed to blend with the set and some hand properties. 

The director and designer decided that the properties 

needed to harmonize with the set in color and texture; 

therefore, the furniture was painted in similar tones to the 

walls of the set, and some pieces, such as the table used 

in the bunkhouse and the bunks, were built of the same wood 

used to build the set. Although the script called for only 

a limited number of set pieces, and both designer and 

director were of the opinion that the less furniture on 

the bunkhouse set the better, it was soon discovered that 

more pieces were needed to motivate the movement of the 

actors. So, although the bareness of the set better 

accentuated the concept of a prison-like environment, cer

tain furniture pieces and properties such as a wooden barrel, 

coat rack, and a water bucket were added to the bunkhouse 

set. There were no property problems with the other sets, 

and the director felt that the properties used adequately 

harmonized with the set. All colors were muted, textures 

were consistent, and the hand properties used were 

appropriate to the character. The set properties are listed 

here by scene, the hand properties by character and the 

scenes in which they were used. Set properties are all those 

properties that are used as part of the set,hand proper-

ties all the properties carried by the actors. 
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Set Properties 

Act I, Scene One: 
No set properties 

Act I, Scene Two and Act II, Scene One: 
Two sets of bunk beds built of rough gray wood 
covered with dark olive green blankets. 
One large table built of the same wood as the set and 
painted similarly. 
Three low stools painted dark brown. 
One small nail keg stained dull gray. 
One long, low box built of wood slats stained dull 
gray. 
One large wooden barrel stained a dark brown. 
One wooden water bucket with ladle, positioned on 
the large barrel. 
Several Western magazines positioned on the wooden 
box. 
One wooden coat tree painted dark brown. 
One small can of insect remover found in bunk. 

Act II, Scene Two: 
One narrow bed built of rough gray wood and covered 
with a dark olive green blanket. 
The same nail keg used in the bunkhouse scene. 
One kerosene lantern hanging on the wall. 

Act III, Scene One: 
Two whole bales of hay. 
One broken bale with some hay strewn on the floor 
of the set. 

Act II, Scene Two: 
No set properties. 

Hand Properties 

George: 
Act I, Scene One: 

One dark olive green blanket roll. 
Two full cans of beans. 
One pocket knife used to open beans. 

Act I, Scene Two and Act II, Scene One: 
One deck of cards. 

Act III, Scene Two: 
One pistol belonging to Carlson. 
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Lennie: 

Candy: 

Act I, Scene One: 
Two artificial mice made of felt, intended to 
simulate dead mice (One was carried by Lennie, the 
other positioned off stage to replace the one that 
George throws. ) 
A bundle of six sticks used for firewood. 
One dark olive green blanket roll. 

Act III, Scene One: 
One artificial puppy made of brown felt, intended 
to simulate a dead puppy. 

Act I, Scene Two and Act II, Scene One: 
One long-handled push broom. 
One old gray and white sheep dog, led by a rope. 

The Boss: 
Act I, Scene Two: 

One large leather folder with paper used for time 
book. 
One yellow pencil. 

Act III, Scene Two: 
One rifle. 

Curley: 
Act III, Scene Two: 

One shotgun. 

Curley's Wife: 

Slim: 

Act III, Scene One: 
One old, battered, dull tan suitcase. 

Act II, Scene One 
one belt knife worn through entire show, used to 
whittle. 

Act III, Scene Two 
One Shotgun 

Carlson: 
Act II, Scene One: 

One pistol. 
Act III, Scene Two: 

One rifle. 

Whit: 
Act III, Scene Two: 

One rifle. 
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Crooks: 
Act II, Scene Two: 

One battered small dark blue book. 

Lighting 

"Through the use of light in all its aspects, inten

sity, color, distribution and movement, the lighting 

designer assists in creating the proper environment for the 

play by helping to place the action, establish the mood, 

reinforce the theme, and stage the story of the play or 

related theatrical form."
103 

The lighting designer for this 

production was asked to emphasize the mood of each scene, 

and through this emphasis, develop the other functions of 

stage lighting. The mood of the riverbank scenes was one of 

warmth, while the ranch scenes were harsh. The difference 

in the lighting of each scene helped achieve a separation 

between the place of dreams and the home of harsh reality, 

plus it helped to place the action of each scene. It 

was important that certain scenes be bright and others dim, 

depending on their locale, in order to emphasize mood. 

The various moods also helped to reinforce the themes 

of the play such as innocence destroyed and the power and 

necessity of dreams. These were also, to some degree, 

dependent on locale; this combination of mood, theme, and 

103w. Oren Parker and Harvey K. 
Stage Lighting, 3rd. ed. (New York: 
W1nston, Inc., 1974), p. 353. 

Smith, Scene Design and 
Holt, Rinehart and 
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locale also contributed to the development of the story line-

Act I, Scene One takes place on the riverbank in 

late afternoon. The lighting cast a cool lavender glow on 

the stage, gradually dimming so that by the end of the 

scene, George and Lennie were illuminated mainly by the warm 

light of a campfire. The use of light in this scene 

showed passing of time and, as mentioned in Chapter I, set 

the precedent of safety in darkness. 

Most of the ranch scenes were played 1n bright light. 

This emphasized the harshness of the ranch world. There 

were two exceptions to this: Act II, Scene Two and the 

first half of Act III, Scene One. Act II, Scene Two occurs 

in the stablebuck's room at night. This is also a scene 

of shared dreams, as is the first part of Act III, Scene 

One which 1s set in the barn. Here Lennie and Curley's 

Wife talk of their dreams of a better life in a place where 

they are isolated from the rest of the world. The lighting 

was focused on the two of them with the rest of the stage 

in semi-darkness. This dim lighting was unrelieved until 

the inadvertent violence occurs which shatters the dream; 

at this point, the lighting brightened until it achieved the 

same level as the bunkhouse scenes. 

The final scene of the play is again set on the r1ver-. 
bank. As in the first scene, evening is falling, and the 

stage was dim. Gradually the lights dimmed as the scene 

progressed until finally there was only faint light 
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illuminating the stage as George shoots Lennie. With the 

shot, the lights were extinguished. 

The lighting was important to show passage of time, and 

to help do this, motivating sources were used. These 

included a hanging lamp in the bunkhouse, a kerosene lamp 

in the stablebuck's room and a campfire used in Act I, 

Scene One. Some attempt was also made to simulate sunlight 

and moonlight washing through the bar-like walls of the set; 

in Act II, Scene Two, a cool blue light washed onto the set 

for the stablebuck's room, and in Act III, Scene One, amber 

light cast a warm glow on the barn. 

The prompt script contains all light cues. 

Sound 

The sound in Of Mice and Men consisted mainly of mus1c 

written specifically for this production, plus sundry sound 

effects mentioned in the script. The decision to use an 

original score came rather late in the production planning 

process; the director had planned to use music for act 

breaks and scene changes but was unsure of exactly what 

sort of music to use when she was approached by a graduate 

student in the music department who was interested in 

composing music for the play. After many consultations and 

discussions of the play and the production concept, the 

music was written and produced, and the director chose the 

pieces she found appropriate. 
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As with the lighting, it was considered necessary that 

the music reflect and heighten the scenes in which it was 

used. The composer used a piano, violins, a clarinet, a 

cello and some percussion instruments 1n the final recording 

of the performance tape; these served to give various 

qualities in the mood of each piece. As the lights began 

to dime for the opening of the play, a foreboding music was 

used which segued into a Woody Guthrie song that faded as 

George and Lennie entered. As the lights faded on Act I, 

Scene One, a harsh, discordant piece of music was played 

signaling George and Lennie's entrance into the hostile 

world of the ranch; this ended as the lights carne on for the 

first bunkhouse scene. This same mus1c was used again at the 

beginning and end of the intermission. A sad and sweet 

piece, written as a theme for Curley's Wife, was used to 

cover the scene change for Act III, Scene One and was played 

aga1n at the end of that scene. The music used for the 

beginning of the production was also used for the final 

scene after George has shot Lennie. 

The music did succeed in communicating the moods 

desired for each scene in which it was used. The sound of 

each piece was rich and varied, and the emotional impact 

of each was immediate, carrying the audience into the mood 

for the scene without drawing attention to itself. 

All of the music was pre-recorded. A speaker was 

positioned on each side of the acting area so that all 
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sound came from onstage. Other sound effects, such as the 

no1se from the horseshoe game in Act III, Scene One, and 

crowd noises, were done live by the assistant director and 

cast. 

The prompt script contains all sound cues. 

Costumes 

The costume designer was asked to make character 

statements through the costumes for each individual involved. 

The director discussed each character with the costumer 

and how each fit into the production concept, plus costum

ing problems inherent in the script, such as Lennie's bulk 

and Candy's handicap. Color was also considered, the 

decision being to use mainly muted colors, with some attempt 

to group characters through the use of related or similar 

colors and costume pieces. Elements of the clothing worn 

during the 1930s were studied, and the play's milieu was 

taken into consideration. Since these men were laborers, it 

was decided to use sturdy fabrics such as denim and flannel 

for most of the men in order to enhance their hard-working 

positions on the ranch and to contrast these positions with 

the more prosperous one of the Boss and with the frivolous 

nature of Curley's Wife. This last character was to be clad 

in bright, shiny clothing to emphasize her difference. The 

costumes for the production are described below-

George and Lennie's costumes were similar in color, 
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both being dressed in shades of blue. Blue was felt to be 

an a1ry, hopeful color appropriate for this pair of dreamers. 

George's costume consisted of a plaid flannel shirt 1n muted 

tones of blue, gold, and whitei blue jeans; and a blue denim 

jacket. He also wore a red handkerchief around his neck, a 

brown cap, and work boots. His was a costume reflecting 

practicality yet it had a quality of neatness and care not 

present in the costumes of the other workmen to reflect his 

difference, as did Lennie's costume, although not in the same 

way. Lennie's clothing emphasized his position as a misfit. 

He wore a pair of faded denim overalls, a worn blue work

shirt, a torn, stained gray felt hat, work boots, and a blue 

denim jacket. His garments had an uncared-for look; nothing 

seemed to fit him in quite the right way, as if wear1ng 

clothes was an unnatural thing to do. This was in keeping 

with his character and helped communicate his difference 

from the others. The actor playing Lennie also wore padding 

under his costume to give him the bulk necessary for the 

role. 

The costumes for the workmen on the ranch were also, 

for the most part, related in color and texture. The 

costume selected for Candy, the one-handed swarnper, con

sisted of a faded mauve and white shirt with french cuffs, 

chosen so that the actor could button the cuff over his 

right hand to give the illusion that the hand was missingi 

brown pants with suspenders; and a coarse, beige apron. 
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The color of his shirt related him to the dreamers, mauve 

containing some blue tones. The decision to use a fabric 

other than denim for his pants helped to indicate his unsure 

position on the ranch, his difference from the other workers. 

Since Candy takes no part in the demanding physical labor 

the other men must perform, there was no reason for him to 

wear clothing chosen for durability. 

The other workmen all wore blue jeans, and their 

shirts were selected to enhance various aspects of their 

characters. Carlson, because of his belligerent and some

what violent temperament, wore a faded orange and brown 

striped shirt, while Whit wore a brighter blue and red plaid 

shirt, the brighter colors indicating his youth and rawness. 

The use of a predominantly blue shirt related him to the 

dreamers more than was desired, but because of the demands 

of the budget and the decision to go with brighter colors, 

this was the only shirt available. Carlson and Whit both 

wore boots and straw cowboy hats. 

The final member of the workmen group, Crooks, wore 

blue denim overalls, a brown and white checked shirt, and 

boots. Since the character was crippled and had a humped 

back, some padding was added to his left shoulder to give 

the appearance of deformity. Because of casting problems, 

this costume was somewhat of a last-minute choice and made 

no particular statement about the relationship of this 

character with the others. 
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The authority figures on the ranch are Slim, the Boss, 

and Curley. Their costumes contained some similarities 

with color again emphasizing certain character traits. 

These men all wore vests and blue jeans; however the Boss's 

were newer and less worn, indicating his higher position 1n 

the ranch hierarchy. As his costume showed, he 1s an 

overseer with no reason to perform physical labor. The 

Boss also wore a predominantly grey shirt with thin red and 

white stripes, a string tie, cowboy boots, and a brown 

cowboy hat. His costume was designed mainly to emphasize 

his prosperousness and his authority. His son, Curley, wore 

more faded jeans; brown, green and beige plaid flannel shirt; 

boots; and a cowboy hat. His costume was a mixture, falling 

between those of the Boss and the ranch hands and gave him 

a look that placed him as not quite belonging to either 

world. The dark colors of his shirt were also a statement 

of the darker, violent side of his nature--a direct contrast 

to the lighter colors used for Slim. The clear, pale, 

grey, almost white of Slim's shirt intimated his uncompromls

ing nature, his difference from any of the other men; be

cause of the light color of his shirt and the black vest, he 

seemed to be dressed in black and white to indicate his 

ability to clearly judge what was right and what was wrong. 

Slim also wore boots and a grey hat. 

The only character to wear bright colors was Curley's 

Wife. Her costumes emphasized her complete difference in 
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not belonging to any part of the ranch world. The shiny 

brightness of fabric and color enhanced her hard surface 

appearance and character. For the first act, she wore a 

dress made of magenta jersey patterned with a small gold and 

green design. The dress was U-necked with puffed cap 

sleeves, and the skirt was cut so that it swirled and clung 

as she moved. Her dress for the second act was made of deep 

red jersey and-was similar in cut to the first. With each 

of her dresses, the actress wore costume jewelery; these 

touches and heavy make-up added a sense of tawdriness to her 

character. 

The costumes were fairly successful in the attempt to 

communicate character. There were some inconsistencies, 

but the director was satisfied and felt that the appro

priate statement was made for each character. Photographs 

of the final costumes are included here. 
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CHAPTER III 

AUDITIONS, REHEARSALS, AND PERFORMANCES 

Auditions 

Auditions for Of Mice and Men began on Thursday, 

August 30, 1979, and extended through Saturday, September 1, 

1979. These were held in conjunction with those for the 

three other productions of the University Theatre's fall 

season. Attendance was excellent, and the talent exhibited 

was impressive. 

The crucial roles to be cast in Of Mice and Men were 

George and Lennie. Size was an essential consideration 

here, as it was with many of the other roles in the pro

duction, but it was necessary that Lennie be large. There 

were many good readings for that role, but the director 

had to limit her preferences to large men. As the auditions 

progressed, she soon narrowed her choices down to two 

actors: T.H. Maynor and Patrick Remmert. Both of these 

actors gave excellent readings, and both were large enough 

to be convincing in the role, although Maynor was taller 

than Remmert. During call-backs, the director read these 

two exhaustively with her choice for George, Bruce DuBose, 

and finally concluded that Maynor's size and ability would 
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make him the more convincing Lennie. The director also knew 

that she could use Remmert in another important role: that 

of Slim the jerkline skinner. 

The director's observations during auditions led her 

to decide on Bruce DuBose for the role of George. Of the 

auditionees, he alone captured the emotional depth the 

director was looking for, and also was the only auditionee 

who captured a tone of ambivalence toward Lennie, a trait 

that the director considered very important in the actor's 

portrayal of George. The decision to use DuBose also 

influenced the choice of Maynor for Lennie. The two actors 

read well together, and the size difference between them 

was enough to emphasize Maynor's greater height. 

There were other difficult roles to fill, the most 

important being Candy, Curley, and Slim. The part of Candy 

was especially a problem, for most of the men auditioning 

were too young or too untrained to play age well. The 

director soon decided that G-W. Frazier was the best choice 

for the role. He was the only actor who convincingly 

portrayed age, his size was appropriate, and he established 

a character very early in readings. 

The roles of Curley and Slim were difficult to cast 

because of the demands of size. Curley had to be smaller 

than the other men, and Slim needed to be tall, but not 

taller than Lennie. The director finally decided on David 

Graham for Curley and Patrick Remmert for Slim. Graham was 
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small enough to play Curley, and he read well, convey1ng 

the toughness and the pugnacious qualities demanded by the 

role. Remmert's readings for Slim were very convincing; he 

captured the calm, kind, caring qualities of Slim, and his 

s1ze was perfect. 

The choice for the only woman 1n the play, Curley's 

Wife, also presented some problems. The director was look

ing for a young girl, a pretty girl with pretty hair, an 

actress who conveyed a sense of unsophistication who could 

range from toughness to sweetness. Many of the actresses 

reading for the part played her as being cold and hard, 

traits that the director wished to avoid. The actress who 

possessed exactly what the director was searching for 1n 

appearance and emotional depth was Dierdre Jamison. 

The rest of the roles were filled easily at first, but 

there were some difficulties later which resulted 1n two 

of the roles being recast. The actors first cast as Crooks 

and The Boss were Karl Gore and Mike Nichols. These 

actors were unable to fulfill their obligations and had to 

withdraw. Robert Coonrod was then cast as The Boss, but 

the part of Crooks was not so easy to recast. The script 

calls for Crooks to be black, and there were no other black 

actors to be found. After a long delay, it was decided to 

use an actor of Hispanic origin and to change all references 

1n the script from Negro to Mexican. The actor finally cast 

in the role was Eddie Rodriguez. 
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Jerry Smith was cast as Carlson, the brutal ranch hand. 

His readings captured the belligerent personality of Carlson 

and his physical qualities seemed appropriate for the role. 

Charles Cilny was cast as Whit, the young ranch hand; he 

read well, and his size added enough physical diversity to 

the cast. 

There were many good auditions, and casting was 

difficult at times. The factor of size helped to narrow 

down the possibilities, and choices were then made on the 

basis of the actors• abilities and their appropriateness 

to the director's concepts of the roles. 

Rehearsals 

There are four phases of rehearsal through which the 

director must take the cast of a production in order to 

achieve a polished performance. The first of these is the 

study period during which the director and cast discuss 

background, theme, conflict, and symbolism. Interpretations 

of characters and motivations are encouraged and discussed 

until the director and cast arrive at some agreements. 

The second phase of the rehearsal period is devoted to 

blocking the actors' movements in the play. Usually the 

director will have already done some rough blocking of the 

play, recording the movement in the prompt book. This 1s 

not the final blocking but merely a basis from which to work 

and to improve upon. The actors record the blocking 1n 
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their scripts as they rece1ve it, then run through the scene 

to learn the movement and assure correction notation. 

The third phase of rehearsal is the enrichment period. 

At this point the actors have learned the blocking and are 

called upon to be at the height of their creativity, 

perfecting their characterizations, perhaps changing their 

blocking to better fit their characters. Everything--the 

blocking, emotions, and the meaning of the words of the play 

--begin to meld into fully-developed performances. All 

these must be worked on until they look and feel natural. 

The final phase is the refinement period. Here the 

need for experimentation and change has diminished; the 

necessity is now to establish a consistency 1n performance. 

This is the time to polish the performance, to concentrate 

on the play as a complete entity rather than working each 

scene separately, and to deal with any problems in 

composition, timing or characterization observed during 

these run-throughs. All elements must start to merge into 

a cohesive whole at this time. 

Rehearsals for Of Mice and Men were divided into the 

four phases discussed above and were followed by technical 

and dress rehearsals. A copy of the rehearsal schedule 

appears at the end of this chapter. 

Study 

The first cast meeting was held on Monday, October 29, 
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1979, ln the Laboratory Theatre. At this meeting the 

director explained the basic concept of the production and 

introduced the assistant director and the designers who 

displayed and discussed their designs with the members of 

the cast. After these presentations, the designers left, 

and the first rehearsal began. Rehearsal procedures were 

outlined, and the director stressed her desire for creative 

input from the actors. 

The first rehearsal consisted of reading through the 

play. The director cautioned the actors against assuming 

definite character traits immediately; instead, they were 

to allow these traits to develop through the rehearsal 

period. This first read-through was used to give the actors 

a chance to begin assimilating the flow of the play and to 

develop a threshhold into an emotional involvement with the 

world of this play. After the read-through, the actors were 

informed that the first week of rehearsal was to be devoted 

to the study of the play, and they were encouraged to bring 

their opinions and ideas about the play to the next 

rehearsal. 

The second rehearsal was used to divide the play into 

motivational units and to discuss the world of the play. 

The important themes of the play were noted, and their 

relationship with the concept was discussed. The socio

economic background of the time period in which Of Mice and 

Men is set was also outlined and related to the concept. 
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Characters and character relationships were also discussed 

with the actors sharing their opinions of these with the 

director. The actors then read through the first two acts 

of the play, stopping at the end of each unit to discuss and 

clarify the motivations of the characters, the function of 

the unit, and to ask questions about interpretation and 

symbolism. This rehearsal proved to be extremely productive, 

with the actors eager to share their ideas and suggestions 

with the director. 

The next rehearsal continued in the same ve1n, with the 

cast finishing its reading of the play and the breakdown 

of motivational units. The actors were beginning to enter 

into the spirit of the concept, relating some of their 

characters' motivations to the desire to follow a dream. 

There were more stimulating discussions of themes and 

characters, and it was decided that the next rehearsal 

would be devoted to improvisations exploring character 

relationships. 

For the final rehearsal of the study period, the 

director arrived with ideas for these improvisations. The 

director hoped that these would help to build a rapport 

between the actors and clarify the relationships between 

the characters. These improvisations were mainly concerned 

with what happened before the play begins; one improvisation 

dealt with the incident in Weed when Lennie innocently 

accosts a young woman, another with the first meeting of 
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Curley and his wife; however, after some observation, the 

director decided that these improvisations were superfluous 

and did not seem to be contributing anything essential to 

the study of the play, so this rehearsal was soon terminated. 

Blocking 

Blocking rehearsals began on Sunday, November 4, 1979, 

and continued through Thursday, November 8, 1979. One act 

per night was usually blocked with extra time set aside on 

other nights to block the fight scenes. The director 

had pre-recorded the rough blocking in the production book 

so that the rehearsals could run as smoothly and as quickly 

as possible. The actors involved in each scene took their 

places on stage, walking through their blocking as they 

received it while reading their lines. They then walked 

through the act again to assure the correct notation of all 

blocking. 

While blocking the bunkhouse scenes, the director 

discovered a problem with the set. The minimal amount of 

furniture that both she and the designer had decided to use 

in those particular scenes was not enough to motivate very 

much movement, so after a conference with the designer, 

some more set pieces were added and the problem was solved. 

Enrichment 

The enrichment phase for Of Mice and Men began on 

Saturday, November 10, 1979, and extended through Sunday, 
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November 18, 1979. During this period, intensive work was 

done on each scene to assure clean blocking and clear mean

lng. One rehearsal period was devoted to each act with the 

actors running through the act at the beginning of the 

rehearsal, then discussing with the director the message of 

each scene, how it related to the concept, and how best to 

express this. The act was then run aga1n, stopping only to 

adjust blocking. These adjustments were made to improve 

composition, to clarify motivations, or to rework movement 

which wasuncomfortable for the actor. 

The actors were working on their characters, discover

ing different aspects, building relationships, developing 

believable characters and expressing these through movement, 

business, vocal quality, and line interpretation. The moods 

and emotional qualities of each scene developed as the idea 

of the concept began to appear in the actors' interpreta

tions. 

After all the scenes had been worked on, a run-through 

was scheduled to begin establishing a flow from scene to 

scene and to note any problems. The problem scenes were 

then worked on at the next rehearsal. 

The final three rehearsals of the enrichment phase 

were used for run-throughs. The actors also were to have 

learned their lines at this time, depending only upon 

prompting from the assistant director, so the first run

through was rough, with actors struggling to remember lines. 
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At this point 1n the rehearsal period it was difficult for 

the actors to continue working on their characterizations, 

and it was to their credit that they still managed to 

inject some creativity in building their characters. By 

the third run-through, the play was beginning to run 

smoothly despite some continuing line trouble, and the 

actors were able to start concentrating on their characters 

agaln. 

The enrichment rehearsals were followed by notes from 

the director regarding blocking, diction, mood, vocal 

quality, builds, ensemble, characterization, and motivation. 

Refinement 

The refinement phase of rehearsals began on Monday, 

November 19, 1979, and continued through Monday, November 

26, 1979, with a four-day recess for Thanksgiving vacation. 

These rehearsals were devoted exclusively to run-throughs, 

and it was during these sessions that the play began to 

develop a cohesive flow. The actors were completely 

familiar with their lines, and although the director still 

encouraged some experimentation from the actors, she now 

emphasized the need for consistency and polish in 

performance. 

The actors now began to intensify their characteriza-

tions and emotional responses, in addition to responding to 

builds in tempo and rhythm. The conceptual qualities of 
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the production were now being communicated successfully as 

the actors immersed themselves in the world of the play. 

After each run-through, notes on blocking, pacing, 

concentration, line readings, motivation, action, and build 

were given by the director. Problem scenes were noted, such 

as Lennie and Curley's fight in the bunkhouse and the 

struggle between Lennie and Curley's Wife and Act II, Scene 

Two; a special rehearsal was held for these before the 

following evening's run-through. 

Thanksgiving vacation did cause some set-backs, but 

the actors soon recovered their grasp on the play. There 

were some advantages to this break in the rehearsal periods; 

the actors had time to work on their characters alone and 

to develop some fresh insights. The final rehearsals of 

this period were used to concentrate on the pacing of the play 

and the timing of the actors. 

Technical and Dress Rehearsals 

Technical rehearsals began on Tuesday, November 27, 

1979, and continued through Sunday, December 2, 1979. The 

first two days were given over to technical rehearsals for 

the light, sound, properties, and scenery crews. During 

this time there were numerous interruptions to set and 

adjust light cues and to work out scene changes. The nature 

of these rehearsals necessitated the focusing of attention 

on these new technical elements; consequently, the actors 
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were not always able to maintain their concentration on the 

play. However, since this period was so brief, the produc

tion suffered no set backs. 

Notes were given after each technical rehearsal. 

Technical notes were given to the actors first, and they 

were asked if they had any notes to give to the technicians. 

The director then gave technical notes to the designers. 

Because these rehearsals usually ran late, acting notes were 

postponed until the following evening's rehearsal period, 

a practice which continued through the dress rehearsals. 

The next four rehearsals were full-dress rehearsals 

with the actors in complete costume and make-up. During 

these rehearsals, the actors began to realize their full 

potential. The world of the play was not complete, and the 

combined technical elements of the play served to inspire 

the actors into even clearer characterizations and a new 

creativity. The play seemed to take on a new life and 

freshness that never diminished, and the production finally 

appeared conceptually unified. The director was pleased 

with the high quality of the performance and technical 

elements and was looking forward to seeing the effect that 

an audience would have on the actors. 

Performances 

On Monday, December 3, 1979, the final dress rehearsal 

for Of Mice and Men was presented to an invited audience and 
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therefore will be considered as a part of the performance 

period of the production. The production opened on Tuesday, 

December 4, 1979, and ran through Wednesday, December 12, 

1979. 

The prev1ew rehearsal for Of Mice and Men was sparsely 

attendedi however, the small audience was extremely respon

sive and seemed to enjoy the play. The actors were 

stimulated by the audience, and the show proceeded with a 

great deal of energy. Their characterizations had melded 

into a cohesive and realistic portrayal of ranch life, and 

concentration was excellent. The actors did experience 

some nervousness about the audience's reception of the play, 

but this soon disappeared as they became immersed in the 

action of the play. 

The open1ng night performance repeated the success of 

the prev1ew. The nervousness of the previous night had all 

but disappeared, and the energy of the actors was high. 

Pace was maintained, the dramatic builds worked well, and the 

emotions were believable. The actors enjoyed a great 

rapport with the small but enthusiastic audience. 

Each succeeding performance ran extremely well, with 

the actors finally reaching a peak in performance on the 

first Saturday of the run. Even so, the rest of the per

formances were solid and consistent. The actors never 

became mechanical but breathed new life into their 

characters with each performance. The technical side of the 
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production also improved during the run with few mistakes 

1n execution. 

Critical and audience reaction to the production was 

excellent. The audience seemed to enjoy the play and 

empathize with the characters. Indeed, many members of the 

audience seemed stunned at the ending of the play. Applause 

often did not start until the house lights were half way up 

but was enthusiastic once started. The concept seemed to 

have been clearly communicated to all who observed, and both 

actors and director were pleased with their final product. 



Rehearsal Schedule for Of Mice and Men 

Monday, October 29, 1979; 7:30 P.M. First cast meeting 
and read-through. 

Tuesday, October 30, 1979; 7:30 P.M. Read-through. 

Wednesday, October 31, 1979; 7:00P.M. Crew night. 

Thursday, November 1, 1979; 7:30P.M. Read-through. 

Friday, November 2, 1979; 7:30 P.M. Improvisations. 

Sunday, November 4, 1979; 2:00 P.M. Block Act I. 
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Monday, November 5, 1979; 7:30 P.M. Block Act II, Scene One. 

Tuesday, November 6, 1979; 7:30 P.M. Block Act II, Scene 
Two, and Act III. 

Wednesday, November 7, 1979; 7:00P.M. Crew night. 

Thursday, November 8, 1979; 7:30 P.M. Run-through. 

Saturday, November 10, 1979; 7:30 P.M. Work scenes in Act I. 

Sunday, November 11, 1979; 7:30P.M. Work scenes ln Act II. 

Monday, November 12, 1979; 7:30 P.M. Work scenes ln Act III. 

Tuesday, November 13, 1979; 7:00 P.M. Run-through. 

Wednesday, November 14, 1979; 7:00P.M. Crew night. 

Thursday, November 15, 1979; 7:00 P.M. Run-through. 
(Actors off book.) 

Saturday, November 17, 1979; 7:00P.M. Run-through. 

Sunday, November 18, 1979; 7:00 P.M. Run-through. 

Monday, November 19, 1979; 7:00 P.M. Run-through. 

Tuesday, November 20, 1979; 7:00 P.M. Run-through. 

Wednesday, November 21, through Saturday November 24, 1979, 
Thanksgiving vacation. 

Sunday, November 25, 1979; 2:00 P.M. and 7:00 P.M. Run
through. 



Monday, November 26, 1979; 6:00 P.M. 
7:00 P.M. 

Tuesday, November 27, 1979; 7:00P.M. 
rehearsal. 

Picture call. 
Run-through. 

First technical 
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Wednesday, November 28, 1979; 7:00 P.M. Second technical 
rehearsal. 

Thursday, November 29, through Sunday, December 2, 1979; 
8:15 P.M. Full dress rehearsals. 

Monday, December 3, 1979; 8:15 P.M. Final dress rehearsal 
with audience. 

Tuesday, December 4, through Wednesday, December 12, 1979; 
8:15 P.M. Performances. 



CHAPTER IV 

Prompt Script 

The prompt script includes all blocking notations and 

technical cues. The characters names have been abbreviated 

as have most blocking descriptions, and the technical cues. 

A key to these is included here. The ground plan used in 

the prompt script is in 1/8" scale. 

Characters 

G: George CW: Curley's Wife 

Le: Lennie S: Slim 

Ca: Candy Cn: Carlson 

B: The Boss W: %'hit 

Cu: Curley Cr: Crooks 

Blocking Descriptions 

L: Left U: Up 

R: Right D: Down 

C: Center 

Technical Cues 

L: Lights S: Sound 

SC: Scene Change 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 

1. G, Le enter DL, X R, Sl. Preshow mus1c 1n 
Le kneels mimes drink-
lng from r1ver. 82. Preshow mus1c out. 

2. G shakes Le's shoulder. Ll. House lights fade to ~' 
then out 

3. Le sits up. 

4. G kneels, tests water 
with hand. 

5. Le dips finger 1n 
water. 

6, G drinks water 

7. G X R. 

.. 

L2. River bank up. 
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Act I, Scene One 

1 

GEORGE: 

Sl,S2,Ll,L21Lennie, for God's sake, don't drink so much. 

. h 2 Lenn1e, you ear me! You gonna be sick like you was last 

night. 

LENNIE: 

That's good. 3 You drink some, George. You drink 

some too. 

GEORGE: 

I ain't sure it's good water. 4 Looks kinda scummy to 

me. 

LENNIE: 

5Look at them wrinkles 1n the water, George. Look 

what I done. 

GEORGE: 

6Tastes all right. Don't seem to be runnin' much, 

though. Lennie, you oughtn' to drink water when it an't 

running. You'd drink water out of a gutter if you was 

thirsty. 7God damn it, we could just as well of rode clear 

to the ranch. That bus driver didn't know what he was 

talkin' about. "Just a little stretch down the highway," 

he says. "Just a little stretch"--damn near four miles. I 

bet he didn't want to stop at the ranch gate. I bet 
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he's too damn lazy to pull up. Wonder he ain't too lazy 

to stop at Soledad at all!
1 

Just a little stretch down the 

road. 

LENNIE: 

2 George? 

GEORGE: 

3 Yeh . • . what you want? 

LENNIE: 

Where we goin', George? 

GEORGE: 

So you forgot that already, did you? So I got to 

tell you again! Jeez, you're a crazy bastard! 

LENNIE: 

I forgot I tried not to forget, honest to God, I 

did! 

GEORGE: 

Okay, okay, I'll tell you again. . . . I ain't got 

nothin' to do. Might just as well spen' all my time tellin' 

you things. You forgit 'ern and I tell you again. 

LENNIE: 

I tried and tried, but it didn't do no good. I 

remember about the rabbits, George! 

GEORGE: 

The hell with the rabbits! You can't remember nothing 

but them rabbits. You remember settin' in that gutter on 

Howard Street and watchin' that blackboard? 
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LENNIE: 

Oh, 

do then? 

sure! I remember that . . . but . wha'd we 

I remember some girls come by, and you says-

GEORGE: 

The hell with what I says! You remember about us 

goin' in Murray and Ready's and they give us work cards and 

bus tickets? 

LENNIE: 

Oh, sure, George ... I remember that now-

GEORGE: 

Huh? 

LENNIE: 

I ain't got mine. I musta lost it. 

GEORGE: 

1 George? 

2 You never had none. I got both of 'em here. Think 

I'd let you carry your own work card? 

LENNIE: 

I thought I put it 1n my side pocket.
3 

GEORGE: 

Wha'd you take out of that pocket? 

LENNIE: 

Ain't a thing 1n my pocket. 

GEORGE: 

I know there ain't. You got it 1n your hand now. 

What you got in your hand? 
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LENNIE: 

I ain't got nothing, George! Honest! 

GEORGE: 

Corne on, 1 . . 
g1.ve lt here! 

LENNIE: 

It's on'y a rnouse! 2 

GEORGE: 

A mouse? A live mouse? 

LENNIE: 

No ..• just a dead mouse. I didn't kill it. Honest. 

I found it. I found it dead. 

GEORGE: 

Give it here! 

LENNIE: 

Leave me have it, George. 

GEORGE: 

Give it here! 3 What do you want of a dead mouse, 

anyway? 

4 me. 

LENNIE: 

I was petting it with my thumb while we walked along. 

GEORGE: 

Well, you ain't pettin' no rn1.ce while you walk with 

GEORGE: 

Now let's see if you can remember where we're go1.ng 
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LENNIE: 

I forgot again. 

GEORGE: 

Jesus Christ!
1 

Well, look, we are gonna work on a 

ranch like the one we come from up north. 

LENNIE: 

Up north? 

GEORGE: 

In Weed! 

LENNIE: 

Oh, sure I remember--in Weed. 

GEORGE: 

That ranch we're goin' to is right down there about a 

quarter mile. We're gonna go in and see the boss. 

LENNIE: 

And see the boss! 

GEORGE: 

Now, look! I'll give him the work tickets, but you 

ain't gonna say a word. You're just gonna stand there and 

not say nothing. 

LENNIE: 

Not say nothing! 

GEORGE: 

If he finds out what a crazy bastard you are, we 

won't get no job. But if he sees you work before he hears 

you talk, we're set. You got that? 
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LENNIE: 

Sure, George 

GEORGE: 

. . 
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. sure. I got that . 

Okay. Now when we go 1n to see the boss, what you 

gonna do? 

LENNIE: 

I . . • I . . . I ain't gonna say nothing . . . jus' 

gonna stand there. 

GEORGE: 

Good boy, that's swell! Now say that over two or 

three times so you sure won't forget it. 

LENNIE: 

I ain't gonna say nothing ..• I ain't gonna say 

nothing. . . 

GEORGE: 

And you ain't gonna do no bad things like you done 1n 

Weed neither. 

LENNIE: 

Like I done in Weed? 

GEORGE: 

So you forget that too, did you? 

LENNIE: 

They run us out of Weed! 

GEORGE: 

Run us out, hell! we run! They was lookin' for us, 

but they didn't catch us. 
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LENNIE: 

I didn't forget that, you bet. 

GEORGE: 

1 
God, you're a lot of trouble! I could get along so 

easy and nice, if I didn't have you on my tail. I could 

live so easy! 

LENNIE: 

We gonna work on a ranch, George? 

GEORGE: 

All right, you got that. But we're gonna sleep here 

L3 tonight, because ... I want to. I want to sleep out. 

LENNIE: 

Why ain't we goin' on to the ranch to get some supper? 

They got supper at the ranch. 

GEORGE: 

No reason at all. I just like it here. Tomorrow 

we'll be goin' to work. I seen thrashing machines on the 

way down; that means we'll be buckin' grain bags. Bustin' 

2 a gut liftin' up them bags. Tonight I'm gonna lay right 

here an' look up! Tonight there ain't a gra1n bag or a boss 

in the world. Tonight, the drinks 1s on the . house. 

Nice house we got here, Lennie. 

LENNIE: 

3 ' I h ? Aln t we gonna ave no supper. 

GEORGE: 

Sure we are. You gather up some dead willow sticks. 4 
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I got three cans of beans in my blankets. I'll open 'ern 

up while you get a fire ready. We'll eat 'ern cold. 

LENNIE: 

I like beans with ketchup. 

GEORGE: 

Well, we ain't got no ketchup- You go get wood, and 

don't you fool around none. l Be dark before long. 

GEORGE: 

2
All right, give me that mouse. 

LENNIE: 

What, George? I ain't got no mouse. 

GEORGE: 

Corne on! Give it to me! You ain't puttin' nothing 

3 over. You gonna give me that mouse or do I have to take 

a sock at you? 

LENNIE: 

Give you what, George? 

GEORGE: 

You know goddarnn well, what! I want that mouse! 

LENNIE: 

I don't know why I can't keep it. It ain't nobody's 

mouse. I didn' steal it! I found it layin' right beside 

the road. 4 I wasn't doing nothin' bad with it. Just 

stroking it. That ain't bad. 

GEORGE: 

5You crazy fool! Thought you could get away with it, 
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didn't you? Don't you think I could see your feet was wet 

where you went in the water to get it? Blubbering like a 

baby. Jesus Christ, a big guy like you! 1 Aw, Lennie, I 

ain't takin' it away just for meanness. That mouse ain't 

fresh. Besides, you broke it pettin' it. You get a mouse 

that's fresh and I'll let you keep it a little while. 

LENNIE: 

2
I don't. know where there is no other mouse. I 

remember a lady used to give 'em to me. Ever' one she got 

she used to give it to me, but that lady ain't here no more. 

GEORGE: 

Lady, huh! .. Give me them sticks there .... 
3 

Don't even remember who that lady was. That was your own 

Aunt Clara. She stopped givin' 'em to you. You always 

killed 'em. 

LENNIE: 

4They was so little. I'd pet 'em and pretty soon they 

bit my fingers and then I pinched their head a little bit 

and then they was dead ... because they was so little. I 

wish we'd get the rabbits pretty soon, George. They ain't 

so little.L4 

GEORGE: 

The hell with the rabbits. 
5 

Come on, let's eat! 

There's enough beans here for four men. 

LENNIE: 

6 I like 'em with ketchup. 
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GEORGE: 

Well, we ain't got any. Whatever we ain't got, that's 

what you want. God Almighty, if I was alone, I could live 

so easy. I could go get a job of work and no trouble. No 

mess ... and when the end of the month come, I could take 

my fifty bucks and go into town and get whatever I want. 

Why, I could stay in a cat-house all night. I could eat 

any place I want. Order any damn thing. 

LENNIE: 

I didn't want no ketchup. 

GEORGE: 

I could do that every damn month. Get a gallon of 

whiskey or set in a pool room and play cards or shoot pool. 

And what have I got? I got you. You can't keep a job and 

you lose me every job I get! 

LENNIE: 

I don't mean nothing, George. 

GEORGE: 

Just keep me shovin' all over the country all the time. 

And that ain't the worst--you get in trouble. You do bad 

things and I got to get you out. It ain't bad people that 

1 ra1ses hell. It's dumb ones. You crazy son-of-a-bitch, 

you keep me in hot water all the time. You just wanta feel 

that girl's dress. Just wanta pet it like it was a mouse. 

Well, how the hell'd she know you just wanta feel her dress? 

How'd she know you'd just hold onto it like it was a mouse? 
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LENNIE: 

I didn't mean to, George! 

GEORGE: 

Sure you didn't mean to. You didn't mean for her to 

yell bloody hell, either. You didn't mean for us to hide 

1n the irrigation ditch all day with guys out lookin' for 

us with guns. Alla time it's something you didn't mean. 

God damn it, I wish I could put you in a cage with a 

million m1ce and let them pet you. 1 

LENNIE: 

George! George? 

GEORGE: 

What do you want? 

LENNIE: 

I was only foolin', George. I don't want no ketchup. 

I wouldn't eat no ketchup if it was right here beside me. 

GEORGE: 

If they was some here you could have it. And if I had 

a thousand bucks I'd buy ya a bunch of flowers. 

LENNIE: 

I wouldn't eat no ketchup, George. I'd leave it all 

for you. You could cover your beans so deep with it, and 

I wouldn't touch none of it. 

GEORGE: 

When I think of the swell time I could have without 

you, I go nuts. I never git no peace! 
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LENNIE: 

You want I should go away and leave you alone? 

GEORGE: 

Where the hell could you go? 

LENNIE: 

Well, I could . . . I could go off 1n the hills there. 1 

Some place I could find a cave. 

GEORGE: 

Yeah, how'd ya eat? You ain't got sense enough to 

find nothing to eat. 

LENNIE: 

I'd find things. I don't need no n1ce food with 

ketchup. I'd lay out in the sun and nobody would hurt me. 

And if I found a mouse--why, I could keep it. Wouldn't 

nobody take it away from me. 

GEORGE: 

2 I been mean, ain't I? 

LENNIE: 

If you don't want me, I can go right 1n them hills, 

and find a cave. I can go away any time. 

GEORGE: 

Look! I was just foolin' ya. 'Course I want you to 

stay with me. Trouble with mice is you always kill 'ern. 

Tell you what I'll do, Lennie. First chance I get I'll find 

you a pup. Maybe you wouldn't kill it. That would be 

better than mice. You could pet it harder. 
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LENNIE: 

If you don't want me 1 you only gotta say so. I'll go 

right up on them hills and live by myself. And I won't get 

no mlce stole from me. 

GEORGE: 

I want you to stay with me. Jesus Christ, somebody'd 

shoot you for a coyote if you was by yourself. Stay with 

me. Your Aunt. Clara wouldn't like your runnin' off by 

yourself, even if she is dead. 

LENNIE: 

George? 

GEORGE: 

Huh? 

LENNIE: 

Tell me--like you done before. 

GEORGE: 

Tell you what? 

LENNIE: 

About the rabbits. 

GEORGE: 

h . I You ain't gonna put not lng over on me. 

LENNIE: 

Come on, George ... tell me! Please! Like you done 

before. 

GEORGE: 

You get a kick out of that, don't you? All right, I'll 
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tell you. And then we'll lay out our beds and eat our 

dinner. 

LENNIE: 

Go on, 1 LS George. 

GEORGE: 

163 

Guys like us that work on ranches is the loneliest 

guys in the world. They ain't got no family. They don't 

belong no place. They come to a ranch and work up a stake 

and then they go 1n to town and blow their stake. And then 

the first thing you know they're poundin' their tail on some 

other ranch. They ain't got nothin' to look ahead to. 

LENNIE: 

That's it, that's it! Now tell how it 1s with us. 

GEORGE: 

With us it ain't like that. We got a future. We got 

somebody to talk to that gives a damn about us. We don't 

have to sit in no barroom blowin' in our jack, just because 

we got no place else to go. If them other guys gets in jail, 

they can rot for all anybody g1ves a damn. 

LENNIE: 

2But not us! And why? Because ... because I got 

you to look after me . . . and you got me to look after 

you . and that's why! Go on, George! 

GEORGE: 

You got it by heart. You can do it yourself. 
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LENNIE: 

No, no. I forget some of the stuff. Tell about how 

it's gonna be. 

GEORGE: 

Some other time. 

LENNIE: 

No, tell how it's gonna be! 

GEORGE: 

Okay. Some day we're gonna get the jack together and 

we're gonna have a little house, and a couple of acres and 

a cow and some pigs and . 

LENNIE: 

And live off the fat of the land! And have rabbits. 

Go on, George! Tell about what we're gonna have in the 

garden. And about the rabbits in the cages. Tell about 

the rain in the winter . . . and about the stove and how 

thick the cream is on the milk, you can hardly cut it. Tell 

about that, George! 

GEORGE: 

Why don't you do it yourself--you know all of it. 

LENNIE: 

It ain't the same if I tell it. Go on now. How I 

get to tend the rabbits. 

GEORGE: 

Well, we'll have a big vegetable patch and a rabbit 

hutch and chickens. And when it rains in the winter we'll 
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just say to hell with goin' to work. We'll build up a fire 

in the stove, and set around it and listen to the ra1n comin' 

down on the roof--Nuts! 1 I ain't got time for no more. 2 

GEORGE: 

What you gonna say tomorrow when the boss asks you 

questions? 

LENNIE: 

I . . I ain't gonna say a word. 

GEORGE: 

Good boy. That's fine. Say, maybe you're gittin' 

better. I bet I can let you tend the rabbits 

specially if you remember as good as that! 

LENNIE: 

I can remember, by God! 

GEORGE: 

Lennie, I want you to look around here. Think you can 

remember this place? The ranch is 'bout a quarter mile up 

that way. Just follow the river and you can get here. 

LENNIE: 

~ure, I can remember here. Didn't I remember 'bout 

not gonna say a word? 

GEORGE: 

'Course you did. Well, look, Lennie, if you just 

happen to get in trouble, I want you to come right here and 

hide in the brush. 
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LENNIE: 

Hide in the brush. 

GEORGE: 

Hide in the brush until I come for you. Think you can 

remember that? 

LENNIE: 

Sure I can, George. Hide 1n the brush till you come 

for me! 

GEORGE: 

But you ain't gonna get in no trouble. Because if you 

do I won't let you tend the rabbits. 

LENNIE: 

I won't get in no trouble. I ain't gonna say a word. 

GEORGE: 

1 L6 You got it. Anyways, I hope so. It's gonna be 

nice sleeping here. Lookin' up ... and the leaves ... 

Don't build up no more fire. We'll let her die. Jesus, you 

feel free when you ain't got a job--if you ain't hungry. 

LENNIE: 

George? 

GEORGE: 

What do you want? 

LENNIE: 

Let's have different color rabbits, George. 

GEORGE: 

Sure. Red rabbits and blue rabbits and green rabbits. 
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Millions of 'ern! 

LENNIE: 

Furry ones, George. Like I seen at the fair 1n 

Sacramento. 

GEORGE: 

Sure. Furry ones. 

LENNIE: 

'Cause I can jus' as well go away, George, and live 1n 

a cave. 

GEORGE: 

Aw, shut up. 

LENNIE: 

George? 

GEORGE: 

What is it? 

LENNIE: 

L7 53 
I'm shutting up, George. ' 
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Act I, Scene II 

CANDY: 

S4, L8Th. . h 1s lS t e bunkhouse here. Door's around this 

"d 1 s1 e. The boss was expecting you last night. He was sore 

as hell when you wasn't here to go out this morning. You 

can have them two beds there. 

GEORGE: 

I'll take the top one2 . I don't want you falling 

down on me. Say, what the hell's this? 

CANDY: 

I don' know. 

GEORGE: 

3 Says "positively kills lice, roaches and other 

scourges." What the hell kinda beds you givin' us, anyway? 

We don't want no pants rabbits. 

CANDY: 

4Tell you what . last guy that had this bed was a 

blacksmith. Helluva nice fellow- Clean a guy as you'd 

want to meet. Used to wash his hands even after he et. 

GEORGE: 

Then how come he got pillow-pigeons?
5 

CANDY: 

6 Tell you what. This here blacksmith, name of Whitney, 
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was the kinda guy that would put that stuff around even if 

there wasn't no bugs. Tell you what he used to do. He'd 

peel his boiled potatoes and take out every little spot 

before he et it, and if there was a red splotch on an egg, 

he'd scrape it off. Finally quit about the food. That's 

the kind of guy Whitey was. Clean. Used to dress up 

Sundays even when he wasn't goin' no place. Put on a 

necktie even, and then set in the bunkhouse. 

GEORGE: 

I ain't so sure. What da' ya say he quit for? 

CANDY: 

Why • . he just quit the way a guy will. Says it 

was the food. Didn't give no other reason. Just says 

"give me my tirne 11 one night, the way any guy would. 

GEORGE: 

1well, if there's any grey backs 1n this bed, you're 

gonna hear from me! 

CANDY: 

I guess the boss'll be out here in a minute to write 

e He Sure was burned when you wasn't here this your narn 1n. 

morning. Corne right in when we was eatin' breakfast and 

says, "Where the hell's them new men?" He give the stable 

buck hell, too. Stable buck's a Mexican. 

GEORGE: 

Mexican, huh! 
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CANDY: 

Yeah. Nice fellow too. Got a crooked back where a 

horse kicked him. Boss gives him hell when he's mad. But 

the stable buck don't give a damn about that. 

GEORGE: 

What kinda guy 1s the boss? 

CANDY: 

Well, he·' s a pretty n1ce fell a for a boss. Gets mad 

sometimes. But he's pretty nice. Tell you what. Know 

what he done Christmas? Brung a gallon of whiskey right 1n 

here and says, "Drink hearty, boys, Christmas comes but 

once a year!" 

GEORGE: 

The hell he did! A whole gallon? 

CANDY: 

Yes, . s1r. Jesus, we had fun! They let the Mexican 

come in that night. Well, s1r, a little skinner name 

Smitty took after the Mexican. Done pretty good too. The 

guys wouldn't let him use his feet so the Mexican got him. 

If he could a used his feet Smitty says he would have killed 

the Mexican. The guys says on account the Mexican got a 

crooked back Smitty can't use his feet. 

GEORGE: 

Boss the owner? 

CANDY: 

Naw! Superintendent. Big land company .... Yes, 
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sir, that night . he come right in here with a whole 

gallon ... he set right over there and says, "Drink 

hearty, boy," . . he says. . 1 
Them guys just corne. 2 . . 

BOSS: 

3
I wrote Murray and Ready I wanted two men this morn-

lng. You got your work slips? 

GEORGE: 

Here they are. 4 

BOSS: 

Well, I see it wasn't Murray and Ready's fault. It 

says right here on the slip, you was to be here for work 

this morning. 

GEORGE: 

Bus driver g1ve us a burn steer. We had to walk ten 

miles. That bus driver says we was here when we wasn't. 

We couldn't thumb no rides. 

BOSS: 

Well, I had to send out the grain teams short two 

buckers. 

dinner. 

It won't do any good to go out now until after 

5 You'd get lost. What's your name? 

GEORGE: 

George Milton. 

BOSS: 

George Milton. And what's yours? 

GEORGE: 

His name's Lennie Small. 
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BOSS: 

Lennie Small~ Le's see, this is the twentieth. Noon 

the twentieth .... Where you boys been workin'? 

GEORGE: 

Up around Weed. 

BOSS: 

You too? 

GEORGE: 

Yeah. Him too. 

BOSS: 

Say, you're a big fellow, ain't you? 

GEORGE: 

Yeah, he can work like hell, too. 

BOSS: 

He ain't much of a talker, though, is he? 

GEORGE: 

No, he ain't. But he's a hell of a good worker. 

Strong as a bull. 

LENNIE: 

I'm strong as a bull. 

BOSS: 

You are, huh? What can you do? 

GEORGE: 

He can do anything. 

BOSS: 

What can you do? 
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GEORGE: 

Anything you tell him. He 1 s a good skinner. He can 

wrestle grain bags, drive a cultivator. He can do anything. 

Just give him a try. 

BOSS: 

Then why don't you let him answer? What's he laughing 

about? 

GEORGE: 

He laughs when he gets excited. 

BOSS: 

Yeah? 

GEORGE: 

But he's a goddamn good worker. I ain't say1ng he's 

bright, because he ain't. But he can put up a four hundred 

pound bale. 

BOSS: 

1say, what you sellin'? 

GEORGE: 

Huh? 

BOSS: 

I said what stake you got 1n this guy? You takin' his 

pay away from him? 

GEORGE: 

No. Of course I ain't! 

BOSS: 

Hell, I never seen one guy take so much trouble for 
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another guy. I just like to know what your percentage is. 

GEORGE: 

He's my . • • cousin. I told his ole lady I'd take 

care of him. He got kicked in the head by a horse when he 

was a kid. He's all right. . . . Just ain't bright. But 

he can do anything you tell him. 

BOSS: 

Well, God knows he don't need no brains to buck barley 

bags. But don't you try to put nothing over, Milton. I 

got my eye on you. Why'd you quit in Weed? 

GEORGE: 

Job was done. 

BOSS: 

What kind of job? 

GEORGE: 

Why • • . we was diggin' a cesspool. 

BOSS: 

All right. But don't try to put nothing over 'cause 

you can't get away with nothing. I seen wise guys before. 

Go out with the grain teams after dinner. They're out 

pickin' up barley with the thrashin' machines. Go out with 

1 Slim's team. 

GEORGE: 

Yeah. Big, tall skinner. 

Been on the road long? 

h . d' 2 You'll see 1m at 1nner. 
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GEORGE: 

We was three days in 'Frisco lookin' at the boards. 

BOSS: 

Didn't go to no night clubs, I 'spose? 

GEORGE: 

We was lookin' for a job. 

BOSS: 

That's a great town if you got a little jack, Frisco. 

GEORGE: 

We didn't have no jack for nothing like that. 

BOSS: 

Go out with the gra1n teams after dinner. When my 

hands work hard they get pie and when they loaf they bounce 

down the road on their can. You ask anybody about me. 1 

GEORGE: 

2 So you wasn't gonna say a word! You was gonna leave 

your big flapper shut. I was gonna do the talkin'
3 
.... 

You goddarnn near lost us the job! 

LENNIE: 

I forgot. 

GEORGE: 

You forgot. You always forget. Now, he's got his eye 

on us. Now, we gotta be careful and not make no slips. 

h
. 4 

You keep your big flapper shut after t 1s. 

LENNIE: 

He talked like a kinda nice guy towards the last. 
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GEORGE: 

He's the boss, ain't he? Well, he's the boss first an' 

a nice guy afterwards. Don't you have nothin' to do with no 

boss, except do you work and draw your pay. You can't 

never tell whether you're talkin' to the nice guy or the 
1 

boss. Just keep your goddamn mouth shut. Then you're 

all right. 

LENNIE: 

2 George? 

GEORGE: 

What you want now? 

LENNIE: 

I wasn't kicked 1n the head with no horse, was I, 

George? 

GEORGE: 

Be a damn good thing if you was. Save everybody a 

hell of a lot of trouble! 

LENNIE: 

3 You says I was your cous1n. 

2 

GEORGE: 

Well, that was a goddamn lie. And I'm glad it was. 

Why, if I was a relative of yours 4--say, what the hell you 

doin', listenin'? 5 

6 Naw 

CANDY: 

. I wasn't listenin'. . . I was just 
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standin' in the shade a minute, scratchin' my dog. I jest 

now finished swamping out the washhouse. 

GEORGE: 

1 
You was pokin' your big nose into our business! I 

don't like nosey guys. 

CANDY: 

I jest come there ... I didn't hear nothing you 

guys was sayin'. I ain't interested in nothing you was 

sayin'. A guy on a ranch don't never listen. Nor he don't 

ast no questions. 

GEORGE: 

Damn right he don't! Not if the guy wants to stay 

2 workin' long. That's a helluva ole dog. 

CANDY: 

Yeah. I had him ever since he was a pup. God, he was 

a good sheep dog, when he was young. How'd you like the 

boss? 

GEORGE: 

Pretty good! Seemed all right. 

CANDY: 

He's a n1ce fella. You got ta take him right, of 

course. He's runnin' this ranch. He don't take no 

none sense. 

GEORGE: 

What time do we eat? Eleven-thirty?
3 
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CURLEY: 

Seen my ole man? 

CANDY: 

He was here just a minute ago, Curley. Went over to 

the cookhouse, I think. 

CURLEY: 

I'll try to catch him. 1 You the new guys my ole man 

was waitin' for? 

GEORGE: 

2 Yeah. We just come in. 

CURLEY: 

How's it come you wasn't here this morning? 

GEORGE: 

Got off the bus too soon. 

CURLEY: 

3 My ole man got to get the graln out. Ever bucked 

barley? 

GEORGE: 

Hell, yes. Done a lot of it. 

CURLEY: 

I mean him. Ever bucked barley? 

GEORGE: 

Sure he has. 

CURLEY: 

4Let the big guy talk! 
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GEORGE: 

'Spose he don't want ta talk? 

CURLEY: 

By Christ, he's gotta talk when he's spoke to. What 

the hell you shovin' into this for? 

GEORGE: 

Him and me travel together. 

CURLEY: 

Oh, so it's that way? 

GEORGE: 

What way? 

CURLEY: 

And you won't let the big guy talk? Is that it? 

GEORGE: 

He can talk if he wants to tell you anything.
1 

LENNIE: 

We just come in. 

CURLEY: 

Well, next time you answer when you're spoke to, then. 

GEORGE: 

He didn't do nothing to you. 

CURLEY: 

2You drawin' cards this hand? 

GEORGE: 

I might. 
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CURLEY: 

3 I'll 1 see you get a chance to ante, anyway. 

GEORGE: 

2 
Say, what the hell's he got on his shoulder? Lennie 

didn't say nothing to hirn. 3 

CANDY: 

That's the boss's son. Curley's pretty handy. He 

done quite a bit in the r1ng. The guys say he's pretty 

4 
handy. 

GEORGE: 

Well, let 'irn be handy. He don't have to take after 

Lennie. Lennie didn't do nothing to him. 

CANDY: 

Well . . . tell you what, Curley's like a lot a 

little guys. He hates big guys. He's alla time pickin' 

scraps with big guys. 5 Kinda like he's mad at 'ern because 

he ain't a big guy. You seen little guys like that, ain't 

you--always scrappy? 

GEORGE: 

Sure, I seen plenty tough little guys. But this here 

. 6 . 
Curley better not make no mistakes about Lenn1e. Lenn1e 

ain't handy, see, but this Curley punk's gonna get hurt if 

he messes around with Lennie. 

CANDY: 

7 Well, Curley's pretty handy. You know, it never did 

seem right to me. 'Spose Curley jumps a big guy and licks 
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him. Everybody says what a game guy Curley is. Well, 

'spose he jumps 'im and gits licked, everybody says the big 

guy oughta pick somebody his own s1ze. Seems like Curley 

ain't givin' nobody a chance. 

GEORGE: 

Well, he better watch out for Lennie. Lennie ain't no 

fighter. But Lennie's strong and quick and Lennie don't 

know no rules. 

CANDY: 

Don't tell Curley I said none of this. 1 He'd slough 

me! He jus' don't give a damn. Won't ever get canned 

because his ole man's the boss! 

GEORGE: 

This guy Curley sounds like a son-of-a-bitch to me! 

I don't like mean little guys! 

CANDY: 

Seems to me like he's worse lately. He got married a 

couple of weeks ago. Wife lives over in the boss's house. 

Seems like Curley's worse'n ever since he got married. Like 

he's settin' on a ant-hill an' a big red ant come up an' 

nipped 'im on the turnip. Just feels so goddamn miserable 

he'll strike at anything that moves. I'm kinda sorry for 

'im. 

GEORGE: 

Maybe he's showin' off for his wife. 
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CANDY: 

You seen that glove on his left hand? 

GEORGE: 

Sure I seen it! 

CANDY: 

Well, that glove's full of vaseline. 

GEORGE: 

Vaseline? What the hell for? 

CANDY: 

Curley says he's keepin' that hand soft for his wife. 

GEORGE: 

That's a dirty kind of a thing to tell around. 

CANDY: 

I ain't quite so sure. I seen such funny things a guy 

will do to try to be nice. I ain't sure. But you jus' 

wait till you see Curley's Wife! 

GEORGE: 

1 Is she purty? 

CANDY: 

Yeah. Purty, but-

GEORGE: 

But what? 

CANDY: 

Well, she got the eye. 

GEORGE: 

Yeah? Married two weeks an' got the eye? Maybe that's 
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why Curley's pants lS fulla ants. 

CANDY: 

Yes, sir, I seen her g1ve Slim the eye. Slim's a 

jerkline skinner. Hell of a nice fella. Well, I seen her 

g1ve Slim the eye. Curley never seen it. And I seen her 

give a skinner named Carlson the eye. 

GEORGE: 

Looks like we was gonna have fun! 

CANDY: 

1
Know what I think? Well, I think Curley's married 

himself a tart. 

s1r . 

GEORGE: 

He ain't the first. Black queen on a red king. Yes, 

there's plenty done that! 

CNADY: 

I got to be settin' out the wash basins for the guys. 

The teams'll be in before long. You guys gonna buck barley? 

GEORGE: 

Yeah. 

CANDY: 

2You won't tell Curley nothing I said? 

GEORGE: 

Hell, no! 

CANDY: 

well, you look her over, mister. You see if she ain't 

3 a tart! 
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GEORGE: 

1
Look, Lennie, this here ain't no set-up. You gonna 

have trouble with that Curley guy. I seen that kind before. 

You know what he's doin'. He's kinda feelin' you out. He 

figures he's got you scared. And he's gonna take a sock at 

you, first chance he gets. 

LENNIE: 

I don't want no trouble. Don't let him sock me, 

George! 

GEORGE: 

I hate them kind of bastards. I seen plenty of 'em. 

Like the ole guy says: "Curley don't take no chances. He 

always figures to win." If he tangles with you, Lennie, 

we're goin' get the can. Don't make no mistake about that. 

He's the boss's kid. Look, you try to keep away from him, 

will you? Don't never speak to him. If he comes in here 

you move clear to the other side of the room. Will you 

remember that, Lennie? 

LENNIE: 

I don't want no trouble. I never done nothing to him! 

GEORGE: 

Well, that won't do you no good, if Curley wants to 

set himself up for a fighter. Just don't have nothing to 

do with him. Will you remember? 

LENNIE: 

Sure George ... I ain't gonna say a word. 
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SLIM'S VOICE: 

Stable buck! Hey! Stable buck! 

GEORGE: 

Here come the guys. Just don't say nothing. 

LENNIE: 

You ain't mad, George? 

GEORGE: 

I ain't mad at you. I'm mad at this here Curley 

bastard! I wanted we should get a little stake together. 

Maybe a hundred dollars. You keep away from Curley. 

LENNIE: 

1 sure I will. I won't say a word. 

GOERGE: 

Don't let 'im pull you in--but--if the son-of-a-bitch 

socks you--let him have it! 

LENNIE: 

Let him have what, George? 

GEORGE: 

Never mind. . . . Look, if you get in any kind of 

trouble, you remember what I told you to do. 

LENNIE: 

If I get 1n any trouble, you ain't gonna let me tend 

the rabbits? 

GEORGE: 

That's not what I mean. You remember where we slept 

last night. Down by the river? 
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LENNIE: 

Oh, sure I remember. I go there and hide 1n the brush 

until you come for me. 

GEORGE: 

That's it. Hide till I come for you. Don't let nobody 

see you. Hide in the brush by the r1ver. Now say that over. 

LENNIE: 

Hide in the brush by the r1ver. Down in the brush by 

the r1ver. 

GEORGE: 

If you get in trouble. 

LENNIE: 

1 If I get in trouble. 

CURLEY Is WIFE: 

2I'm lookin' for Curley! 

GEORGE: 

He was in here a minute ago but he went along. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

. . 't ?3 You're the new fellas that JUSt come, a1n you. 

GEORGE: 

Yeah. 

CURLEY Is WIFE: 

Sometimes Curley's 1n here. 

GEORGE: 

Well, he ain't now! 
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CURLEY'S WIFE: 

Well, if he ain't, I guess I'd better look some place 

else. 

GEORGE: 

If I see Curley I'll pass the word you was lookin' for 

him. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

Nobody can't blame a person for lookin'. 

GEORGE: 

That depends what she's lookin' for. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

I'm jus' lookin' for somebody to talk to. Don't you 

never jus' want to talk to somebody? 

SLIM'S VOICE: 

Okay! Put that lead palr 1n the north stalls. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

lH. l, Slim! 

SLIM'S VOICE: 

Hello. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

I--I'm tryin' to find Curley. 

SLIM'S VOICE: 

well, you ain't tryin' very hard. I seen him gain' 

1n your house. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

I gotta be goin'!
2 
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GEORGE: 

Jesus, what a tramp! So, that's what Curley picks for 

a wife. God Almighty, did you smell that stink she's got 

on? I can still smell her. Don't have to see her to know 

she's around. 

LENNIE: 

1 
She's purty! 

GEORGE: 

Yeah. And she's sure hidin' it. Curley got his work 

ahead of him. 

LENNIE: 

Gosh, she's purty! 

GEORGE: 

2Listen to me, you crazy bastard. Don't you even look 

at that bitch. I don't care what she says or what she does. 

I seen 'ern poison before, but I ain't never seen no plece of 

jail bait worse than her. Don't you even smell near her! 

LENNIE: 

I never smelled, George! 

GEORGE: 

No, you never. But when she was standin' there showin' 

her legs, you wasn't lookin' the other way neither! 

LENNIE: 

I never meant no bad things, George. Honest I never. 

GEORGE: 

Well, you keep away from her. You let Curley take the 
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rap. He let himself in for it. 1 Glove full of vaseline. I 

bet he's eatin' raw eggs and writin' to patent-medicine 

houses. 

LENNIE: 

2
I don't like this place. This ain't no good place. 

I don't like this place! 

GEORGE: 

Listen--I don't like it here no better than you do. 

But we gotta keep it till we get a stake. We're flat. We 

gotta get a stake. If we can get just a few dollars ln the 

poke we'll shove off and go up to the American River and pan 

gold. Guy can make a couple dollars a day there. 

LENNIE: 

Let's go, George. Let's get out of here. It's mean 

here. 

GEORGE: 

I tell you we gotta stay a little while. We gotta 

get a stake. 3 Shut up now, the guys'll be comin' in! Maybe 

we ought to wash up .... But hell, we ain't done nothin' 

to get dirty. 

4 

SLIM: 

4 It's brighter'n a bitch outside. Can't hardly see 

5 
nothing in here. You the new guys? 

GEORGE: 

Just come. 
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SLIM: 

Goin' to buck barley? 

GEORGE: 

That's what the boss says. 

SLIM: 

Hope you get on my team. 

GEORGE: 

Boss said we'd go with a jerk-line skinner names Slim. 

't? l . 

SLIM: 

That 1 s me. 

GEORGE: 

You a jerk-line skinner?1 

SLIM: 

I can snap 'em around a little. 

GEORGE: 

That kinda makes you Jesus Christ on this ranch, don't 

SLIM: 

Oh, nuts! 

GEORGE: 

Like the man says, "The boss tells you what to do. 

But if you want to know how to do it, you got to ask the 

mule skinner." The man says any guy that can drive twelve 

Arizona jack rabbits with a jerk line can fall 1n a toilet 

and come up with a mince pie under each arm. 
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SLIM: 

l 
Well, I hope you get on my team. I got a palr a 

punks that don't know a barley bag from a blue ball. You 

guys ever bucked any barley? 

GEORGE: 

Hell, yes. I ain't nothin' to scream about, but that 

big guy there can put up more grain alone than most pairs 

can. 

SLIM: 

2 
You guys travel around together? 

GEORGE: 

Sure. We kinda look after each other. He ain't bright. 

Hell of a good worker, though. Hell of nice fella too. 

I've knowed him for a long time. 

SLIM: 

Ain't many guys travel around together. I don't know 

why. Maybe everybody in the whole damn world lS scared of 

each other. 

GEORGE: 

It's a lot nicer to go 'round with a guy you know. 

You get used to it an' then it ain't no fun alone any more.
3 

CARLSON: 

Hello, Slim! 

SLIM: 

These guys just come. 
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CARLSON: 

1 
Glad to meet ya! My name's Carlson. 

GEORGE: 

I'm Goerge Milton. This here's Lennie Small. 

CARLSON: 

Glad to meet you. He ain't very srnall. 2 He ain't 

small at all.
3 

Meant to ask you, Slim, how's your bitch? 

I seen she wasn't under your wagon this rnorn1ng. 

SLIM: 

She slang her pups last night. Nine of 'ern. I 

drowned four of 'ern right off. She couldn't feed that many. 

CARLSON: 

Got five left, huh? 

SLIM: 

Yeah. Five. I kep' the biggest. 

CARLSON: 

What kinda dogs you think they gonna be? 

SLIM: 

I don't know. Some kind of shepherd, I guess. That's 

the most kind I seen around here when she's in heat. 

CARLSON: 

I had an airedale an' a guy down the road got one of 

them little white floozy dogs, well, she was in heat and the 

guy locks her up. But my airedale, named Torn he was, he et 

a woodshed clear down to the roots to get to her. Guy come 

over one day, he's sore as hell, he says, "I wouldn't mind 
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if my bitch had pups, but Christ Almighty, this morning she 

slang a litter of Shetland ponies. II Got five pups, . . . 
huh! Gonna keep all of 'ern? 

SLIM: 

I don' know, gotta keep 'ern awhile, so they can drink 

Lulu's milk. 

CARLSON: 

Well, looka here, Slim, I been thinkin'. That dog of 

Candy's is so goddamn old he can't hardly walk. Stinks like 

hell. Every time Candy brings him in the bunkhouse, I can 

smell him two or three days. Why don't you get Candy to 

shoot his ol' dog, and give him one of them pups to raise 

up? I can smell that dog a mile off. Got no teeth. Can't 

eat. Candy feeds him milk. He can't chew nothing else. 

And leadin' him around on a string so he don't bump into 

things . . . There she goes! 

SLIM: 

You guys better come on while they's still sornethin' 

to eat. . 1 f . 1 
Won't be nothing left 1n a coup e o rnlnutes. 

LENNIE: 

2 George! 

GEORGE: 

• 1 11 k 1 • I Yeah, I heard 'im, Lennle ... I as lrn. 

LENNIE: 

A brown and white one. 
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GEORGE: 

Corne on, let•s get dinner. 1 I don•t know whether he's 

got a brown and white one. 

LENNIE: 

You ask him right away, George, so he won't kill no 

more of •ern! 

GEORGE: 

Sure! Corne on 

CURLEY: 

2 now--le•s go. 

You seen a girl around here? 

GEORGE: 

'Bout half an hour ago, rnebbe. 

CURLEY: 

Well, what the hell was she doin 1 ? 

GEORGE: 

She said she was lookin• for you. 

CURLEY: 

Which way did she go? 

GEORGE: 

I don't know. I didn•t watch her go. 3 You know, 

Lennie I'm scared I'm gonna tangle with that bastard 

myself. I hate his guts! Jesus Christ, come on! They 

won•t be a damn thing left to eat. 

LENNIE: 

h . 4 I L9 
Will you ask him about a brown and w lte one? 
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Act II, Scene I 

5 

SLIM: 

SS,LlO,l . 
It wasn't noth1ng. 

drown most of them pups anyway. 

that. 

GEORGE: 

2 Lll 
' I would of had to 

3 No need to thank me about 

Wasn't much to you, mebbe, but it was a hell of a lot 

to him. Jesus Christ, I don't know how we're gonna get him 

to sleep in here. He'll want to stay right out in the barn. 

We gonna have trouble keepin' him from gettin' right in the 

box with them pups. 

SLIM: 

Say, you sure was right about him. Maybe he ain't 

bright--but I never seen such a worker. He damn near kill

ed his partner buckin' barley. He'd take his end of that 

sack--pretty near kill his partner. God Almighty, I never 

seen such a strong guy. 

GEORGE: 

You just tell Lennie what to do and he'll do it if it 

don't take no figuring. 

SLIM: 

Funny how you and him string along together. 
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GEORGE: 

What's so funny about it? 

SLIM: 

Oh, I don't know- Hardly none of the guys ever travels 

around together. I hardly never seen two guys travel 

together. You know how the hands are. They come in and 

get their bunk and work a month and then they quit and go 

on alone. Never seem to give a damn about nobody. Jest 

seems kinda funny. A cuckoo like him and a smart guy like 

you traveling together. 

GEORGE: 

I ain't so bright neither or I wouldn't be buckin' 

barley for my fifty and found. If I was bright, if I was 

even a little bit smart, I'd have my own place and I'd be 

bringin' in my own crops 'stead of doin' all the work and 

not gettin' what comes up out of the ground. 

SLIM: 

A guy'd like to do that. Sometime I'd like to cuss 

a string of mules that was my own mules. 

GEORGE: 

It ain't so funny, him and me goin' round together. 

Him and me was both born in Auburn. I knowed his aunt. 

She took him when he was a baby and raised him up. When 

his aunt died Lennie jus' come along with me, out workin'. 

Got kinda used to each other after a little while. 
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SLIM: 

Uh huh. 

GEORGE: 

First I used to have a hell of a lot of fun with him. 

Used to play jokes on him because he was too dumb to take 

care of himself. But, hell, he was too dumb even to know 

when he had a joke played on him. 1 Hell, yes, I had fun! 

Made me seem goddamn smart alongside of him. 

SLIM: 

I seen it that way. 

GEORGE: 

Why, he'd do any damn thing I tole him. If I tole him 

to walk over a cliff, over he'd go. You know that wasn't 

so damn much fun after a while. He never got mad about it, 

neither. I've beat hell out of him and he could bust every 

bone in my body jest with his hands. But he never lifted a 

finger against me. 

SLIM: 

Even if you socked him, wouldn't he? 

GEORGE: 

No, by God! I tell you what made me stop playing 

jokes. One day a bunch of guys was standin' aroun' up on 

the Sacramento river. I was feelin' pretty smart. I turns 

to Lennie and I says, "Jump in." 

SLIM: 

What happened? 
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GEORGE: 

He Jumps. Couldn't sw1m a stroke. He damn near 

drowned. And he was so nice to me for pullin' him out. 

Clean forgot I tole him to JUmp ln. Well, I ain't done 

nothin' like that no more. Makes me kinda sick tellin' 

about it. 

SLIM: 

He's a nlce fella. A guy don't need no sense to be 

a nice fella. Seems to be sometimes it's jest the other 

way round. Take a real smart guy, he ain't hardly ever a 

n1ce fella. 

GEORGE: 

1 I ain't got no people. I seen guys that go round on 

the ranches alone. That ain't no good. They don't have no 

fun. After a while they get mean. 

SLIM: 

Yeah, I seen 'ern get mean. I seen 'ern get so they 

don't want to talk to nobody. Some ways they got to. You 

take a bunch of guys all livin' ln one room an' by God they 

got to mind their own business. 'Bout the only private 

thing a guy's got is where he come from and where he's 

go in' . 

GEORGE: 

'Course Lennie's a goddamn nuisance most of the time. 

But you get used to gain' round with a guy and you can't 

get rid of him. I mean you get used to him an' you can't 
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get rid of bein' used to him. I'm sure drippin' at the 

mouth. I ain't told nobody all this before. 

SLIM: 

Do you want to git rid of him? 

GEORGE: 
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Well, he gets ln trouble all the time. Because he's 

so goddamn dumb. Like what happened in Weed. You wouldn't 

tell nobody? 

SLIM: 

What did he do 1n Weed? 

GEORGE: 

You wouldn't tell?--No, course you wouldn't. 

SLIM: 

What did he do? 

GEORGE: 

Well, he seen this girl in a red dress. Dumb 

bastard like he is he wants to touch everything he likes. 

Jest wants to feel of it. So he reaches out to feel this 

red dress. Girl lets out a squawk and that gets Lennie all 

mixed up. He holds on 'cause that's the only thing he can 

think to do. 

SLIM: 

The hell! 

GEORGE: 

Well, this girl squawks her head off. I'm right close 

and I hear all the yellin', so I comes a-runn1ng. By that 
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time Lennie's scared to death. You know, I had to sock him 

over the head with a fence picket to make him let go. 

SLIM: 

So what happens then? 

GEORGE: 

Well, she runs 1n and tells the law she's been raped. 

The guys 1n Weed start out to lynch Lennie. So there we 

sit in an irrigation ditch, under water all the rest of the 

day. Got only our heads sticking out of water, up under the 

grass that grows out of the side of the ditch. That night 

we run outa there. 

SLIM: 

Didn't hurt the girl none, huh? 

GEORGE: 

Hell no, he jes' scared her. 

SLIM: 

He's a funny guy. 

GEORGE: 

Funny! Why, one time, you know what that big baby 

done! 
1 . . Ll2, S6H 

He was walking along a road-- H1, Lenn1e. ow 

do you like your pup? 

LENNIE: 

He's brown and white jus' like I wanted. 

GEORGE: 

Lennie! 
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LENNIE: 

Huh? What you want George? 

GEORGE: 

1 
I tole ya, ya couldn't bring that pup 1n here. 

LENNIE: 

What pup, George? . ' 2 I aln t got no pup. 

LENNIE: 

Give him to me, George. 

GEORGE: 

You get right up and take this pup to the nest. He's 

got to sleep with hismother. Ya want ta kill him? Just 

born last night and ya take him out of the nest. Ya take 

him back or I'll tell Slim not to let you have him. 

LENNIE: 

Give him to me, GeorgeA I'll take him back. I didn't 

mean no bad thing, George. Honest I didn't. I jus' want to 

pet him a little. 

GEORGE: 

3All right, you get him back there quick. And don't 

you take him out no more.
4 

SLIM: 

Jesus, he's just like a kid, ain't he? 

GEORGE: 

Sure he's like a kid. There ain't no more harm ln 

him than a kid neither, except he's so strong. I bet he 

won't come in here to sleep tonight. He'll sleep right 
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alongside that box in the barn. Well, let him. He ain't 

doin' no harm out there. 

CANDY: 

1
Hello, Slim. 

play horseshoes? 

Hello, George. Didn't neither of you 

SLIM: 

I don't like to play every night. 

CANDY: 

2
Either you guys got a slug of whiskey? I got a gut 

ache. 

SLIM: 

I ain't. I'd drink it myself if I had. And I ain't 

got no gut ache either. 

CANDY: 

Goddamn cabbage give it to me. I knowed it was goin' 

to before I ever et it. 3 

CARLSON: 

Jesus, how that Mexican can pitch shoes! 

SLIM: 

He's plenty good. 

WHIT: 

Damn right he lS. 

CARLSON: 

Yeah. He don't g1ve nobody else a chance to w1n. 

God Almighty, that dog stinks. Get him outa here, Candy. 

I don't know nothing that stinks as bad as ole dogs. You 
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got to get him outa here. 

CANDY: 

I been round him so much I never notice how he 

stinks. 

CARLSON: 

1 
Well, I can't stand him in here. That stink hangs 

round even after he's gone. Got no teeth. All stiff with 

rheumatism. He ain't no good to you, Candy. Why don't you 

shoot him? 

CANDY: 

Well, hell, I had him so long! Had him s1nce he was a 

pup. I herded sheep with him. You wouldn't think it to 

look at him now- He was the best damn sheep dog I ever 

seen. 

GEORGE: 

I knowed a guy in Weed that had an airedale that 

could herd sheep. Learned it from the other dogs. 

CARLSON: 

Lookit, Candy. This ole dog jus' suffers itself all 

the time. If you was to take him out and shoot him--

right in the back of the head . . 2 . right there, why he 

never'd know what hit him. 

CANDY: 

No, I couldn't do thatv I had him too long. 

CARLSON: 

He don't have no fun no more. He stinks like hell. 
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Tell you what I'll do. I'll shoot him for you. Then it 

won't be you that done it. 

CANDY: 

I had him from a pup. 

WHIT: 

1 . ' Let 1 m alone, Carl. It ain't a guy's dog that 

matters. It's the way the guy feels about the dog. Hell, 

I had a mutt once I wouldn't a traded for a field trial 

pointer. 

CARLSON: 

Well, Candy ain't being nice to him, keeping him 

alive. Lookit, Slim's bitch got a litter right now. I bet 

you Slim would give ya one of them pups to raise up, 

wouldn't ya, Slim? 

SLIM: 

Yeah. You can have a pup if you want toa 

CANDY: 

Mebbe it would hurt. And I don't mind taking care of 

him. 

CARLSON: 

Aw, he'd be better off dead. The way I'd shoot him 

he wouldn't feel nothin'. I'd put the gun right there. 

Right back of the head. 

WHIT: 

Aw, let 'im alone, Carl. 
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CARLSON: 

Why, hell, he wouldn't even quiver. 

WHIT: 

1
Let 'irn alone. Say, did you see this? Did you see 

this 1n the book here? 

CARLSON: 

See what? 

WHIT: 

Right there. Read that. 

CARLSON: 

I don't want to read nothing .... It'd be all over 

in a minute, Candy. Corne on. 

WHIT: 

2
Did you see it, Slim? Go on, read it. Read it out 

loud. 

SLIM: 

What lS 't? l . 

WHIT: 

Read it. 

SLIM: 

"Dear Editor: I read your mag for s1x years and I 

think it is the best on the market. I like stories by 

Peter Rand. I think he is a whing-ding. Give us more like 

the Dark Rider. I don't write many letters. Just thought I 

would tell you I think your mag is the best dime's worth I 

ever spen'." What you want me to read that for? 
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WHIT: 

Go on, read the name at the bottom. 

SLIM: 

"Yours for Success, William Tenner." What ya want 

me to read that for? 

CARLSON: 

Come on, Candy--what you say? 

WHIT: 

You don't remember Bill Tenner? Worked here about 

three months ago? 

SLIM: 

Little Guy? Drove a cultivator? 

WHIT: 

That's him. That's the guy. 

CARLSON: 

Look, Candy. If you want me to, I'll put the old 

devil outa his misery right now and get it over with. There 

ain't nothin' left for him. Can't eat, can't see, can't 

hardly walk. Tomorrow you can pick one of Slim's pups. 

SLIM: 

Sure . . I got a lot of 'em. 

CANDY: 

You ain't got no gun. 

CARLSON: 

The hell, I ain't. Got a Luger. It won't hurt him 
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none at all. 

CANDY: 

Mebbe tomorrow. Let's wait till tomorrow. 

CARLSON: 

I don't see no reason for it. 1 Let's get it over 

with. We can't sleep with him stinking around in here. 

SLIM: 

2Better let him go, Candy. 

CANDY: 

3All right. Take hirn.
4 

CARLSON: 

5 Corne, boy. Corne on, boy. 

Corne on, boy. That's the stuff. 

SLIM: 

Carlson? 

CARLSON: 

Yeah. 

SLIM: 

Take a shovel. 

CARLSON: 

7 
Oh, sure, I get you. 

SLIM: 

He won't even feel it. 

6 Corne on. 

8one of my lead mules got a bad hoof. Got to get 

some tar on it. 

GEORGE: 

Anybody like to play a little euchre? 
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WHIT: 

1
I'll lay out a few with you. 

SLIM: 

Candy, you can have any of them pups you want. 

GEORGE: 

Sounds like there was a rat under there. We ought to 

set a trap there. 

WHIT: 

What the hell is takin' him so long? Lay out some 

cards, why don't you? We ain't gonna get no euchre played 

whis way. 

GEORGE: 

S7 '2 1 I • Well, et s get to 1t. 

WHIT: 

3Yeah ... I guess you guys really come here to work, 

huh? 

GEORGE: 

How do you mean? 

WHIT: 

well, you come on a Friday. You got two days to work 

till Sunday. 

GEORGE: 

I don't see how you figure. 

WHIT: 

You do if you been round these big ranches much. A 
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guy that wants to look over a ranch comes in Saturday 

afternoon. He gets Saturday night supper, three meals on 

Sunday and he can quit Monday morning after breakfast 

without turning a hand. But you come to work on Friday 

noon. You got ta put in a day and a half no matter how ya 

figure it. 

GEORGE: 

We're goin' stick around awhile. Me and Lennie's 

gonna roll up a stake. 

CROOKS: 

1 1' Mr. S 1m. 

SLIM: 

Huh? Oh, hello, Crooks, what's the matter? 

CROOKS: 

You tole me to warm up tar for that mule's foot. 

I got it warm now. 

SLIM: 

Oh, sure, Crooks. I'll come right out and put it on. 

CROOKS: 

I can do it for you if you want, Mr. Slim. 

SLIM: 

2Naw, I'll take care of my own team. 

CROOKS: 

Mr. Slim. 

SLIM: 

Yeah. 
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CROOKS 

That big new guy is mess1ng round your pups 1n the 

barn. 

SLIM: 

Well, he ain't doin' no harm. I g1ve him one of 

them pups. 

CROOKS: 

Just thought I'd tell ya. He's takin' 'em out of the 

nest and handling 'em. That won't do 'em no good. 

SLIM: 

Oh, he won't hurt 'em. 

GEORGE: 

If that crazy bastard lS foolin' round too much jus' 

kick him out. 1 

WHIT: 

Seen the new kid yet? 

GEORGE: 

What kid? 

WHIT: 

Why, Curley's new wife. 

GEORGE: 

Yeah, I seen her. 

WHIT: 

Well, ain't she a lulu? 

GEORGE: 

I ain't seen that much of her. 
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WHIT: 

Well, you stick around and keep your eyes open. 

You'll see plenty of her. I never seen nobody like her. 

She's just workin' on everybody all the time. Seems like 

she's even workin' on the stable buck. I don't know what 

the hell she wants. 

GEORGE: 

Been any trouble since she got here? 

WHIT: 

I see what you mean. No, they ain't been no trouble 

yet. She's only been here a couple of weeks. Curley's 

got yellow jackets in his drawers, but that's all so far. 

She's lookin' for Curley. Or she thought she left somethin' 

layin' around and she's lookin' for that. Seems like she 

can't keep away from guys. And Curley's runnin' round like 

a cat lookin' for a dirt road. But they ain't been no 

trouble. 

GEORGE: 

Ranch with a bunch of guys on it ain't no place for 

a girl. Specially like her. 

WHIT: 

If she's give you any ideas you ought to come 1n 

town with us guys tomorrow night. 

GEORGE: 

Why, what's doin'? 
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WHIT: 

Just the usual thing. We go 1n to old Susy's place. 

Hell of a nice place. Old Susy 1s a laugh. Always 

cracking jokes. Like she says when we come up on the front 

porch last Saturday night: Susy opens the door and she 

yells over her shoulder: "Get you coats on, girls, here 

comes the sheriff." She never talks dirty neither. Got 

five girls there. 

GEORGE: 

What does it set you back? 

WHIT: 

Two and a half. You can get a shot of whiskey for 

fifteen cents. Susy got nice chairs to set in too. If a 

guy don't want to flop, why, he can just set in them chairs 

and have a couple or three shots and just pass the time of 

day. Susy don't give a damn. She ain't rushin' guys 

through, or kicking them out if they don't want to flop. 

GEORGE: 

Might go in and look the joint over. 

WHIT: 

Sure. Corne along. It's a hell of a lot of fun--her 

crackin' jokes all the time. Like she says one time, she 

says: "I've knew people that if they got a rag rug on the 

floor and a kewpie doll lamp on the phonograph they think 

they're runnin' a parlor house." That's Gladys's house 

she's talkin' about. And Susy says: "I know what you boys 
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want," she says: "My girls is clean," she says. "And 

there ain't no water in my whiskey," she says. "If any 

you guys want to look at a kewpie doll lamp and take your 

chance on gettin' burned, why, you know where to go." She 

says: "They's guys round here walkin' bowlegged because 

they liked to look at a kewpie doll lamp." 

GEORGE: 

Gladys runs the other house, huh? 

WHIT: 

Yeah. 1 

CARLSON: 

d .' d k 'h 2 Go , 1t s a ar n1g t. 

WHIT: 

We don't never go to Gladys's. Gladys gits three 

bucks, and two bits a shot and she don't crack no jokes. 

But Susy's place is clean and she got nice chairs. A guy 

can set in there like he lived there. Don't let no Manila 

Goo-Goos in, neither. 

GEORGE: 

Aw, I don't know. Me and Lennie's rollin' up a stake. 

I might go in and set and have a shot, but I ain't puttin' 

out no two and a half. 

WHIT: 

f 
. 3 

Well, a guy got to have some un somet1mes. 

GEORGE: 

Didn't bring him back . 1n, did you, Lennie? 
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LENNIE: 

No, George, honest I didn't. 

WHIT: 

1 See? 

Say, how about this euchre game? 

GEORGE: 

Okay. I didn't think you wanted to play. 

CURLEY: 

2 
Any you guys seen my wife? 

WHIT: 

She ain't been here. 

CURLEY: 

3where the hell's Slim? 

GEORGE: 
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Went out in the barn. He was gain' put some tar on a 

split hoof. 

CURLEY: 

How long ago did he go? 

GEORGE: 

Oh, five, ten minutes. 
4 

WHIT: 

Curley must be 

spoilin' or he wouldn't start for Slim. Curley's handy, 

goddarnn handy. But just the same he better leave Slim alone. 

SI guess maybe I'd like to see this. 

GEORGE: 

Think Slim's with his wife, don't he? 
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WHIT: 

Looks like it. 'Course Slim ain't. Least I don't 

think Slim 1s. But I like to see the fuss if it comes 

off. Come on, 1 le's go. 

GEORGE: 

I don't want to git mixed up in nothing. Me and 

Lennie got to make a stake. 

CARLSON: 

2 
I'll look her over. Ain't seen a good fight 1n a 

hell of a while. 3 

GEORGE: 

You see Slim out ln the barn? 

LENNIE: 

Sure. He tole me I better not pet that pup no 

more, like I said. 

GEORGE: 
I 

Did you see that girl out there. 

LENNIE: 

You mean Curley's girl? 

GEORGE: 

Yeah. Did she come 1n the barn? 

LENNIE: 

No--anyways I never seen her. 

GEORGE: 

You never seen Slim talkin' to her? 
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LENNIE: 

Uh-uh. She ain't been 1n the barn. 

GEORGE: 

Okay. I guess them guys ain't gonna see no fight. 

If they's any fightin', Lennie, ya get out of the way and 

1 stay out. 

LENNIE: 

I don't want no fight. Both ends the same. George, 

why is it both ends the same? 

GEORGE: 

I don't know. That jus' the way they make 'em. 

What was Slim doin' in the barn when you seen him? 

LENNIE: 

Slim? 

GEORGE: 

Sure, you seen him in the barn. He tole you not to 

pet the pups so much. 

LENNIE: 

Oh. Yeah. He had a can of tar and a paint brush. 

I don't know what for. 

GEORGE: 

You sure that girl didn't come 1n like she come 1n 

here today? 

LENNIE: 

No, she never come. 
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GEORGE: 

You glve me a good whorehouse every time. A guy can 

go ln and get drunk and get it over all at once and no 

messes. And he knows how much it's goin' set him back. 

These tarts is jus' buckshot to a guy. You remember Andy 

Cushman, Lennie? Went to grammar school same time as us? 

LENNIE: 

The one that his ole lady used to make hot cakes for 

the kids? 

GEORGE: 

Yeah. That's the one. You can remember if they's 

somepin to eat ln it. Well, Andy's in San Quentin right 

now on account of a tart. 

LENNIE: 

George? 

GEORGE: 

Huh? 

LENNIE: 

How long is it goin' be till be git that little 

place to live on the fat of the land? 

GEORGE: 

I don't know. We gotta get a big stake together. I 

know a little place we can get cheap, but they ain't 

• • ' l. t 1 
glvln away. 

LENNIE: 

Tell about that place, George. 
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GEORGE: 

I jus' tole you. Jus' last night. 

LENNIE: 

Go on, tell again. 

GEORGE: 

Well, it's ten acres. Got a little windmill. Got a 

little shack on it and a chicken run. Got a kitchen 

orchard. Cherries, apples, peaches, 'cots and nuts. 'Got 

a few berries. There's a place for alfalfa and plenty 

water to flood it. There's a pig pen .... 

LENNIE: 

And rabbits, George? 

GEORGE: 

I could easy build a few hutches. And you could feed 

alfalfa to them rabbits. 

LENNIE: 

Damn right I could. You goddamn right I could. 

GEORGE: 

And we could have a few pigs. I'd build a smokehouse. 

And when we kill a pig we could smoke the hams. When the 

salmon run up the river we can catch a hundred of 'em. 

Every Sunday we'd kill a chicken or rabbit. Mebbe we'll 

have a cow or a goat. And the cream is so goddamn thick 

you got to cut it off the pan with a knife. 

LENNIE: 

We can live off the fat of the land. 
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GEORGE: 

Sure. All kinds of vegetables in the garden and if we 

want a little whiskey we can sell some eggs or somethin'. 

And we wouldn't sleep ln no bunkhouse. Nobody could can 

us in the middle of a job. 

LENNIE: 

Tell about the house, George. 

GEORGE: 

Sure. We'd have a little house. And a room to 

ourselves. And it ain't enough land so we'd have to work 

too hard. Mebbe six, seven hours a day only. We wouldn't 

have to buck no barley eleven hours a day. And when we 

put in a crop, why we'd be there to take that crop up. 

We'd know what come of our planting. 

LENNIE: 

And rabbits. And I'd take care of them. Tell how 

I'd do that George. 

GEORGE: 

sure. You'd go out in the alfalfa patch and you'd 

have a sack. You'd fill up the sack and bring it in and 

put it ln the rabbit cages. 

LENNIE: 

They'd nibble and they'd nibble, the way they do. 

I seen 'em. 

GEORGE: 

Every six weeks or so them does would throw a litter. 
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1. G turns to face Ca. 

2. G x UL to bunk. 
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So we'd have plenty rabbits to eat or sell. And we'd keep 

a few pigeons to go flying round and round the windmill, 

like they done when I was a kid. And it'd be our own. 

And nobody could can us. If we don't like a guy we can say: 

"Get to hell out," and by God he's got to do it. And if a 

friend come along, why, we'd have an extra bunk. Know what 

we'd say? We'd say, "Why don't you spen' the night?" And 

by God he would. We'd have a setter dog and a couple of 

striped cats. But you gotta watch out them cats don't get 

the little rabbits. 

LENNIE: 

You jus' let 'em try. I'll break their goddamn necks. 

I'll smash them cats flat with a stick. I'd smash 'em flat 

with a stick. That's what I'd do. 

CANDY: 

You know where's a place like that?1 

GEORGE: 

S'pose I do, what's that to you? 

CANDY: 

You don't need to tell me where it's at. Might be 

any place. 

GEORGE: 

2sure. That's right, you couldn't find it in a 

hundred years. 

CANDY: 

How much they want for a place like that? 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 

1. Ca stands. 

2. G X D to table. 

3. Ca x D to table. 
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GEORGE: 

Well, I could get it for s1x hundred bucks. The ole 

people that owns it 1s flat bust. And the ole lady needs 

medicine. Say, what's it to you? You got nothing to do 

with us! 

CANDY: 

I an't much good with only one hand. I lost my hand 

right here on the ranch. That's why they didn't can me. 

They give me a job swampin'. And they give me two hundred 

and fifty dollars 'cause I lost my hand. An' I got fifty 

more saved up right in the bank right now. That's three 

hundred. And I got forty more comin' the end of the month. 

Tell you what . 1 . . S'pose I went in with you guys? 

That's three hundred and forty bucks I'd put in. I ain't 

much good, but I could cook and tend the chickens and hoe 

the garden some. How'd that be? 

GEORGE: 

2I got to think 

do it by ourselves. 

of nobody else. 

CANDY: 

about 

Me an' 

that. 

Lennie. 

We was always goin' to 

I never thought 

3 I'd make a will. Leave my share to you guys in 

case I kicked off. I ain't got no relations nor nothing. 

You fellas got any money? Maybe we could go there right 

now-
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Movement and Business 

1. G x DL. 

2. G turns to face Ca and 
Le. 

3. Ca sits on LC stool. 

4. G xU to table. 

Technical Cues 
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GEORGE: 

We got ten bucks between us. Say, look. If me and 

Lennie work a month and don't spend nothing at all, we'll 

have a hundred bucks. That would be four forty. I bet we 

could swing her for that. Then you and Lennie could go get 

her started and I'd get a job and make up the rest. You 

could sell eggs and stuff like that. 1 Jesus Christ, I bet 

we could swing her. 2 I bet we could swing 'er. 

CANDY: 

I got hurt four years ago. 3 They'll can me pretty 

soon. Jest as soon as I can't swamp out no bunkhouses 

they'll put me on the county. Maybe if I give you guys my 

money, you'll let me hoe in the garden, even when I ain't 

no good at it. And I'll wash dishes and little chicken 

stuff like that. But hell, I'll be on our own place. I'll 

be let to work on our own place. You see what they done to 

my dog. They says he wasn't no good to himself nor nobody 

else. But when I'm that way nobody'll shoot me. 

somebody would. They won't do nothing like that. 

have no place to go and I can't get no more jobs. 

GEORGE: 

I wish 

I won't 

4we'll do 'er! God damn, we'll fix up that little 

ole place and we'll go live there. S'pose they was a 

carnival, or a circus come to town or a ball game or any 

damn thing. We'd just go to her. We wouldn't ask nobody 

if we could. Just say we'll go to her, by God, and we 
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Movement and Business 

1. G x C, stand between 
Le and Ca. 

2. CW stands at doorway. 

Technical Cues 



would. Just milk the cow and sling some gra1n to the 

chickens and go to her. 

LENNIE: 
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And put some grass to the rabbits. I wouldn't forget 

to feed them. When we gonna do it, George? 

GEORGE: 

1 
In one month. Right squack in one month. Know 

what I'm gonna do? I'm goin' write to them ole people 

that owns the place that we'll take 'er. And Candy'll 

send a hundred dollars to bind her. 

CANDY: 

I sure will. They got a good stove there? 

GEORGE: 

Sure, got a nice stove. Burns coal or wood. 

LENNIE: 

I'm gonna take my pup. I bet by Christ he likes it 

there. 2 

GEORGE: 

Now don't tell nobody about her. Jus' us three and 

nobody else. They'll liable to can us so we can't make no 

stake. We'll just go on like we was a bunch of punks. 

Like we was gonna buck barley the rest of our lives. And 

then all of a sudden, one day, bang! We get our pay and 

scram out of here. 

CANDY: 

I can give you three hundred right now. 
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Movement and Business 

1. CW takes one step 
forward. 

2. G x UR to door. 

Technical Cues 
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LENNIE: 

And not tell nobody. We won't tell nobody, George. 

GEORGE: 

You're goddarnn right we won't. You know, seems to me 

I can almost smell that carnation stuff that goddarnn tart 

dumps on herself. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

1 . 
Who you callin' a tart! I come from a nlce home. I 

was brung up by nice people. Nobody never got to me before 

I was married. I was straight. I tell you I was good. I 

was. You know Curley. You know he wouldn't stay with me 

if he wasn't sure. I tell you Curley is sure. You got no 

right to call me a tart. 

GEORGE: 

2If you ain't a tart, what you always hangin' round 

guys for? You got a house an' you got a man. We don't 

want no trouble from you. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

Sure I got a man. He ain't never home. I got 

nobody to be with. Think I can just sit home and do nothin' 

but cook for Curley? I want to see somebody. Just see 

em an' talk to 'em. There ain't no women. I can't walk 

to town. And Curley don't take me to no dances now- I 

tell you I jus' want to talk to somebody. 

GEORGE: 

If you're just friendly what you givin' out the eye 
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Movement and Business Technicar Cues 

1. CW exits, G X DL. 

2. s, Cu, Cn, w enter UR, 
s X D, Cu X D, Cn X C, 
tv x uc. 

3. s X DR, sits on nail ke 
. 

Cu X DR. 

4 . Cn X DR. 

5. Cu turns to face Cn. 
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for an' floppin' your can around? 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

I just wanta be nice. 

GEORGE: 

Get goin'. We don't want no trouble. 1 

6 

CURLEY: 

2
well, I didn't mean nothing, Slim. I jus' ast you. 

SLIM: 

Well, you been askin' too often. I'm gettin' goddarnn 

sick of it. If you can't look after your own wife, what 

you expect me to do about it? You lay off of me. 3 

CURLEY: 

I'm jus' tryin' to tell you I didn't mean nothing. 

I just thought you might of saw her. 

CARLSON: 

4 Why don't you tell her to stay to hell horne where she 

belongs? You let her hang around the bunkhouses and 

pretty soon you're goin' have sornethin' on your hands. 

CURLEY: 

5You keep out of this 'less you want ta step outside. 

CARLSON: 

Why you goddarnn punk. You tried to throw a scare 

into Slim and you couldn't make it stick. Slim throwed a 

scare into you. You're yellow as a frog's belly. I don't 

care if you're the best boxer in the country, you come for 
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Movement and Business 

1. W x DR 

2. Cu sniffs a1r. 

3. Cu x C, Ca x U, stands 
between bunks. 

4. G removes his coat. 
5. Le laughs, Cu turns to 

Le. 
6. Cu grabs table edge, 

flips it L. Le stands. 
7. Cu x UC, attacks Le 

with fists, Le retreat 
UC. Cn, W, S, G x C, 
stand in front of figh 

8. Le grabs Cu's hand, 
raises it in air. Cn, 
W move R: S,G ·move L. 
Cu falls to knees. 

9. G slaps Le's face. Le 
releases Cu, Cu falls 
to floor. S x to Cu, 
kneels, examines hand. 

Technical Cues 
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me and I'll kick your goddamn head off. 

WHIT: 

1 
Glove full of vaseline! 

CURLEY: 

2 
By God, she's been ln here. I can smell--By God, 

she's been in here. 3 
You was here. The other guys was 

outside. Now, God damn you--you talk. 

GEORGE: 

4 
Somebody got to beat the hell outa you. I guess 

I'm elected. 

CURLEY: 

5what the hell you laughin' at? 

LENNIE: 

Huh? 

CURLEY: 

Come on, you big bastard. 6 Get up on your feet. 

No big son-of-a-bitch is gonna laugh at me. I'll show you 

7 who's yellow. 

LENNIE: 

George, make him leave me alone, George. 

GEORGE: 

Get him, Lennie. Get him! 8 Let go of him, Lennie. 

Let go! Let go his hand, Lennie. Slim, come help me, 

while this guy's got any hand left. 9 

LENNIE: 

You told me to, George. I heard you tell me to. 
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Movement and Business 

1. Le x D to table, Sits 
on L stool. 

2. Cn, W exit UR, S x D 
to Le. 

3. G x L, stands behind L 

4. S x U, kneels beside C 

5. S stands, helps Cu to 
his feet. S, Cu x R to 
door. 

6. S turns to face Le. 

7. Le holds out his hands 

8. Ca x DL to table. 

Technical Cues 
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SLIM: 

We got to get him to a doctor. It looks to me like 

every bone in his hand is busted. 

LENNIE: 

I didn't wanta. I didn't wanta hurt 'irn. 1 

SLIM: 

Carlson, you get the candy wagon out. He'll have to 

go into Soledad and get his hand fixed up. 2 It ain't your 

fault. This punk had it cornin' to him. But Jesus--he 

ain't hardly got no hand left. 

GEORGE: 

3
slirn, will we git canned now? Will Curley's ole man 

can us now? 

SLIM: 

I don't know. 4You got your sense enough to listen? 

Well, then you listen. I think you got your hand caught 

in a machine. If you don't tell nobody what happened, we 

won't. But you jest tell and try to get this guy canned 

and we'll tell everybody. And then will you get the 

5 laugh! Corne on now. Carlson's goin' to take you ln to a 

doctor. 6 Le's see your hands. 7christ Almighty! 

GEORGE: 

Lennie was just scairt. He didn't know what to do. 

I tole you nobody ought never to fight him. No, I guess 

it was Candy I tole. 8 
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Movement and Business 

1. s. Cu exit. 

2. Le, G x UR to doer. 

3. G, Le exit. 

Technical Cues 

12. Bunkhouse out. 

S8. Music in 

Ll3. House lights up to full 

S9. Music out 

SCl. Stage cleared of all 
furniture excluding 
one bunk, one stool an 
the nail keg. The UC 
wall is swung L, and 
anchored in its posi
tion for the stable 
buck's room. A plug is 
removed from this wall, 
and a door is revealed 
The furniture is moved 
into position. 
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CANDY: 

That's just what you done. Right this morn1ng when 

Curley first lit into him. You says he better not fool 

with Lennie if he knows what's good for him. 1 

GEORGE: 

It ain't your fault. You don't need to be scairt no 

more. You done jus' what I tole you to. Maybe you better 

go in the washroom and clean up your face. You look like 

hell. 

LENNIE: 

I didn't want no trouble. 

GEORGE: 

2come on--I'll go with you. 

LENNIE: 

George? 

GEORGE: 

What you want? 

LENNIE: 
3 G ?Ll2,S8,Ll3,S9,SC1 

Can I still tend the rabbits, eorge. 
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1. Cr sits on bunk, read- SlO. Preshow muslc in. 
ing a book, Le stands 
in doorway. Sll. Preshow muslc out. 

Ll4. House lights fade to 
1/2, then out. 

LlS. Stable buck's room to 
1/2. 
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Act II, Scene II 

7 

CROOKS: 

Sl0,Sll,Ll4,Ll5,1 . . 
You got no r1ght to come 1n my 

room. This here's my room. Nobody got any right in here 

but me. 

LENNIE: 

I ain't doin' nothing. Just come 1n the barn to look 

at my pup, and I seen your light. 

CROOKS: 

Well, I got a right to have a light. You go on and 

get out of my room. I ain't wanted in the bunkhouse and 

you ain't wanted in my room. 

LENNIE: 

Why ain't you wanted? 

CROOKS: 

'Cause I'm Mexican. They play cards in there. But 

I can't play because I'm Mexican. They say I stink. Well, 

I tell you all of you stink to me. 

LENNIE: 

Everybody went into town. Slim and George and 

everybody. George says I got to stay here and not get 

into no trouble. I seen your light. 

CROOKS: 

Well, what do you want? 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 

1. Le enters room. 

2. Le x DR. 
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LENNIE: 

Nothing . . I seen your light. I thought I could 

jus' come in and set. 

CROOKS: 

I don't know what you're doin' 1n the barn anyway. 

You ain't no skinner. There's no call for a bucker to come 

into the barn at all. You've got nothing to do with the 

horses and mules. 

LENNIE: 

The pup. I come to see my pup. 

CROOKS: 

Well, God damn it, go and see your pup then. Don't 

go no place where you ain't wanted. 

LENNIE: 

1
I looked at him a little. Slim says I ain't to pet 

him very much. 

CROOKS: 

Well, you been taking him out of the nest all the 

time. I wonder the ole lady don't move him some place else. 

LENNIE: 

2 Oh, she don't care. She lets me. 

CROOKS: 

Come on in and set awhile. Long as you won't get 

out and leave me alone, you might as well set down. All 

the boys gone into town, huh? 
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1. Lennie sits. 

.. 



LENNIE: 

All but old Candy. He jus' sets in the bunkhouse 

sharpening his pencils. And sharpening and figurin'. 

CROOKS: 

Figurin'? What's Candy figurin' about? 

LENNIE: 

'Bout the land. 'Bout the little place. 

CROOKS: 
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You're nuts. You're crazy as a wedge. What land you 

talkin' about? 

LENNIE: 

The land we're goin' ta get. And a little house and 

. 
p1geons. 

CROOKS: 

Just nuts. I don't blame the guy you're traveling with 

for keeping you out of sight. 

LENNIE: 

It ain't no lie. We're gonna do it. Gonna get a 

little place and live on the fat of the land. 

CROOKS: 

Set down. Set down on that nail keg. 

LENNIE: 

1You think it's a lie. But it ain't no lie. Ever' 

word's the truth. You can ask George. 

CROOKS: 

You travel round with George, don't you? 
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LENNIE: 

Sure, me and him goes ever' place together. 

CROOKS: 

Sometimes he talks and you don't know what the hell 

he's talkin' about. Ain't that so? Ain't that so? 

LENNIE: 

Yeah. Sometimes. 

CROOKS: 

Just talks on. And you don't know what the hell it's 

all about. 

LENNIE: 

How long you think it'll be before them pups will be 

old enough to pet? 

CROOKS: 

A guy can talk to you and be sure you won't go 

blabbin'. A couple of weeks and them pups will be all 

right. George knows what he's about. Just talks and you 

don't understand nothing. Well, this is just a Mexican 

talkin' and a busted-back Mexican. It don't mean nothing, 

see. You couldn't remember it anyway. I seen it over and 

over--a guy talking to another guy and it don't make no 

difference if he don't hear or understand. The thing is 

they're talkin'. George can tell you screwy things and it 

don't matter. It's just the talkin'. It's just bein' with 

another guy, that's all. S'pose George don't come back no 

more? S'pose he took a powder and just ain't comin' back. 
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1. Le stands, x UL to Cr. 

~·-' 
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What you do then? 

LENNIE: 

What? What? 

CROOKS: 

I said s'pose George went into town tonight and you 

never heard of him no more. Just s'pose that. 

LENNIE: 

He won't do it. George wouldn't do nothing like 

that. I been with George a long time. He'll come back 

tonight .... Don't you think he will? 

CROOKS: 

Nobody can tell what a guy will do. Let's say he 

wants to come back and can't. S'pose he gets killed or 

hurt so he can't come back. 

LENNIE: 

I don't know- Say, what you doin' anyway? It ain't 

true. George ain't got hurt. 

CROOKS: 

Want me to tell you what'll happen? They'll take 

you to the booby hatch. They'll tie you up with a collar 

like a dog. Then you'll be jus' like me. Livin' in a 

kennel. 

LENNIE: 

1who hurt George? 

CROOKS: 

I was just supposin'. George ain't hurt. He's all 
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1. Le x to door. 
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right. 

LENNIE: 

What you supposin' for? Ain't nobody goin' to s'pose 

any hurt to George. 

CROOKS: 

Now set down. George ain't hurt. Go on now, set 

down. 

LENNIE: 

Ain't nobody gonna talk no hurt to George. 

CROOKS: 

Maybe you can see now. You got George. You know 

he's comin' back. S'pose you didn't have nobody. S'pose 

you couldn't go in the bunkhouse and play rummy, 'cause 

you was Mexican. How would you like that? S'pose you had 

to set out here and read books. Sure, you could play 

horseshoes until it got dark, but then you got to read books. 

Books ain't no good. A guy needs somebody ... to be near 

him. A guy goes nuts if he ain't got nobody. Don't make 

no difference who it is as long as he's with you. I tell 

you a guy gets too lonely, he gets sick. 

LENNIE: 

1 George gonna come back. Maybe George come back 

already. Maybe I better go see. 

CROOKS: 

I didn't mean to scare you. He'll come back. I was 

talkin' about myself. 
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1. Le sits on DR stool. 



LENNIE: 

George won't go away and leave me. I know George 

won't do that. 1 

CROOKS: 
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I remember when I was a little kid on my ole man's 

chicken ranch. Had two brothers. They was always near me, 

always there. Used to sleep right in the same room. Right 

in the same bed, all three. Had a strawberry patch. Had 

an alfalfa patch. Used to turn the chickens out in the 

alfalfa on a sunny morn1ng. Me and my brothers would set 

on the fence and watch 'em--white chickens they was. 

LENNIE: 

George says we're gonna have alfalfa. 

CROOKS: 

You're nuts. 

LENNIE: 

We are too gonna get it. You ask George. 

CROOKS: 

You're nuts. I seen hundreds of men come by on the 

road and on the ranches, bundles on their back and that 

same damn thing in their head. Hundreds of 'em. They come 

and they quit and they go on. And every damn one of 'em is 

got a little piece of land in his head. And never a god-

damn one of 'em gets it. Jus' like heaven. Everybody wants 

a little p1ece of land. Nobody never gets to heaven. And 

nobody gets no land. 
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1. Cr x to door. 
2.. Ca stands in doorway. 

3 Cr x to bunk, sits. _, 

4~ Ca enters, x L to stool, 
sits. 

Technical Cues 
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LENNIE: 

We are too. 

CROOKS: 

It's jest in your head. Guys all the time talkin' 

about it, but it's jest 1n your head. 1 I guess somebody's 

out there. Maybe Slim. That you, Slim? 

CANDY: 

2s1· . . 1m went 1n town. Say, you seen Lenn1e? 

CROOKS: 

You mean the big guy? 

CANDY: 

Yes. Seen him around any place? 

CROOKS: 

3He's in here. 

CANDY: 

Look, Lennie, I been figuring something out. About 

the place. 

CROOKS: 

You can come 1n if you want. 

CANDY: 

Course if you want me to. 

CROOKS: 

Oh, come on in. Everybody's comin' 1n. You might 

4 just as well. Gettin' to be a goddamn race track. 

CANDY: 

You've got a n1ce cozy little place 1n here. Must 
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be nice to have a room to yourself this way. 

CROOKS: 

Sure. And a manure pile under the window. All to 

myself. It's swell. 

LENNIE: 

You said about the place. 

CANDY: 

You know, I been here a long time. An' Crooks been 

here a long time. This is the first time I ever been in 

his room. 

CROOKS: 

Guys don't come in a Mexican's room. Nobody been 

here but Slim. 

LENNIE: 

The place. You said about the place. 

CANDY: 

Yeah. I got it all figured out. We can make some 

real money on them rabbits if we go about it right. 

LENNIE: 

But I get to tend 'em. George says I get to tend 

'em. He promised. 

CROOKS: 

You guys is just kiddin' yourselves. You'll talk 

about it a hell of a lot, but you won't get no land. You'll 

be a swamper there until they take you out in a box. Hell, 

I seen too many guys. 
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1. G stands in doorway. 
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CANDY: 

We're gonna do it. George says we are. We got the 

money right now. 

CROOKS: 

Yeah. And where lS George now? In town 1n a 

whorehouse. That's where your money's goin'. I tell you 

I seen it happen too many times. 

CANDY: 

George ain't got the money in town. The money's in 

the bank. Me and Lennie and George. We gonna have a room 

to ourselves. We gonna have a dog and chickens. We gonna 

have green corn and maybe a cow. 

CROOKS: 

You say you got the money? 

CANDY: 

We got most of it. Just a little bit more to get. 

Have it all in one month. George's got the land all 

picked out too. 

CROOKS: 

I've never seen a guy really do it. I seen guys 

nearly crazy with loneliness for land, but every time a 

whorehouse or a blackjack game took it away from 'ern. 
l 

If you guys would want a hand to work for nothin'--just 

his keep, why I'd come and lend a hand. I ain't so 

crippled I can't work like a son-of-a-bitch if I wanted to. 
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1. G enters, x DL. 

2. Le x L to G-

3. G x UR. 
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GEORGE: 

1 
You couldn't go to bed like I told you, could you, 

Lennie? Hell, no--you got to get out in society an' flap 

your mouth. Holdin' a convention out here. 

LENNIE: 

2 . You was gone. There wasn't nobody ln the bunk-

house. I ain't done no bad things, George. 

GEORGE: 

Only time I get any peace lS when you're asleep. If 

you ever get walkin' in your sleep I'll chop off your head 

like a chicken. 

CROOKS: 

We was jus' settin' here talkin'. Ain't no harm in 

that. 

GEORGE: 

Yeah. I heard you. Got to be here ever' minute, 

3 I guess. Got to watch ya. It ain't nothing against you, 

Crooks. We just wasn't gonna tell nobody. 

CANDY: 

Didn't you have no fun 1n town? 

GEORGE: 

Oh! I set in a chair and Susy was crackin' jokes an' 

the guys was startin' to raise a little puny hell. Christ 

Almig-hty--I never been this way before. I'm jus' gonna set 

out a dime and a nickel for a shot an' I think what a hell 

of a lot of bulk carrot seed you can get for fifteen cents. 
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CANDY: 

Not in them damn little envelopes--but bulk seed--you 

sure can. 

GEORGE: 

So purty soon I come back. I can't think of nothing 

else. Them guys slingin' money around got me jumpy. 

CANDY: 

Guy got to have some fun. I was to a parlor house ln 

Bakersfield once. God Almighty, what a place. Went 

upstairs on a red carpet. They was big pitchers on the wall. 

We set in big sof' chairs. They was cigarettes on the 

table--an• they was free. Purty soon a Jap come in with 

drinks on a try an• them drinks was free. Take all you 

want. Purty soon the girls come in an• they was jus• as 

polite an• nice an• quiet an• purty. 

hookers. Made ya kinda scared to ask 

a long time ago. 

GEORGE: 

Didn't seem like 

• em. . • 0 That was 

Yeah? An' what'd them sof' chairs set you back? 

CANDY: 

Fifteen bucks. 

GEORGE: 

So ya got a cigarette an• a whiskey an• a look at a 

purty dress an• it cost ya twelve and a half bucks extra. 

You shot a week's pay to walk on that red carpet. 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 

1. CW enters room. 
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CANDY: 

A week's pay? Sure. But I worked weeks all my life. 

I can't remember none of them weeks. But ... that was 

nearly twenty years ago. And I can remember that. Girl 

I went with was named Arline. Had on a pink silk dress. 

GEORGE: 

1
I s'pose ya lookin' for Curley? Well, Curley ain't 

here. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

I know Curley ain't here. I wanted to ast Crooks 

somepin'. I didn't know you guys was here. 

CANDY: 

Didn't George tell you before--we don't want nothing 

to do with you. You know damn well Curley ain't here. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

I know where Curley went. Got his arm ln a sling 

an' he went anyhow. I tell ya I come out to ast Crooks 

somepin'. 

CROOKS: 

Maybe you better go along to your own house. You 

hadn't ought to come near a colored man's room. I don't 

want no trouble. You don't want to ask me nothing. 

CANDY: 

You got a husband. You got no call to come foolin' 

around with other guys, causin' trouble. 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 

1. CW x DC. 

2. Ca stands, x DL. 
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CURLEY'S WIFE: 

1 
I try to be nice an' polite to you lousy bindle 

burns--but you're too good. I tell ya I could of went with 

shows. An'--an' a guy wanted to put me in pitchers right 

in Hollywood. I come out here to ast somebody somepin' 

an'--

CANDY: 

2 -
I had enough. You ain't wanted here. We tole you, 

you ain't. Callin' us bindle stiffs. You got floozy 

diears what us guys amounts to. You ain't got sense 

enough to see us guys ain't bindle stiffs. S'pose you could 

get us canned--s'pose you could. You think we'd hit the 

highway an' look for another two-bit job. You don't know 

we got our own ranch to go to an' our own house an' fruit 

trees. An' we got friends. That's what we got. Maybe 

they was a time when we didn't have nothing, but that 

ain't so no more. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

You damn ol' goat. If you had two bits, you'd be 

in Soledad gettin' a drink an' suckin' the bottom of the 

glass. 

GEORGE: 

Maybe she could ask Crooks what she come to ask an' 

then get the hell home. I don't think she come to ask 

nothing. 
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Movement and Business 

1. Cr. laughs, CW x UR to 
bunk. 

2. CW turns, steps toward 
G. 

Technical Cues 
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CURLEY'S WIFE: 

What happened to Curley's hand? 1so it wasn't no 

machine. Curley didn't act like he was tellin' the truth. 

Come on, Crooks--what happened? 

CROOKS: 

I wasn't there. I didn't see it. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

What happened? I won't let on to Curley. He says 

he caught his han' ln a gear. Who done it? 

GEORGE: 

Didn't nobody do it. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

2 d . So you one lt. Well, he had it comin'. 

GEORGE: 

I didn't have no fuss with Curley. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

Maybe now you ain't scared of him no more. Maybe 

you'll talk to me sometimes now. Ever'body was scared of 

him. 

GEORGE: 

Look! I didn't sock Curley. If he had trouble, it 

ain't none of our affair. Ask Curley about it. Now 

listen. I'm gonna try to tell ya. We tole you to get the 

hell out and it don't do no good. So I'm gonna tell you 

another way. Us guys got sornepin' we're gonna do. If you 

stick around you'll gum up the works. It ain't your fault. 
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Movement and Business 

1. CW x DR to Le. 

2. CW strokes Le's shoulde 

3. G x DR, grabs CW, spins 
her around to face him. 

4. B stands in doorway. 

Technical Cues 
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If a guy steps on a round pebble an' falls down an' breaks 

his neck, it ain't the pebble's fault, but the guy wouldn't 

of did it if the pebble wasn't there. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

What you talkin' about pebbles? If you didn't sock 

Curley' ·who d1'd?. 1 Wh 'd th b · ere you get em ru1ses on your 

face? 

GEORGE: 

I tell you he got his hand caught 1n a machine. 

LENNIE: 

He caught his han' 1n a machine. 

GEORGE: 

So now get out of here. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

So . • . it was you. Well ... maybe you're dumb 

like they say ... an' maybe ... you're the only guy on 

2 the ranch with guts. You're a nice fella. 

GEORGE: 

3 . 
L1sten . . you! I tried to g1ve you a break . 

Don't you walk into nothing! We ain't gonna let you mess 

up what we're gonna do. You let this guy alone an' get the 

hell out of here. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

4 
You ain't tellin' me what to do. I got a right to 

talk to anybody I want to. 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 

Ll6. Stable buck's room out. 

1. G raises hand to strike 512. 
CW, then sees B. G 
releases CW and takes SC2. 
two steps backward. 

Music in. 

UC wall is swung back 
to former position. All 
furniture is removed. 
Two bales of hay are 
positioned on stage, 
with loose hay strewn 
on floor. 

' ' i I 
, I 
i 
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GEORGE: 

Why, you--1, Ll6,Sl2,SC2 
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Movement and Business 

1. Le discovered, sitting 
on R bale. 

2. Le buries puppy 1n 

3. Le unburies puppy, 
picks it up. 

4. Le stands, throws 
puppy L. 

hay 

5. Le x L, picks up puppy 
x UC, sits in hay. 

6. Ca enters through UC 
door, x DC to Le. 

Sl3. 

Ll7. 

Sl4. 

Technical Cues 

Music out. 

Barn up full. 

Sound of men's voices 
and horseshoe game. 
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Act III, Scene I 

8 

LENNIE: 

Sl3,Ll7,Sl4,l h W y do you got to get killed? You ain't 

so litt!e as m1ce. I didn' bounce you hard. Now maybe 

George ain't gonna let me tend no rabbits if he finds 

out you got killed. 2 This ain't no bad thing like I got 

to hide in the brush. I'll tell George I found it dead. 3 

But he'll know- George always knows. He'll say: "You 

done it. Don't try to put nothin' over on me." And he'll 

say: "Now just for that you don't get to tend no--you-

4 know-whats." God damn you. Why do you got to get killed? 

You ain't so little as m1ce. Now he won't let me. . . . 
Now he won't let me. 5 You wasn't big enough. They tole me 

and tole me you wasn't. I didn't know you'd get killed so 

easy. Maybe George won't care. This here goddamn little 

son-of-a-bitch wasn't nothin' to George. 

CANDY: 

6 Lennie, where you at? Thought I'd find ya here. 

Say ... I been talkin' to Slim. It's okay. We ain't 

gonna get the can. Slim been talkin' to the boss. Slim 

tol' the boss you guys is good buckers. The boss got to 

move that grain. 'Member what hell the boss g1ve us las' 

night? He tol' Slim he got his eye on you an' George. 
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Movement and Business 

1. Ca exits UC. 

2. CW enters UC, x L, 
buries suitcase in hay 
Le turns to watch her, 
then buries pup in hay 
CW turns, sees Le. 

3. C~.V X DC. 

-....·~.:~ -~ ... ~ . . 

Technical Cues 
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But you ain't gonna get the can. Oh! an' say. The boss 

give Curley's wife hell, too. Tole her never to go near 

the men no more. Give her worse hell than you an' George. 

Ain't you glad? 

LENNIE: 

Sure. 

CANDY: 

You ain't sick? 

LENNIE: 

Uh-uh! 

CANDY: 

I got to go tell George. 
1 See you later. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

2what--what you doin' here? 

LENNIE: 

Jus' settin' here. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

You seen what I done. 

LENNIE: 

Yeah! you brang a valise. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

3you won't tell--will you? 

LENNIE: 

I ain't gonna have nothing to do with you. George 

tole me. I ain't to talk to you or nothing. 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 

1. CW moves closer to Le. 

2. CW x L, Le strokes 
buried puppy. 

3. CW turns to face Le. 

4. CW X C to Le. 

5. Le uncovers puppy. 
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CURLEY'S WIFE: 

George give you all your orders? 

LENNIE: 

Not talk nor nothing. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 
1 

You won't tell about that suitcase? I ain't gonna 

stay here no more.
2 

Tonight I'm gonna get out. Corne here 

an' get my stuff an' get out. I ain't gonna be run over no 

more. 

~ 

I ' . h 3 m gonna go 1n p1tc ers. 

LENNIE: 

4 What you got there? 

y~'c . Nu-t.hin9. I ain't gonna talk to you. George says I 

ain't. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

Listen: The guys got a horseshoe tenement out there. 

It's on'y four o'clock. Them guys ain't gonna leave that 

tenement. They got money bet. You don't need to be scared 

to talk to me. .- ' 
\.). 

LENNIE: 

I ain't supposed to. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

What you got under there? 

LENNIE: 

Jus' my pup. 5 Jus' my little ol' pup. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

Why! He' s dead. ---\{ 1 
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Movement and Business 

1. CW sits on C bale. 

Technical Cues 

Ll8. Bale area stays at 
full, rest of barn 
out. 
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LENNIE: 

He was so little. I was jus' playin' with him--an' 

he made like he's gonna bite me--an' I made like I'm gonna 

smack him--an'--I done it. An' then he was dead. 
CJ~' -:,p''' !.)r-

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

1 
Don't you worry none. He was just a mutt. The 

whole country is full of mutts. 

LENNIE: 

It ain't that so much. George gonna be mad. Maybe 

he won't let me--what he said I could tend. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

Ll8 
Don't you worry. Them guys got money bet on that 

horseshoe tenement. They ain't gonna leave it. And 

tomorra I'll be gone. I ain't gonna let them run over me. 
Cl\ 4 ()(\I •. l • 0 

LENNIE: 

we gonna have a little place an' raspberry bushes. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

I ain't meant to live like this. I come from Salinas. 

Well, a show come through an' I talked to a guy that was 

in it. He says I could go with the show. My ol' lady 

wouldn' let me, 'cause I was on'y fifteen. I wouldn't be 

no place like this if I had went with that show, you bet. 

LENNIE: 

Gonna take a sack an' fill it up with alfalfa an'--

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

'Nother time I met a guy an' he was 1n pitchers. Went 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 
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out to the Riverside Dance Palace with him. He said he was 

gonna put me in pitchers. Says I was a natural. Soon's 

he got back to Hollywood he was gonna write me about it. 

I never got that letter. I think my ol' lady stole it. 

Well, I wasn't gonna stay no place where they stole your 

letters. So I married Curley. Met him out to the River
\-' side Dance Palace too. {e._ j 0t:. plL 

LENNIE: 

I hope George ain't gonna be mad about this pup. .c 
cp.r 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

I ain't tol' this to nobody before. Maybe I oughtn' 

to. I don't like Curley. He ain't a nice fella. I might 

a stayed with him but last night him an' his ol' man both 

lit into me. I don't have to stay here. Don't tell nobody 

till I get clear away. I'll go in the night an' thumb a 

ride to Hollywood. 

LENNIE: 

we gonna get out a here purty soon. This ain't no 

nice place. We gonna go away ... far away from here. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

'Course, when I run away from Curley, my ol' lady 

won't never speak to me no more. She'll think I ain't 

decent. That's what she'll say. Well, we really ain't 

decent, no matter how much my ol' lady tried to hide it, 

My ol' man was a drunk. They put him away. There! Now 

I told. 
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Movement and Business 

1. Le lays his head 
against CW's knee, 
CW strokes Le's hair. 

Technical Cues 
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LENNIE: 

George an• me was to the Sacramento Fair. One time 

I fell in the river an' George pulled me out an' saved me, 

an' then we went to the Fair. They got all kinds of stuff 

there. We seen long-hair rabbits. 1 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

My ol' man was a sign-painter when he worked. He 

used to get drunk an• paint crazy pitchers an' waste paint. 

One night when I was a little kid, him an' my ol' lady had 

an awful fight. They was always fightin'. In the middle 

of the night he come into my room, and he says, "I can't 

stand this no more. Let's you an' me go away." I guess 

he was drunk. I remember in the night--walkin' down the 

road, and the trees was black. I was pretty sleepy. He 

picked me up, an' he carried me on his back. He says, 

"We gonna live together. We gonna live together because 

you•re my own little girl, an• not no stranger. No 

arguin 1 and fightin'," he says, "because you're my little 

daughter." He says, "Why you'll bake little cakes for me, 

an' I'll paint pretty pitchers all over the wall." In the 

morning they caught us . 

wish we'd a• went. 

LENNIE: 

• . an' they put him away. I 

Maybe if I took this here pup an' throwed him away 

George wouldn't never know. 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 

1. Le turns to look at cw. 815. Sound of horseshoe on 
metal. 

Ll9. Barn to full. 



CURLEY' S WIFE: 

They locked him up for a drunk, and 1n a little 

while he died. 

LENNIE: 

Then maybe I could tend the rabbits without no 

trouble. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 
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. SlS Ll9 Don't you think of nothing but rabb1ts? ' Some-

body---e. mad-e- a r 1nger . 

LENNIE: 

1
we gonna have a house and a garden, an' a place for 

alfalfa. And I take a sack and get it all full of alfalfa, 

and then I take it to the rabbits. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

What makes you so nuts about rabbits? 

LENNIE: 

-"\'.-.·(\ ' th • ~· I l1ke to pet n1ce 1ngs . 
. ,rP· 5~\'"\ 

Once at a fair I seen 
,I~ ' ~ ,< 
' .k' 

some of them long-hair rabbits. And they was n1ce, you 

bet. I'd even pet mice, but not when I could get nothin' 

better. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

I think you're nuts. 

LENNIE: 

No, I ain't. George says I ain't. I like to pet 

nice things with my fingers. Soft things. 

-sJ-\\'1 
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Movement and Business 

1. Le stands. 

2. Le measures with his 
hands. 

3. Le x behind CW, CW put 
Le's hand on her hair, 
Le strokes hair. 

4. Le strokes hair too 
hard, CW tries to pull 
away, Le grabs her 
hair. 

5. CW stands. 

6. Le puts his hand over 
CW's mouth, they 
struggle. 

7. CW 1 LeX L. 

. ... ~J;.> ··:.-·~ . . 

Technical Cues 



CURLEY I s WIFE: 

Well, who don't? Everybody likes that. I like to 

feel silk and velvet. You like to feel velvet? 

LENNIE: 
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1 You bet, by God. And I had some too. A lady give 

me some. And that lady was--my Aunt Clara. She give it 

right to 2 
'Bout this big I wisht I me. a p1ece. 

had that velvet right now. I lost it. I an't seen it for 

a long time. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

You're nuts. But you're a kinda n1ce fella. Jus' 

like a big baby. A person can see kinda what you mean. 

When I'm doin' my hair sometimes I jus' set there and 

j;{'J 
·l, stroke it, because it's so soft. Some people got kind a 
L 

coarse hair. You take Curley, his hair's just like wire. 

. . f d f. 3 But m1ne 1s so t an 1ne. Here, feel. Right here. 

there and see how soft it is. Don't you muss it up. 

LENNIE: 

Oh, that's nice. I • 4 Oh, that s n1ce. 

CURLEY'S WIFE: 

Look out now, you'll must it. You stop it now, 

6 5 you'll mess it all up-

LENNIE: 

Let go. You let go. 

Feel 

,~s~ Oh, please don't do that. George' 11 be mad. Oh, 
:: ,o-' 
' please don't do none of that. George gonna say I done a 

bad thing. 
7 

Now don't. I don't want you to yell. You 
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Movement and Business 

1. Le shakes CW violently 
CW goes limp, Le kneel 

2. Le carr1es CW C, 
buries her 1n hay. 

3. Le x R, picks up puppy 
4. Le exits UC. 
5. Ca enters UC. 
6. Ca x DC, sees CW, stop 
7. Ca x to cw. 
8. Ca x UC to door. 
9. G enters uc. 

10- Ca points to CW. 
11. G x DC to CW. 
12. G kneels, checks CW 

for pulse. 

: P-7-~ .. •":,•.-..-:-

- -

Technical Cues 
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gonna get me 1n trouble just like George says you will. 

Now don't you do that. Don't you go yellin'. I don't 

wanta hurt you. But George will be mad if you ye11. 1 I 

done a bad thing. I done another bad thing. 2 Oh, I done 

a real bad thing. I shouldn't a did that. George will be 

mad. And ... he said ... and hide in the brush till 

he comes. That's what he said. 3 I'll throw him away. 

It's bad enough like it is. 4 

9 

CANDY: 

Lennie! Oh, Lennie, you in there? 5 I been figurin' 

some more, Lennie. Tell you what we can do. 6 I didn't 

know you was here. You was tol' not to be here. You 

7 8 oughtn't to sleep out here. Oh, Jesus Christ! George, 

George! Come here . George! 

GEORGE: 

9 What do you want? 

CANDY: 

10 Look. 

GEORGE: 

What's the matter with her?11 Oh, Jesus Christ1
12 

CANDY: 

What done it? 

GEORGE: 

Ain't you got any idea? I should of knew. I guess 

way back in my head I did. 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 

1. G stands, x DL. 

2. Ca x DL to G. 

3. G X C to CW. 
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CANDY: 

What we gonna do now, George? What we gonna do now? 

GEORGE: 

1 Guess . . . we gotta . . . tell . the guys. 

Guess we got to catch him and lock him up. We can't let 

him get away. Why, the poor bastard would starve. Maybe 

they'll lock him up and be nice to him. 

CANDY: 

2 
You know better'n that, George. You know Curley's 

gonna want to get him lynched. You know how Curley is. 

GEORGE: 

Yeah .... Yeah ... that's right. I know 

Curley. And the other guys too. 

CANDY: 

You and me can get that little place can't we, 

George? You and me can go there and live n1ce, can't we? 

Can't we? 

GEORGE: 

It was sornethin' me and him had.
3 

I think I knowed 

it from the very first. I think I knowed we'd never do 

her. He used to like to hear about it so much. I got 

fooled to thinkin' maybe we could. I'll work my month 

and then I'll take my fifty bucks. I'll stay all night 

in some lousy cat-house or I'll set 1n a pool room until 

everybody goes horne. An' then--I'll come back an' work 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 

l. G x L to Ca. 

2. G exits UC. 

3. Ca x C to cw. 

4. Ca sits on C bale. 
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another month. And then I'll have fifty bucks more. 

CANDY: 

He's such a nlce fellow. I didn't think he'd a 

done nothing like this. 

GEORGE: 

Now listen. We gotta tell the guys. I guess they've 

gotta bring him in. They ain't no way out. Maybe they 

won't hurt him. I ain•t gonna let 'em hurt Lennie. 1 Now 

you listen. The guys might think I was in on it. I'm 

gonna go ln the bunkhouse. Then ln a minute you come out 

and yell like you just seen her. Will you do that? So 

the guys won't think I was in on it? 

CANDY: 

Sure, George. Sure, I'll do that. 

GEORGE: 

Okay. Give me a couple of minutes then. And then 

you yell your head off. I 1 m goin' now.
2 

CANDY: 

3 You goddamn tramp. You done it, didn't you? 

Everybody knowed you'd mess things up. You just wasn't no 

good. 4 I could of hoed in the garden and washed dishes for 

them guys. • If there was a circus or a baseball 

game . . we would o' went to her ... just said to hell 

with work and went to her. And they'd been a pig and 

checkens ... and ln the winter a little fat stove. An' 
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Movement and Business 

1. Ca x UC to door, 
stands L. 

2. s, en, w, Cu and G 
enter uc. Ca points 
to CW. S x DC to CW, 
feels her wriBt. W 
and Cn x DR, Ca x DL, 
Cu x DC. 

3. Cu and W exit UC. 

4. Cn exit UC. 

5. S x UR to G. 

Technical Cues 
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us jus' settin' there . settin' there .. 1 Hey, 

you guys! Come here! Come here! 2 

CURLEY: 

I know who done it. That big son-of-a-bitch done it. 

I know he done it. Why, everybody else was out there play

ing horseshoes. I'm gonna get him. I'm gonna get my 

shotgun. Why, I'll kill that big son-of-a-bitch myself. 

3 I'll shoot him in the guts. Come on, you guys. 

CARLSON: 

4 I'll go get my Luger. 

SLIM: 

5 I guess Lennie done it all right. Her neck's 

busted. Lennie could o' did that. Maybe like that time 1n 

Weed you was tellin' me about. Well. I guess we got to 

get him. Where you think he might o' went? 

GEORGE: 

I don't know. 

SLIM: 

I guess we gotta get him. 

GEORGE: 

Couldn't we maybe bring him 1n and lock him up? He's 

nuts, Slim, he never done this to be mean. 

SLIM: 

If we could only keep Curley in. But Curley wants to 

shoot him. And s'pose they lock him up, George, and strap 

him down and put him in a cage, that ain't no good. 
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Movement and Business Technical Cues 

1. G X R. 

2. s X R. 

3. Cn enters uc, X DC. 

4. Cu and w enter UC, en 
X L, w X L, Cu x DC. 

5. w exits uc. 

6. Cu turns to G. 

7. G X c to Cu. 
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GEORGE: 

li know. I know-

SLIM: 

2I think there's only one way to get him out of it. 

GEORGE: 

I know-

CARLSON: 

3The bastard stole my Luger. It ain't ln my bag. 

CURLEY: 

4All right, you guy~. The Mexican's got a shotgun. 

You take it, Carlson. 

WHIT: 

Only cover around here lS down by the r1ver. He 

might have went there. 

CURLEY: 

Don't give him no chance. Shoot for his guts, 

that'll double him over. 

WHIT: 

I ain't got a gun. 

CURLEY: 

Go in and tell my old man. 5Get a gun from him. 

Let's go now- 6You're comin' with us, fella! 

GEORGE: 

Yeah. I'll come. 7But listen, Curley, the poor 

bastard's nuts. Don't shoot him, he didn't know what he 

' I was doln . 
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Movement and Business 

1. S X DR. 
), 

2. Cu exits uc. 

3. en, s, and G exit uc. 

4. Ca x c. sits on bale, 
looks at CW. 

.... ~··=-··~ . . . 

Technical Cues 

L20. Barn out. 

S 16. Music in. 

I I . 
I 
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CURLEY: 

Don't shoot him! He's got Carlson's Luger, ain't he? 

GEORGE: 

Maybe Carlson lost his gun. 

CARLSON: 

I seen it this morning. It's been took. 

SLIM: 

1 
Curley, maybe you better stay here with your wife. 

CURLEY: 

Naw, I'm gonna shoot the guts out of that big 

bastard, I'm gonna get him myself. 2 Corne on, you guys. 

SLIM: 

You stay here then, Candy. The rest of us better get 

• I 3 go1n . 

CANDY: 

4Poor bastard.L20,Sl 6 
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Movement and Business 

1. Le enter R, x DR. 

2. Le buries puppy behind 
rock. 

3. Le sits. 

4. G enter R, x DR to Le. 

5. Le stands. 

6. G pushes Le R into bush, 
Le hides, G x L. 

7. W enter R, x DL. 

8. S, Cn, Cu, B enter R. 
S x L, Cn x C, Cu x DC. 

I I 
I 
; 

I i 
! I - ,. I 
I 

: i 
I 

I I 
j 

~· - ·- ·:. ::·-tt· 

Technical Cues 

Sl7. Music out. 

L21. Riverbank up. 

... 
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Act III, Scene II 

LENNIE: 

Sl7,L21,1 
hell I bet. I George gonna g1ve me . . . 

won't tell him. I'll bury him. 2 
But I didn't for-• . . 

get, you bet. I come right here. Hide 1n the brush an' 

wait for George. He gonna give me hell. He gonna wish 

he was alone. Well ... I can go right up in the hills 

an' find a cave. 'Course I wouldn't never have no ketchup. 

I'll--go--away--go--away. 3 There now- Now. 

tell George. He'll know. He always knows. 

GEORGE: 

4Get in the tules--quick. 

LENNIE: 

5 I ain't done nothing, George. 

GEORGE: 

6Get in the tules--damn you. 

WHIT: 

I won't never 

7 There's George. Better not get so far ahead. You 

ain't got a gun. 8 

CARLSON: 

He musta come this way. Them prints 1n the sand 

was aimed this way. 

SLIM: 

Now look. We ain't gonna find him stickin' 1n a 
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Movement and Business 

1. Cu x R toward bush. 

2. G x R toward Cu. 

3. S X D. 

4. Cu, Cn, W, B exit L. 

5. S x R to G. 

6. G points to bush 

7. G nods, S puts hand 
on G's shoulder , 
S exits R. 

: ,. 

, .. ' ........ ~. 
. . . 

Technical Cues 
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bunch this way. We got to spread out. 

CURLEY: 

1 
Brush is pretty thick here. He might be lying 1n 

the brush. 2 

SLIM: 

3 Look--up there's the county road an' open fields 

an' over there's the highway. Le's spread out an' cover 

the brush. 

BOSS: 

Slim's right. We got to spread. 

SLIM: 

We better drag up to the roads an' then drag back. 

CURLEY: 

'Member what I said--shoot for his guts. 

SLIM: 

Okay, move out. Me an' George'll go up to the county 

road. You guys get the highway an' drag back. 

BOSS: 

If we get separated, we'll meet here. Remember this 

place. 

CURLEY: 

All I care 1s getting the bastard.
4 

SLIM: 

5 h . W ere 1s he? 

SLIM: 

6 You want--I should--go away?7 
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Movement and Business 

1. Le comes out of bushes 
G X L. 

2. Le x L. 

5. G points, Le sits. 

: ,. 

. .. - : I 

Technical Cues 

L22. Riverbank fade to 1/2 



GEORGE: 

. I 1 Lennle. 

LENNIE: 

Where's them guys goin'? 

GEORGE: 

Hun tin' . 

LENNIE: 

2 
Whyn't we go with 'em? I like huntin'. Is it 

'cause I done a bad thing? 

GEORGE: 

It don't make no difference. 

LENNIE: 

Is that why we can't go huntin' with them guys? 

GEORGE: 

360 

I d"ff L22 . d . It don t make no 1 erence .... Slt own, Lenn1e. 

Right there .. 3 

LENNIE: 

George! 

GEORGE: 

Yeah? 

LENNIE: 

Ain't you gonna give me hell? 

GEORGE: 

Give ya hell? 

LENNIE: 

Sure .... Like you always done before. Like--"If 



: , .. 

. ~: I 

Movement and·Business Technical Cues 

1. G squats, facing Le. 
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I didn' have you I'd take my fifty bucks .. II 

GEORGE: 

1 h . . Jesus C r1st, Lenn1e, you can't remember nothing 

that happens. But you remember every word I say! 

LENNIE: 

Well, ain't you gonna say it? 

GEORGE: 

"If I was alone I--could live--so easy. I could get 

a job and not have no mess. II . . . 
LENNIE: 

Go on, go on! "And when the end of the month come 

II 

• • 

GEORGE: 

"And when the end of the month come, I could take 

my fifty bucks and go to--a cat-house .. II 

LENNIE: 

Go on, George, ain't you gonna give me no more hell? 

GEORGE: 

No! 

LENNIE: 

I can go away. I'll go right off 1n the hills and 

find a cave if you don't want me. 

GEORGE: 

No, I want you to stay here with me. 

LENNIE: 

Then tell me like you done before. 
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!': ... _ • 

Movement and Business 

1. G stands. 

2. Le takes off his hat. 

3. Le turns head, looks 
across river. 

4. G reaches in side poc
ket, pulls out Cn's 
revolver, points it at 
Le's head, hesitates, 
lowers gun. 

: , .. 

. . - . I 

Technical Cues 
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GEORGE: 

Tell you what? 

LENNIE: 

'Bout the other guys and about us! 

GEORGE: 

"Guys like us got no families. They got a little 

stake and then they blow it ln. They ain't got nobody in 

the world that gives a hoot in hell about 'ern!" 

LENNIE: 

"But not us." Tell about us now. 

GEORGE: 

"But not us." 

LENNIE: 

"Because . II . . 
GEORGE: 

"Because I got you got ... " 

LENNIE: 

"And I got you. We got each other," that's what, 

that g1ves a hoot in hell about us. 

GEORGE: 

1 . 2 
Take off your hat, Lenn1e. The a1r feels fine! 

LENNIE: 

Tell how it's gonna be. 

GEORGE: 

Look acrost the r1ver, Lennie, and I'll tell you like 

you can almost see it. 3 "We gonna get a little place . 
4 
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Movement and Business 

1. Le turns head, G hides 
gun behind back, point 
across river. 

2. G backs UR. 

I 
' ' 
' ' 

.· ·- . . I 

Technical Cues 
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LENNIE: 

Go on! Go on! How's it gonna be? "~ve gonna get a 

little place. " • 

GEORGE: 

"We'll have a cow- And we'll have maybe a p1g and 

chickens--and down the flat we'll have a . . little 

piece of alfalfa. II 
• 

LENNIE: 

"For the rabbits!" 

GEORGE: 

"For the rabbits!" 

GEORGE: 

"And you get to tend the rabbits!" 

LENNIE: 

"And live on the fat o' the land!" 

GEORGE: 

Yes. 

see it. 

1 Look over there, Lennie. Like you can really 

LENNIE: 

Where? 

GEORGE: 

2Right acrost that r1ver there. Can't you almost see 

it? 

LENNIE: 

Where, George? 
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I 

I 

Movement and Business 

1. Le rises to knees, G 
fires gun. Le falls. 

: ,. 

. ··- . : I 

Technical Cues 

L23. Riverbank out. 

L24. House lights to full. 

Sl8. Music ln. 

Sl9. Music out . 
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GEORGE: 

It's over there. You keep lookin', Lennie. Just 

keep lookin'. 

LENNIE: 

I'm lookin', George. I'm lookin' . 

GEORGE: 

That's right. It's gonna be n1ce there. Ain't 

gonna be no trouble, no fights. Nobody ever gonna hurt 

nobody, or steal from •em. It's gonna be--nice. 

LENNIE: 

1 I can see it, George. I can see it! Right over 

there! I .t 1 L23,L24,Sl8,Sl9 can see l . 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

There were some physical problems to be solved in 

this production of Of Mice and Men. The action of the play 

proceeds in four different settings, a definite problem 

considering the limited space of the Laboratory Theatre. 

In an attempt to solve this problem, it was decided to use 

two basic sets, one for the river bank, and a unit set for 

the three ranch scenes. (It was also decided to "break" 

the proscenium by setting the river bank on a platform 

built outside the proscenium.) This helped to emphasize 

the inevitability of the events that lead to Lennie's 

death. By keeping the ranch settings within the pros

cenium openlng, these qualities were subtly indicated to 

the audience. 

Also, because of the nature of the set, there had 

to be some set changes. In order to bridge these pauses 

between scenes, original music was played to cover these 

scene changes and to tie them together. 

Overall, Of Mice and Men was extremely well received. 

Not only was the review ln the Lubbock Avalanche-Journal 

very complimentary, but comments from the audience were 

also highly approving. This type of criticism, while very 

369 
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gratifying, 1s not as dependable as the opinions of those 

who are experienced in the field of theatre arts. Because 

of this, a formal evaluation of the production was held by 

the members of the Theatre Arts faculty. 

A meeting for the evaluation was held on December 17, 

1979. The meeting was opened with a short statement by the 

director, discussing the problems she had attempted to solve 

and explaining the over-all concept of the production. This 

was followed by a discussion of the production with faculty, 

designers, director, and some of the actors involved with 

the production offering their various opinions and comments. 

The first areas of the production to be discussed 

were the design elements. It was agreed that the settings 

were successful in communicating the premise of the trap 

and the set dressing was also highly effective; however, 

one faculty member questioned the use of a bush on the 

river bank set, mainly because its faint green color did 

not mesh with the other dull, dun colors of the settings. 

This faculty member was of the opinion that the bush was 

unnecessary; however, neither the rest of the faculty nor 

the students involved with production, including the direc

tor, agreed. 

Although it was felt that the set was effective, the 

director did have one complaint about the unit set used for 

the ranch scenes. She felt that the space was too large, 

that it could have been and needed to be more cramped. 
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Unfortunately, the set designer did not choose to attend 

the evaluation and could not explain his decision on the 

size of the space. However, it was agreed by those attend

ing the evaluation that the space could have been smaller 

without sacrificing effective blocking. 

Apart from this criticism, all members of the faculty 

felt that the set design solved the space problem in the 

Laboratory Threatre. 

The next aspect of the production to be discussed was 

the lighting. All members of the faculty were in agree

ment that the lighting design was imaginative and succeeded 

in capturing the various moods of each scene. 

Comments on the costumes were also favorable, although 

it was felt by one faculty member that the costumes of 

George and Lennie were not dirty or decrepit enough. This 

faculty member also felt that the fabric used for the 

costumes of Curley's Wife looked too modern. 

The faculty seemed in agreement that the production 

was well-acted and well-directed, although there were 

some criticisms of one scene in particular, the scene between 

Lennie and Curley's Wife prior to her death. The director 

had hoped to indicate the emotional similarities between 

Lennie and the girl through a physical closeness in block

ing of the sun. Members of the faculty felt that this 

blocking failed to communicate this, and as a consequence, 

detracted from the dramatic build of that scene. 
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Also criticized was the scene change from Crooks's 

room to the barn. Since this one scene change took place 

in view of the audience, it was felt that the lack of 

choreography broke the flow from scene to scene and hurt 

the build of dramatic action. The director agreed with this 

criticism and opined that she should have choreographed 

this scene change. 

In summary, the faculty members felt that the acting, 

directing, and design aspects of the production were effec

tive in communicating the desired interpretation, and 

although there were some small problems in areas, these 

did not detract significantly from the overall success of 

the production. 
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